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Context-aware applications, whose behavior reactively depends on the time-varying
status of the surrounding environment—such as network connection, battery level, and
sensors—are getting more and more pervasive and important. Context-aware software
has some context-dependent behaviors to which software adapts at run-time. How-
ever, such a concept brings a new and important problem of achieving safety from harm-
ful context changes to software development: run-time adaptation of context-dependent
behavior sometimes leads to a failure. For example, a facility of software correspond-
ing to some contexts may be unavailable at some time since it is not implemented yet.
Another example is that the program lacks reactiveness to context changes, causing
delay of adaptation. Therefore, it is important to make robust software free of failures
concerning context-awareness.

Our goal is to create a programming language for developing robust context-aware
software. In this thesis, we focus on two kinds of studies: (1) static fault detection via a
type system; (2) run-time error recovery via workflow.

Type systems are a well-known technique for light-weight static verification of a
program, which is useful to detect erroneous code before running applications. We
develop such a type system with the calculus ContextFJ<:, which models JCop lan-
guage, which embodies Context-Oriented Programming, a new paradigm for develop-
ing context-aware applications. Using the type system, a type checker can detect in-
valid behavioral adaptation statically, in the sense that no method not found error arises.
The novelty of ContextFJ<: is supporting inheritance and subtyping of contexts, which
are similar to those of objects in Object-Oriented Programming languages and helpful
to model and modularize applications. Our contributions are (1) language design of
a type-safe version of JCop including layer swapping, (2) the semantics of layer in-
heritance, which adds another “dimension” to the space of method lookup, (3) sound
subtyping for first-class layers, which led us to two kinds of subtyping relation.

Workflow is a broadly used notion to coordinate long-running transactional activi-
ties and realizes robustness via compensations, which roughly correspond to undo op-
erations for already executed activities. We develop a context-aware version of work-
flow, named ContextWorkflow, which mainly treats the sudden interruption of a pro-
gram that would arise from context changes: responding to sudden interruption, a
program should abort with doing recovery, or suspend. The novelty of ContextWork-
flow is to support asynchronous interruption, suspension and checkpointing, which
saves a snapshot of the program states; and being able to be implemented as an em-
bedded domain-specific language (E-DSL) in some major host languages such as Scala
and Haskell, which programmers can use easily as a part of a host language. Our
contributions are (1) the design of ContextWorkflow; (2) a formal semantics of the core
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language; (3) a monadic interpreter corresponding to the semantics; and (4) its concrete
implementation as an E-DSL in Scala.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context-Aware Applications

Software is much more interactive than it used to be: it interacts with not only users but
also external resources such as network and sensors and changes its behavior according
to inputs from these resources. Such external information that affects the behavior of
software is often referred to as contexts, and software that is aware of contexts as context-
aware applications (CAA) [SAW94, ADB+99].

One typical instance of CAA is robot software. Suppose, for example, a robot has
limited energy and moves around to do some task. In case the battery is running out
before accomplishing the given job, he should stop what he is doing, return to a refu-
eling point and resume the task. In fact, such a robot has already been developed and
sold, such as Roomba R© 1.

Besides robot applications, we can consider a lot of computer software as CAA.
One example is an e-mail reader which switches to a text-based mode when network
throughput is low. Another example is a package manager application that installs
or updates packages in an operating system or a software development environment,
whose execution largely depends on network availability.

1.2 Language-Based Approaches to Developing Context-Aware
Applications

From the viewpoint of software development, researchers have shown that CAA has
following two features.

1. CAA has several context-dependent behaviors (CDB), each of which depends on
some contexts. One characteristic feature of CDB is that it is activated and deac-
tivated at run-time according to contexts changes; that is, behavioral changes occur
dynamically. An example is an e-mail reader that has the rich-text mode and
plain-text mode, which are CDBs and depend on different contexts respectively,
high or low of network throughput. In an example of the above robot, doing
given task and returning to a refueling point are also CDBs, and each of them
relates to his battery level.

2. CAA usually reacts to context changes promptly since contexts are time-varying
in many situations; so they are interruptible [BVDR+12] or support asynchronous
interruption. An example is a working robot that should immediately stop his
task when the surroundings become dark; if he lacks rapid reaction, he may work
haphazardly in the dark.

1http://www.irobot-jp.com/roomba/

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Researchers have also found a problem that, by using current main-stream lan-
guages, CAA is hard to develop and maintain. The main reason is that existing main-
stream languages lack constructs to deal with the above features of CAA. We look at
two problems related to the above features and corresponding current solutions in de-
tail.

1.2.1 Context-Oriented Programming

The first issue is about modularization of CAA program. Generally, it is desirable for
a software program to be modularized into some meaningful pieces of code so that
programmers can reuse each module. In this spirit, many modularization mechanisms
are proposed such as Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) [Sny86], Aspect-Oriented
Programming [KLM+97], and Feature-Oriented Programming [Pre97, ABKS13].

Similarly, a program constituting a CAA should be appropriately modularized so
that CDBs are separated from each other [HCN08]. That is, it is desirable to package
one CDB into one module in order to let programmers not to change many modules
at once. Since a CDB will be added newly or removed from software through the life
cycle of the software, such modularization is very significant, e.g., introducing a new
mode related to about half amount of the battery level in a robot example.

However, existing module structures, such as classes of OOP languages, are not
suitable to arrange CDBs. This is because that the description of CDBs often crosscuts
with the dominating module structure. Besides module structures, it is difficult to treat
dynamic behavioral changes, i.e., the context-aware software has to be adapted for
different CDBs dynamically.

In order to address this problem from a programming-language perspective, Con-
text-Oriented Programming (COP) has been proposed by Hirschfeld et al. [HCN08].
COP usually extends OOP. The main idea of COP is to provide language constructs
layers, which are modules to specify context-dependent behavior, and their dynamic
layer activation. A layer is basically a collection of what are called partial methods, which
intuitively correspond to CDBs, and add new behavior to existing objects or override
existing methods. When a layer is activated at run-time by a designated construct, the
partial methods defined in it become effective, changing the behavior of objects until
the activation ends. Roughly speaking, a layer abstracts a context and corresponding
CDBs, and dynamic layer activation abstracts change of contexts.

COP is introduced in many languages such as Java [AHHM11], Python [VLDN07],
Common Lisp [CH05], and JavaScript [GMCC13]. Here is a simple example of a battery-
aware robot using COP in Java.

public layer LowBattery {
public void Robot.doTask(){ // partial method

... /* go back to a refueling point */
}

}
public layer HighBattery {
public void Robot.doTask(){ // partial method

... /* do given task */

... proceed(); ... // invoking an overridden doTask()
}

}

We define two layers LowBattery and HighBattery, each of which expresses modules
containing CDBs relating to low and high battery level respectively. Robot.doTask is
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a partial method that is declared into existing class Robot and represents a CDB. Since
a partial method can override original definitions in a class or other layers, it is able to
have a proceed call, which invokes an overridden method and similar to the super call
of Java.

While layers are a way to separate CDBs, layer activations are for dynamic behavior
changes. A layer can be activated by using a with-block, in which the selected layers
are activated and method invocations are affected by activated layers.

Robot robot = new Robot();
with(HighBattery){

...
robot.doTask(); // it will be affected by HighBattery
...

}

Then, we can clearly separate CDBs into layers relating to some contexts and dy-
namically adopt CDBs by activating layers.

JCop

JCop language [AH12] is a leading COP language that is an extension of Java. Not only
does it support basic COP constructs described above, but also it introduces many
advanced features such as inheritance of layer implementations and first-class layers;
they enhance the expressibility and are helpful to model and modularize CAAs.

For example, it would be smart to let LowBattery and HighBattery extend the same
layer BatteryLevel using layer inheritance if they have similar definitions. Suppose
we add a new method printBatteryLevel in the class Robot by these layers, which
returns the current battery level as a string, and write a common string in the partial
method of BatteryLevel.

public layer BatteryLevel{
public String Robot.currentBatteryLevel(){
return "BatteryLevel:";

}
}
public layer LowBattery extends BatteryLevel {
public String Robot.currentBatteryLevel(){
return superproceed() + "Low";

}
}
public layer HighBattery extends BatteryLevel {
public String Robot.currentBatteryLevel(){
return superproceed() + "High";

}
}

We can use a superproceed call, which invokes a method overriden by layer inheri-
tance, e.g., here the superproceed calls will invoke the Robot.currentBatteryLevel()
method defined in the layer BatteryLavel.

This mechanism is not special one: classes of OOP use inheritance commonly. Sim-
ilar to objects in Java, a layer is also a first-class inhabitant in JCop, that is, it can be a
value and passed to as an argument of methods.
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BatteryLevel bat = batteryLevel() < 50 ? new LowBattery() : new
HighBattery();

with(bat){
...

}

Here, bat represents a layer value whose content is decided by conditional expression.
It can also be activated by with.

Therefore, layer inheritance and first-class layers enhance expressibility of COP.

1.2.2 Languages for Asynchronously Interruptible Program

The second problem is about reactiveness of CAA. Reactiveness has emerged in many
applications such as GUI, which interacts with some user inputs; and embedded sys-
tems, which respond to many sensory data. Generally, it is difficult to develop reactive
software because of asynchronous nature, i.e., programmers cannot predict when a
stimulus occurs. Therefore, many technologies have been proposed to deal with reac-
tiveness well, such as the observer pattern [GHJV94] of OOP and functional reactive
programming (FRP) [EH97, BLCVC+13].

We explain more about FRP. One unique construct of FRP is first-class time-varying
values, called signals. A signal is intuitively a function from time to some value. It
can depend on other signals, and a dependency network of signals consists a directed
acyclic graph. Moreover, a value change of a signal automatically propagates to other
signals which are dependent on the signal. Then, programmers need not manage time-
varying values by themselves, i.e., they are free from manual assignments of updated
values.

Here is an example of signals in Scala using an FRP library REScala [SHM14].

val battery: Signal[Int] = /* a signal representing the battery level */
val lowbattery: Signal[Boolean] = Signal{ if(battery() < 20) false else true }

Both battery and lowbattery are signals. We suppose battery is updated periodically
by a built-in timer. lowbattery depends on battery and is automatically updated if
the value of the dependent signal changes.

Researchers have already studied to use FRP for developing CAAs [MCDM08,
PHE99, HCNP02]. Among them, Bainomugisha et al. proposed a new programming
language Flute [BVDR+12] which supports asynchronous interruption with suspen-
sions. One novel approach of Flute is that it adopts FRP to express what manages
interruption. In Flute, a function relates to signals of FRP and a predicate about the
signals, and its execution will abort or suspend when values of the dependent signals
do not satisfy the predicate. In other words, we can execute the program under some
contexts. We think that this approach is a natural one since it can be seen as a gener-
alization of time-out, where program execution depends on time; it is needless to say
time is time-varying.

1.3 Problem Statement

Developing CAA, though novel concepts described above have been introduced,
however, a new and crucial problem achieving safety from harmful context changes has
emerged: a run-time adaptation of context-dependent behavior sometimes leads to
failure. Though the meaning of this problem is wide, here we focus on two concretiza-
tions.
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1. The first sub-problem is about the unavailability of CDBs. A facility of software
corresponding to some contexts may be unavailable at run-time for several rea-
sons, such as it is not implemented yet. This problem is crucial since it will cause
an unexpected termination of software.

2. The second one is about robustness against context changes. Since many CAAs
should respond to context changes promptly, some tasks may be aborted halfway.
The issue here is that just aborting such an incompleted task is problematic since
it lets computational effects as they are, e.g., a robot may stop without going back
to the refueling point. We need some appropriate error-recovery, but it is usually
not clear how to do it.

1.4 Our Approach

Our research goal is to develop a programming language to address this problem. In
this thesis, we focus on the above two sub-problems and take different approaches
respectively; static fault detection via a type system for the first one; run-time error
recovery via workflow for the second.

1.4.1 Static Verification via Type System

From the viewpoint of COP, we can state the first problem in a different way, i.e., in-
voking a (partial) method is failed by “method not found” error. Such a problem is
broadly recognized in programming languages; for example, many dynamically typed
languages such as Ruby and Python can easily cause this error.

To prevent “method not found” error, type systems are a well-known technique,
which is useful to detect erroneous code before running applications. Many languages
such as Java, ML, Scala, and Haskell, have its own type system. Although we can
say dynamically typed languages such as Ruby and Python also have type systems,
only statically typed languages are called type-safe, which means that if a program is
well-typed, it does not cause a certain kind of run-time errors. For example, in Java, a
well-typed program does not cause “method not found” errors.

Developing a type system and providing type-safety for a language, we usually
take an approach to constructing a formal calculus which models the language and
includes a type system. In Java, for example, Featherweight Java (FJ) [IPW01] is used
as the defacto standard of the core calculus, and many derivatives are born in many
programming paradigms such as aspect-oriented programming [CIZ10] and feature-
oriented programming [AKL08]. A formal calculus generally includes formal syn-
tax and semantics and provides a significant property type soundness [WF94] with its
proofs, which ensures type-safety of the language.

Typechecking a COP language is also an interesting study and is challenging be-
cause of its dynamic nature. In Java-based COP languages, typechecking programs is
more difficult than in Java because layer (de)activation can dynamically change the in-
terfaces of objects (if a layer adds a new method to base classes). Igarashi, Hirschfeld,
and Masuhara [IHM12] have studied this problem and developed a formal calculus
ContextFJ, which models a core of COP, with a provably sound type system.

However, there were no studies of typechecking advanced COP mechanisms intro-
duced in JCop. In other words, ContextFJ supports only the fundamental COP mecha-
nisms, namely, global and second-class layers and block-style layer activation and it is
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not obvious how their type system can extend to other features such as first-class layers
and layer inheritance of JCop.

Therefore, we address this problem by developing a core calculus based on JCop.

1.4.2 Error Recovery via Workflow

To address the second issue, a desirable programming language should have an error-
handling mechanism that is well suited to reactiveness of CAA. To find out what kind
of mechanism is well suited and understand why this is an exciting problem to solve,
we look some examples.

An example is a package manager application that updates packages in an operat-
ing system or a software development environment. It tends to be running for a long
time because, even if only one package is selected by the user for the update, it is nec-
essary to resolve package dependency, download archive files, unpack them and more:
the whole task takes considerable time. Examples of the interruptions are network dis-
connection and a press of the “cancel” button. Another example is a battery-powered
robot that moves around to do some task such as cleaning rooms. Examples of the
interruptions are a low battery level and sensor malfunction.

Reactions to interruptions cannot be simple. In the package manager, for example, it
is not desirable just to abort the package manager promptly in response to a press of the
“cancel” button because the package dependency may be broken, i.e., packages may
be partially updated/installed. A desirable package manager must ensure consistency
of packages by performing some recovery actions, e.g., reverting the update by re-
installing the previous versions of the packages. It may also be preferable in the case
of network disconnection to suspend the execution until the connection comes back. In
the robot example, a desirable reaction to a low battery level is stopping the task and
returning to a base for charge.

The two examples show that, if an interruption occurs, it is necessary for context-
aware applications to promptly (1) abort with reverting the “effects” that comes from
incompleted tasks (file replacement in the first example and robot moves in the second
example) or (2) suspend until the time contexts get back.

It is, however, difficult to develop context-aware applications in existing main-
stream languages because of the following two problems. First, as Bainomugisha et
al. indicated [BVDR+12], the languages lack constructs for promptly reacting to con-
text changes. Inserting the code for the context checks manually is not desirable from
a modularity perspective. Using asynchronous exceptions [MJMR01] could be a solu-
tion to the point. It is, however, still weak for context-aware applications because the
context usually depends on multiple time-varying data and asynchronous exceptions
themselves are not helpful for this.

Second, support for recovery from asynchronous interruption in the existing lan-
guages is weak. Although today’s standard approach to handling interruptions is to
use the exception handling constructs such as try-catch-finally, they are not useful
for the reversion and suspension; especially, the reversion is similar to resource han-
dling with exceptions, which is hard with the constructs [Wei06]. A more complicated
and difficult reaction is partial abort [GMC09], which is a combination of the reversion
and suspension and is realized by using checkpoints [RLT78, ZJ10, DL99]. Checkpoints
are useful in order to make applications robust [pow] and avoid wasteful recomputa-
tion [CA08].

Our solution to the problems is based on the ideas of Flute [BVDR+12] and work-
flow [GMS87, CP13]. As described above, Flute is a programming language originally
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proposed to solve the first problem. To represent the context depending on multiple
time-varying data, Flute uses FRP. Flute also supports suspending the program execu-
tion.

Workflow [GMS87, CP13] represents a long-running interruptible transaction that
consists of several atomic transactions. The typical applications are web applications
and business process management, and recently it is adapted to context-aware ap-
plications [NG06, AFG+07, SLI08]. One import idea of workflow for us is compensa-
tion [Wei06], where each action of a program is accompanied by a compensation ac-
tion, meaning a recovery action; and program execution takes account of its progress
and automatically constructs its recovery action.

1.5 The Reason for a Language-Based Approach

Here, we explain why we take a language-based approach. We have several reasons.
One is for the safety of a language. Setting limitation on elements of a language (such
as syntax) can increase the safety of the language, but on the other hand, it reduces
expressibility of the language. Static typing and dynamic typing are a typical example.
Therefore, taking a language-based approach, we can discuss tradeoffs between safety
and expressibility of the language.

Another reason is for simplicity and genericity. Libraries and frameworks are useful
in many cases, but they are sometimes too specific. For example, existing workflow
engines such as Windows Workflow Foundation [wwf] are helpful for defining and
executing long-running tasks and business processes, but they are exaggerating for
generic error-handling of a program. For error recovery of our setting, what we want
is a simple and lightweight technique like asynchronous exceptions and try-catch-
finally, which are embedded into languages.

1.6 This Thesis

In this thesis, we propose solutions to the above problems. First, we develop a small
COP language called ContextFJ<: as a method of static verification, which extends
ContextFJ and includes a provably sound type system. Second, we provide Context-
Workflow for developing an interruptible program. Finally, we try to combine Context-
Workflow and COP notion. Their details are as follows.

1.6.1 A Type System for JCop

In this work, first, we design a type-safe version of JCop, called Safe JCop, based on
the notion of ContextFJ. Then, we formalize Safe JCop by developing a small COP lan-
guage called ContextFJ<:. The language extends ContextFJ to layer inheritance, sub-
typing of layer types, first-class layers, and a type-safe layer deactivation mechanism
called layer swapping; and we prove a type soundness theorem for ContextFJ<:.

Main issues we have to deal with are (1) language design of Safe JCop, including
layer swapping (2) the semantics of layer inheritance, which adds another “dimension”
to the space of method lookup, (3) sound subtyping for first-class layers, which led us
to two kinds of subtyping relation.

Designing Safe JCop First, we design a type-safe version of JCop. Safe JCop consists
of a part of JCop features, such as layers, with-block layer activation, layer inheritance,
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and first-class layers. It also includes explicit declarations of dependencies between
layers which are introduced in ContextFJ.

Moreover, we newly introduce a type-safe layer deactivation mechanism called
layer swapping. It is known to be difficult to introduce layer deactivation in a type-safe
manner [IHM12]. Therefore, we introduced a way to safely realize layer deactivation,
layer swapping, which deactivates one layer and activates another one simultaneously.

Semantics Second, we extend the semantics of ContextFJ to support layer inheri-
tance. Besides proceed call of COP, JCop provides superproceed call which is almost
similar to super call but follows the layer inheritance, not class inheritance. Then,
JCop’s method lookup mechanism adds another dimension to the one of original COP.
Therefore, we formalize the new method lookup mechanism.

Type System Third, we extend a type system of ContextFJ by Safe JCop constructs.
Especially, we study about layer subtyping considering first-class layers; we introduce
two kinds of subtyping relation, normal and weak subtyping. We also prove the type
soundness of the calculus.

1.6.2 ContextWorkflow

We propose a language ContextWorkflow as a solution to the above second problem.
ContextWorkflow is a workflow-based language that supports compensation, asyn-
chronous interruption, suspension, and checkpoints. It also provides sub-workflows and
programmable compensations [BMM05, CP13] that ignore and replace the compensations
of completed portions of workflow, respectively.

Our approach to implementing ContextWorkflow is embedding to other “host” lan-
guages [Hud96], that is, we develop an embedded domain-specific language (E-DSL). The
benefit of the approach is that the language itself remains small but can be powerful
because any features of the host language are still available.

Our technical contributions are (1) design of the workflow-based programming lan-
guage with asynchronous interruption, (2) formalization including the big-step oper-
ational semantics, (3) monadic interpreter corresponding to the semantics, and (4) im-
plementation of ContextWorkflow by embedding to Scala. The details are as follows.

Asynchronous Interruption in Workflow Our approach to asynchronous interrup-
tion uses signals of FRP and polling [Fee93], and our novel finding is that the idea
of transactions fits with the approach. A workflow in ContextWorkflow is executed
under some context, which changes over time asynchronously and indicates how the
execution of workflow proceeds. An asynchronous interruption is detected by check-
ing the context. We suppose that each atomic transactions should not be interrupted
asynchronously; and we regard atomic transactions as a primitive construct of our lan-
guage. The context is checked at the beginning of each atomic transaction similarly to
the transactions in database [Gra81] and software transactional memory [ST97]. The
difference between our workflow and the transactions is when a check runs. In the
transactions, a check runs at the end. We also introduce constructs for blocking inter-
ruptions as in Concurrent Haskell [MJMR01] for avoiding unnecessary context checks.

Formalizing ContextWorkflow We develop a big-step operational semantics that
models the essential constructs of ContextWorkflow, that is, workflow, compensation,
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asynchronous interruption, sub-workflows, programmable compensations, check-
points, and suspension. The semantics is inspired by the Bruni et al.’s formaliza-
tion [BMM05] of Sagas [GMS87], which is a foundation of workflow. We provide basic
properties of the calculus and describe small extensions. We also discuss whether the
polling code should be inserted before or after an atomic transaction using the core
calculus.

Monadic Interpreter We develop a monadic interpreter closely corresponding with
the operational semantics in lazy and eager languages. We define the CW monad using
the reader, either and free [Swi08] monads and monad transformers to represent ab-
stract syntax trees. The monadic interpreter translates ContextWorkflow monadic val-
ues to values of the underlying monad using fold-like functions. Because free monad
transformers and the fold functions over them are usually different between lazy and
eager languages, two implementations are necessary.

Implementation as E-DSL in Scala We carefully embed ContextWorkflow in Scala
based on the monadic interpreter. In our embedding, one can throw Scala exceptions
using throw in atomic actions and handle them using Scala’s standard exception han-
dling mechanism. We use the macro system in Scala to look the ContextWorkflow
programs naturally.

1.6.3 Modularizing Context-Dependent Behaviors in ContextWorkflow

Finally, we provide a mechanism to modularize CDBs in ContextWorkflow. The moti-
vation is that though we use contexts as an execution status in ContextWorkflow, we
want to use mechanisms of behavioral changes of COP also in ContextWorkflow. For
example, we would like to program CAAs such as energy-aware computing [SDF+11,
ZLL15], where several modes relate to energy consumption and are changed dynami-
cally. In this work, we develop a stand-alone library to modular CDBs in Scala, called
GEAR.

In our library, we mainly introduce two constructs, context-dependent functions
(CDFs) and layered-functions (LFs). A CDF is a partial function that modularizes one
context-dependent behavior and relates to signals representing contextual data with
a predicate about signals. A LF is a list of CDFs and an executable unit of the library:
when it is executed, containing CDFs which satisfy their own predicates are going to be
executed in order. We suppose LF is used to write atomic actions of ContextWorkflow.

The contributions of this work are (1) developing a prototypical library that real-
izes modular behavioral changes and (2) implementation of proceed call of COP using
delimited continuations [DF90], which is also provided in Scala [RMO09].

1.7 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe ContextFJ<:.
Chapter 3 is for ContextWorkflow. Chapter 4 explains about the third work. Chapter 5
describes related work. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with future work. We also give
the proof of type soundness of ContextFJ<: in Appendix A and the proofs of properties
of core ContextWorkflow in Appendix B.





Chapter 2

A Type System for JCop

In this chapter, we develop a type-safe version of JCop, called Safe JCop. Then, we
formalize Safe JCop by developing a small COP language called ContextFJ<:, which
extends ContextFJ [IHM12] to layer inheritance, subtyping of layer types, first-class
layers, and a type-safe layer deactivation mechanism called layer swapping. We also
provide a provable type soundness property with several theorems and lemmas.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. After informally reviewing features
of Safe JCop in Section 2.1, we develop ContextFJ<: with its syntax, operational seman-
tics, and type system in Section 2.2; and we prove type soundness in Section 2.3. The
rest summarizes this chapter.

2.1 Language Constructs of Safe JCop

In this section, we review language constructs of Safe JCop including first-class layers,
layer inheritance/subtyping, and layer swapping along informal discussions about the
type system.

As a running example, we consider programming a graphical computer game called
RetroAdventure [AHL13]. In this game, a player has a character “hero” that wanders
around the game world. Here, we introduce class Hero that represents the hero, which
has method move to walk around, and class World that represents the game world.

public class Hero {
Position pos;
public void move(Direction dir){

pos = /* changes pos according to dir */;
}

}
public class World { ... }

2.1.1 Layers and Partial Methods

As mentioned already, a first distinctive feature of COP is layers—collections of partial
methods to modify the behavior of existing objects. A partial method is syntactically
similar to an ordinary method declared in a class, except that the name is given in a
qualified form Hero.move(); this means the partial method is going to override method
move defined in Hero or (if it does not exist) add to Hero. A layer can contain partial
methods for different classes, so, when it is activated, it can affect objects from various
classes at once. Similarly to super calls in Java, the body of a partial method can contain
proceed calls to invoke the original method overridden by this partial method.

Here, suppose that the hero’s behavior is influenced by weather conditions in the
game world. For example, in a foggy weather, the hero gets slow and, in a stormy

11
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weather, the hero cannot move as he likes. Here are layers that denote weathers of the
game world.

public layer Foggy {
/* partial method */
public void Hero.move(Direction dir){

pos = /* the distance of move is shorter */;
}

}
public layer Stormy {
/* partial method */
public void Hero.move(Direction dir){
proceed(randomDirection(dir));

}
/* baseless partial method */
public Direction Hero.randomDirection(Direction dir){
return /* add randomness to dir */;

}
}
public layer Sunny { ... }

Foggy and Stormy have the definitions of Hero.move, which change the behavior of the
original definition in different ways. In particular, Hero.move in Stormy uses proceed,
replacing the arguments to calls to move. It also has Hero.randomDirection, used to
determine a new randomized direction to which the hero is going to move.

Methods defined in classes are often referred to as base methods and partial methods
without corresponding base methods as baseless partial methods. Notice that activating
a layer with baseless partial methods extends object interfaces and proceed in a base-
less partial method is unsafe unless another layer activation provides a baseless partial
method of the same signature.

2.1.2 Layer Activation and First-Class Layers

In Safe JCop, a layer can be activated by using a layer instance (created by a new ex-
pression, just as an ordinary Java object, from a layer definition) in a with statement.
The following code snippet shows how Foggy can be activated.

with(new Foggy()){
hero.move(); /* The hero will get slow by Rainy weather. */

}

Inside the body of with, dynamic method dispatch is affected by the activated layers
so that partial methods are looked up first. So, movement of the hero will be slow.

Layer activation has a dynamic extent in the sense that the behavior of objects
changes even in methods called from inside with. If more than one layer is activated, a
more recent activation has precedence and a proceed call in a more recently activated
layer may call another partial method (of the same name) in another layer.

In Safe JCop, a layer instance is a first-class citizen and can be stored in a variable,
passed to, or returned from a method. A layer name can be used as a type. Combining
with layer subtyping discussed later, we can switch layers to activate by a run-time
condition. For example, suppose that the game has difficulty levels, determined at run
time according to some parameters, and each level is represented by an instance of a
sublayer of Difficulty. Then, we can set the initial difficulty level by code like this:

Difficulty diff = /* an expression to compute difficulty */ ;
with(diff){ ... }
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Moreover, a layer can declare own fields and methods (although we do not model
them in layers in this article). So, first-class layers significantly enhance expressiveness
of the language.

2.1.3 Dependencies between Layers

Baseless partial methods and layer activation that has dynamic extent pose a challenge
on typechecking because activation of a layer including baseless partial methods can
change object interfaces. So, a method invocation, including a proceed call, may or
may not be safe depending on what layers are activated at the program point. Safe
JCop adopts requires clauses [IHM12] for layer definitions to express which layers
should have been activated before activating each layer (instance). The type system
checks whether each activation satisfies the requires clause associated to the activated
layer and also uses requires clauses to estimate interfaces of objects at every program
point.

For example, consider another layer ThunderInStorm, which expresses an event in
a game. It affects the way how the hero’s direction is randomized during a storm and
includes a baseless partial method with a proceed call. To prevent ThunderInStorm
from being activated in a weather other than a storm, the layer requires Stormy as
follows:

public layer ThunderInStorm requires Stormy {
public Direction Hero.randomDirection(Direction dir){

Direction tmpd = proceed(dir);
... /* change tmpd to speed up */
return tmpd;

}
}

An attempt at activating ThunderInStorm without activating Stormy will be rejected by
the type system (unless the activation appears in a layer requiring Stormy). Thanks to
the requires clause, the type system knows that the proceed call will not fail. (It will
call the partial method of the same name in Stormy or some other depending on what
layers are activated at run time.)

2.1.4 Layer Inheritance and Subtyping

In Safe JCop, a layer can inherit definitions from another layer by using the keyword
extends and the extends relation between layers yields subtyping, just like Java classes.
If weather layers have many definitions in common, it is a good idea to define a super-
layer Weather and concrete weather layers as its sublayers.

public layer Weather {
public Text People.sayWeather(){ return new Text(""); }
...

}
public layer Stormy extends Weather {
public Text People.sayWeather(){

Text buf = superproceed();
buf.setText("It’s stormy today.");
return buf;

} ...
}
public layer Foggy extends Weather {
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public Text People.sayWeather(){ ... }
...

}

Here, Weather provides (baseless) partial method sayWeather to the class People,
which returns Text data that people say about weather condition. The implementa-
tion of People.sayWeather just returns an empty Text and sublayers of the Weather
override it. Safe JCop provides superproceed, which calls a partial method overridden
because of layer inheritance. The partial method of Stormy sets the contents of the text
using superproceed.

Since class subtyping equals to the reflexive and transitive closure of the extends re-
lation, we expect layer subtyping to be the same; an instance of a sublayer can be substi-
tuted for that of its superlayer. However, substitutability is more subtle than one might
expect and we are led to distinguishing two kinds of substitutability and introducing
two kinds of subtyping relation, called weak and normal subtyping. The difference
arises from requires clauses. To explain the issue, we define layer Thunder, which is
the superlayer of ThunderInStorm and ThunderInFog and a sublayer of a marker layer
Event.

public layer Event { ... }
public layer Thunder extends Event requires Weather {
public void change_font(Text label){ label.setFont("Italic"); }
public Text People.sayWeather(){ change_font(proceed()); }

}
public layer ThunderInStorm extends Thunder requires Stormy {
public Text People.sayWeather(){

Text buf = superproceed();
buf.setText("Escape from here right now!!");
return buf;

}
...

}
public layer ThunderInFog extends Thunder requires Foggy {
public Text People.sayWeather(){ ... }

}

Thunder changes the font of the text of what People say. It seems natural to set the
requires clause of Thunder to be Weather, since its two sublayers require Stormy and
Foggy respectively.

Weak subtyping An instance of a sublayer can be used where one of its superlayers
is required, since a sublayer defines more partial methods than its superlayer. For
example, to activate the following layer called Thunder, which requires Weather, it
suffices to activate Foggy, a sublayer of Weather, beforehand.

with(new Foggy()){
// Thunder requires Weather and Foggy extends Weather
with(new Thunder()){ ... }

}

We will formalize substitutability about requires as weak subtyping, which is the
reflexive transitive closure of the extends relation between layer types. For the weak
subtyping to work, we require that a sublayer declare, at least, what its superlayer
requires because partial methods inherited from the superlayer may depend on them.
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We could relax this condition if a sublayer overrides all the partial methods but such a
case is expected to be rare and so not taken into account.1

Normal subtyping The above notion of subtyping is called weak because it does not
guarantee safe substitutability for first-class layers. Consider layer Difficulty again
and assume that it requires no other layers and has sublayers Easy and Hard. In
the following code snippet, the activation of diff appears safe because its static type
Difficulty does not require any layers to have been activated.

Difficulty diff = someCondition() ? new Easy() : new Hard();
with(diff){ ... }

However, the case where Easy or Hard requires some layers breaks the expected invari-
ant that the dependency expressed by the requires clauses is satisfied at run time. So,
for assignments and parameter passing, we need one more condition for subtyping,
namely, requires of a sublayer must be the same as that of its superlayer. We call this
strong notion of subtyping normal subtyping.

Base

Thunder

Weather

StormyFoggy

Thunder
InStorm

Thunder
InFog

req {Foggy} req {Stormy}

subtyping

weak
subtyping

req {Weather}

req {}

req {}

req {} req {}

Diffi-
culty

HardEasy

req {}

req {} req {}

Event
req {}

FIGURE 2.1: An example of layer subtyping hierarchy.

In Fig. 2.1, we show the layer subtyping hierarchy of the examples so far. An oval
means a layer and the notation req {X} beside an oval means its requiring layers. Just
like Object in Java, there is Base, which is a superlayer of all layers, in Safe JCop. If a
layer omits the extends clause, it is implicitly assumed that the layer extends Base.

2.1.5 Layer Swapping and Deactivation

The original JCop provides constructs to deactivate layers, called without. However,
only with requires, it is not easy to guarantee that layer deactivation does not lead to
an error. For safe deactivation, it has to be checked that there is no layer that requires
the deactivated layer, but the type system is not designed to keep track of the absence
of certain layers. Instead of general-purpose layer deactivation mechanisms, Safe JCop

1Re-typechecking inherited methods under the new requires clause would be another way to relax
this condition but this is against modular checking.
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introduces a special construct to express one important idiom that uses deactivation,
namely layer swapping to deactivate some layers and activate a layer at once.

In Safe JCop, we can define a layer as swappable, which means that all its sublayers
can be swapped with each other, by adding the modifier swappable. The swap state-
ment for layer swapping is of the following form:

swap(activation_layer, deactivation_layer_type){ ... }

The activation_layer is an expression whose static type must be a sublayer of deacti-
vation_layer_type, which in turn has to be swappable. It deactivates all instances of
deactivation_layer_type (and its sublayers), and activates the activation_layer.

Let’s consider Difficulty once again. We could define Difficulty as a swappable
layer and use swap to switch to another mode temporarily.

swappable layer Difficulty { ... }
...
Difficulty diff = someCondition() ? new Easy() : new Hard();
with(diff){

...
swap(new Hard(), Difficulty){

... // Enforce hard mode
}

}

Unfortunately, for type safety, the necessary restriction for layer swapping is not
weak: No sublayers of a swappable layer can be required by other layers or can
change their interfaces or requires clauses from the swappable layer.

2.1.6 Method Lookup

We informally explain how Safe JCop’s method lookup mechanism works, before pro-
ceeding to the formal calculus.

When method m is invoked on an instance of class C with layers L1; · · · ;Ln acti-
vated, the corresponding method definition is sought as follows: first, the activated
layers Ln, Ln−1, down to L1 are searched (in this order) for a partial method named
C.m; if C.m is not found, the base class C is searched for the base definition; if m is not
found, similar search continues on the C’s superclass D—namely, the activated layers
are searched again for a partial method named D.m and the base class D is searched
for the base definition, and so on. In addition to the usual inheritance chain in class-
based object-oriented languages, COP adds another dimension to the space of method
lookup. Actually, there is yet another dimension in (Safe) JCop because of layer in-
heritance: When Li is searched for a partial method, its superlayers are searched, too,
before going to Li−1. For example, under the following class and layer definitions

class C extends D { }
class D extends E { void m(){ ... } }
class E { void m(){ ... } }
layer L1 { void D.m(){ ... } }
layer L2 extends L3 { void E.m(){ ... } }
layer L3 { void C.m(){ ... } }

the following statement

with(new L1()) {
with(new L2()){
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new C().m();
}

}

will execute partial method C.m defined in L3, whereas the statement

with(new L1()) { new C().m(); }

will execute D.m in L1.
Now, we turn our attention to the semantics of super, proceed, and superproceed.

When a super, proceed or superproceed call is encountered during execution of a (par-
tial) method, it continues to look for a method definition of the same name as follows.

Suppose that C.m is found in layer Li with layers L = L1; · · · ;Ln activated (0 < i ≤
n) and that D is a superclass of C.

• A call super.m() starts looking for a partial method D.m from Ln and so on.

• A proceed call starts looking for a partial method C.m from Li−1 or the base
method of class C (when i = 1), and so on.

• A superproceed call starts looking for C.m in Li
′ (where Li

′ is the superlayer of
Li), Li

′ ′ (where Li
′ ′ is the superlayer of Li

′), and so on. If C.m is not found in the
superlayers, it is a run-time error (which the type system will prevent).

For example, consider the following class and layer definitions and suppose L1,
L2 and L3 are activated in this order. (In what follows, the notation L.C.m means the
partial method C.m defined in layer L.)

class C extends D { }
class D extends E { void m(){ return super.m();} }
class E { void m(){ return; } }
layer L1 {
void C.m(){ return e1; }
void D.m(){ return e2; }

}
layer L2 {
void C.m(){ return e3; }

}
layer L4 {
void C.m(){ return e5; }
void E.m(){ return e6; }

}
layer L3 extends L4 {
void C.m(){ return e4; }

}

• super.m calls from L4.C.m and L1.C.m will invoke L1.D.m; and ones from L1.D.m
and D.m will invoke L4.E.m, since L3 inherits E.m from L4.

• proceed calls from L4.C.m will invoke L2.C.m and ones from L1.C.m will invoke
L1.D.m.

• superproceed calls from L3.C.m will invoke L4.C.m.

Fig. 2.2 summarizes how super, proceed, and superproceed calls are resolved.
Each ball represents a (partial) method definition and its location where it is put. The
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three axes stands for class inheritance (C extends D and D extends E), activated layers
(L1, L2, and L3 are activated in this order), and layer inheritance (L3 extends L4). Or-
ange arrows represent how proceed calls at each method definition are resolved. For
example, the top-most long orange arrow means that proceed from L4.E.m will invoke
E.m. Green arrows represent super and blue superproceed.

Finally, we should note that, for super, proceed, and superproceed calls, the acti-
vated layers are the same as those when the current method is found. So, with or swap
around super, proceed, and superproceed does not affect which definition is invoked.

C.m

class inheritance

activated layers

L1 L2 L3

C

D

E

proceed

super

superproceed

layer inheritance

L4

C.m

E.m

E.m

C.m

D.m

C.m

D.m

FIGURE 2.2: Method Lookup Example.

2.2 ContextFJ<:

In this section, we formalize a core functional subset of Safe JCop as ContextFJ<: with
its syntax, operational semantics and type system. ContextFJ<:, a descendant of Feath-
erweight Java (FJ) [IPW01], extends ContextFJ [HIM11, IHM12] with layer inheritance,
superproceed, layer subtyping, first-class layers, and swappable layers. JCop features
that ContextFJ<: does not model for simplicity include: fields and (ordinary) methods
in layers, special variable thislayer to refer to the current layer instance, superlayer
to invoke an ordinary method in a superlayer, and declarative layer composition.

2.2.1 Syntax

Let metavariables C, D and E range over class names; L over layer names; f and g over
field names; m over method names; x and y over variables, which contains special vari-
able this. The abstract syntax of ContextFJ<: is given in Fig. 2.3.

Following FJ, we use overlines to denote sequences: So, f stands for a possibly
empty sequence f1, · · · , fn and similarly for T, x, e, and so on. The empty sequence is
denoted by •. Concatenation of sequences is often denoted by a comma except for layer
names, for which we use a semicolon. We also abbreviate pairs of sequences, writing
“T f” for “T1 f1, · · · , Tn fn”, where n is the length of T and f, and similarly “T f;”
as shorthand for the sequence of declarations “T1 f1;. . .Tn fn;” and “this.f=f;” for
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T ::= C | L (types)
CL ::= class C / C { T f; K M } (classes)
LA ::= [swappable] layer L / L req L { PM } (layers)
K ::= C(T f){ super(f); this.f = f; } (constructors)
M ::= T m(T x){ return e; } (methods)
PM ::= T C.m(T x){ return e; } (partial methods)
e, d ::= x | e.f | e.m(e) | new T(e) | with e e | swap (e,L) e (expressions)

| proceed(e) | super.m(e) | superproceed(e)
| new C(v)<C,L,L>.m(e) | new C(v)<C,L,L,L>.m(e)

v, w ::= new C(v) | new L() (values)

FIGURE 2.3: ContextFJ<:: Syntax.

“this.f1=f1;. . .;this.fn=fn;”. Given layer sequence L, We write {L} for the set of
layers (obtained by ignoring the order). Sequences of field declarations, parameter
names, layer names, and method declarations are assumed to contain no duplicate
names.

We briefly explain the syntax, focusing on COP-related constructs. A layer defini-
tion LA consists of optional modifier swappable, its name, its superlayer name, layers
that it requires, and partial methods. A partial method (defined as PM) is similar to a
method but specifies which m to modify by qualifying the simple method name with a
class name C.

Instantiation can be a layer instance new L(), as well as a class instance new C(e).
Note that arguments to new L are always empty because ContextFJ<: does not model
fields of layer instances. In the expression with e1 e2, e1 stands for the layer to be
activated and e2 the body of with. In the expression swap (e1, L) e2, e1 means the
layer to be activated, L the swappable layer, e2 the body of swap. By this expression,
during the evaluation of e2, all instances of the swappable layer L and its sublayers are
deactivated, and e1 is activated. super.m(e), proceed(e) and superproceed(e) are
keywords to invoke methods of the superclass, a previously activated layer, and the
superlayer, respectively.

Expressions new C(v)<D,L′,L>.m(e) and new C(v)<D,L,L′,L>.m(e) are special
run-time expressions that are related to method invocation mechanism of COP, and
not supposed to appear in classes and layers. They basically mean that m is going to be
invoked on new C(v). The annotation <D,L′,L> is used to model super and proceed
whereas <D,L,L′,L> is used for superproceed. L stands for a sequence of activated lay-
ers and D, L and L′ (which is assumed to be a prefix of L) play a role of a “cursor” where
the method lookup starts from. We explain how they work in detail in Section 2.2.2.

Program A ContextFJ<: program (CT, LT, e) consists of a class table CT, a layer table
LT and an expression e, which stands for the body of the main method. CT maps a class
name to a class definition and LT a layer name to a layer definition. A layer definition
can be regarded as a function that maps a partial method name C.m to a partial method
definition. So, we can view LT as a Curried function, and we often write LT(L)(C.m) for
the partial method C.m in L in a program. We assume that the domains of CT and LT
are finite. Precisely speaking, the semantics and type system are parameterized over
CT and LT but, to lighten the notation, we assume them to be fixed and omit from
judgments.
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Given CT and LT, extends and requires clauses are considered relations, written
/ and req, respectively, over class/layer names. Namely, we write L req Li if LT(L) =
layer L req L and Li ∈ L. We also write L req {L} if LT(L) = layer L req L.2 As
usual, we write R+ for the transitive closure of relation R; similarly for R∗ for the
reflexive transitive closure of R. We write L swappable if LT(L) is defined with the
swappable modifier.

We assume the following sanity conditions are satisfied by a given program:

1. CT(C) = class C ... for any C ∈ dom(CT).

2. Object 6∈ dom(CT).

3. For every class name C (except Object) appearing anywhere in CT, C ∈ dom(CT).

4. LT(L) = ... layer L ... for any L ∈ dom(LT).

5. Base 6∈ dom(LT).

6. For every layer name L (except Base) appearing anywhere in LT, L ∈ dom(LT).

7. Both for classes and layers, there are no cycles in the transitive closure of the
extends clauses.

8. LT(L)(C.m) = ... C.m(...){...} for any L ∈ dom(LT) and C 6= Object and
(C.m) ∈ dom(LT(L)).

These sanity conditions are an extension of those of FJ: conditions for layers (4–7) are
similar to those for classes (1–3, 7). In Condition 6, like Object of classes, layer Base is
defined as the root of the layer inheritance/subtyping hierarchy. In the condition (8),
C 6= Object means that a layer cannot introduce a method to Object, which has no base
methods. We could allow a layer to add methods to Object but doing so would just
clutter presentation—there are more rules to deal with the fact that super calls cannot
be made in partial methods for Object.

2.2.2 Operational Semantics

Lookup Functions We need a few auxiliary lookup functions to define operational
semantics and they are defined in Fig. 2.4. The function fields(C) returns a sequence T f
of pairs of a field name and its type by collecting all field declarations from C and its
superclasses.

The function pmbody(m, C, L) returns the parameters and body x.e of the partial
method C.m defined in layer L. It also returns the layer name L0 at which C.m is found,
which will be used in reduction rules to deal with superproceed. If partial method C.m
is not found in L, its superlayer L′ is searched and so on. The function mbody(m, C, L1, L2)
returns the parameters and body x.e of method m in class C when the search starts from
L1; the other sequence L2 keeps track of the layers that are activated when the search
initially started. It also returns D and L′ ′ (which will be a prefix of L2), information on
where the method has been found. For example, in the rule MB-LAYER, which means
that the method is found in class C and layer L0 (or its superlayers), mbody returns C
and (L′; L0). Such information will be used in reduction rules to deal with proceed and

2Note that L1 req L2 and L1 req {L2} have slightly different meanings; the former means L2 is one of
the layers required by L1, whereas the latter means L2 is the only layer required by L1.
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fields(C) = T f

fields(Object) = • (F-OBJECT)

class C / D { T f; ... } fields(D) = S g

fields(C) = S g, T f
(F-CLASS)

pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e in L0

LT(L)(C.m) = T0 C.m(T x){ return e; }

pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e in L
(PMB-LAYER)

LT(L)(C.m) undefined L / L′ pmbody(m, C, L′) = x.e in L0

pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e in L0
(PMB-SUPER)

mbody(m, C, L′, L) = x.e in D, L′ ′

class C / D { ... T0 m(T x){ return e; } ... }

mbody(m, C, •, L) = x.e in C, •
(MB-CLASS)

pmbody(m, C, L0) = x.e in L1

mbody(m, C, (L′; L0), L) = x.e in C, (L′; L0)
(MB-LAYER)

class C / D { ... M } m 6∈ M mbody(m, D, L, L) = x.e in E, L′

mbody(m, C, •, L) = x.e in E, L′
(MB-SUPER)

pmbody(m, C, L0) undefined mbody(m, C, L′, L) = x.e in D, L′ ′

mbody(m, C, (L′; L0), L) = x.e in D, L′ ′
(MB-NEXTLAYER)

FIGURE 2.4: ContextFJ<:: Lookup Functions.

super. Readers familiar with ContextFJ will notice that the rules for mbody are mostly
the same as those in ContextFJ, except that pmbody(m, C, L) is substituted for PT(m, C, L)
to take layer inheritance into account. By reading the four rules defining the two func-
tions in a bottom-up manner, it is not hard to see the correspondence with the method
lookup procedure, informally described in Section 2.1.6.

Reduction The operational semantics of ContextFJ<: is given by a reduction relation
of the form L ` e −→ e′, read “expression e reduces to e′ under the activated layers
L.” The sequence L of layer names stands for nesting of with and the rightmost name
stands for the most recently activated layer. As for other sequences, L do not contain
duplicate names. Note that we put a sequence of layer names L rather than layer in-
stances because layer instances have no fields and new L() and L can be identified. If
we modelled fields in layer instances, we would have to put instances for layer names.

Reduction rules are found in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. R-FIELD is for field access and
four rules R-INVKXX are for method invocation: R-INVK initializes the cursor accord-
ing to the currently activated layers L; the rules R-INVKB and R-INVKP represent in-
vocation of a base and partial method, respectively, depending on which kind is found
by mbody; the rule R-INVKSP deals with the case where the cursor in the receiver object
is a quadruple, which occurs when the entire expression was a superproceed call. In
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fields(C) = C f

L ` new C(v).fi −→ vi
(R-FIELD)

L ` new C(v)<C,L,L>.m(w) −→ e′

L ` new C(v).m(w) −→ e′
(R-INVK)

mbody(m, C′, L′ ′, L′) = x.e0 in C′ ′, • class C′ ′/ D{...}

L ` new C(v)<C′,L′ ′,L′>.m(w) −→ new C(v) /this,
w /x,
new C(v)<D,L′,L′>/super

 e0

(R-INVKB)

mbody(m, C′, L′ ′, L′) = x.e0 in C′ ′, (L′ ′ ′; L0) class C′ ′/ D{...} layer L0/ L1

L ` new C(v)<C′,L′ ′,L′>.m(w) −→
new C(v) /this,
w /x,
new C(v)<C′ ′,L′ ′ ′,L′>.m /proceed,
new C(v)<D,L′,L′> /super,
new C(v)<C′ ′,L1,(L

′ ′ ′;L0),L
′>.m/superproceed

 e0

(R-INVKP)

pmbody(m, C′, L1) = x.e0 in L2 class C′/ D{...} layer L2/ L3

L ` new C(v)<C′,L1,(L
′ ′;L0),L

′>.m(w) −→
new C(v) /this,
w /x,
new C(v)<C′,L′ ′,L′>.m /proceed,
new C(v)<D,L′,L′> /super,
new C(v)<C′,L3,(L

′ ′;L0),L
′>.m/superproceed

 e0

(R-INVKSP)

FIGURE 2.5: ContextFJ<:: Reduction Rules 1.
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with(L, L) = L′ L′ ` e −→ e′

L ` with new L() e −→ with new L() e′
(RC-WITH)

swap(L, Lsw, L) = L′ L′ ` e −→ e′

L ` swap (new L(),Lsw) e −→ swap (new L(),Lsw) e′
(RC-SWAP)

L ` el −→ el
′

L ` with el e −→ with el
′ e

(RC-WITHARG)

L ` el −→ el
′

L ` swap (el,Lsw) e −→ swap (el
′,Lsw) e

(RC-SWAPARG)

L ` with new L() v −→ v
(R-WITHVAL)

L ` swap (new L(), Lsw) v −→ v
(R-SWAPVAL)

L ` e0 −→ e0
′

L ` e0.f −→ e0
′.f

(RC-FIELD)

L ` ei −→ ei
′

L ` e0.m(..,ei,..) −→ e0.m(..,ei
′,..)

(RC-INVKARG)

L ` e0 −→ e0
′

L ` e0.m(e) −→ e0
′.m(e)

(RC-INVKRECV)

L ` ei −→ ei
′

L ` new C(..,ei,..) −→ new C(..,ei
′,..)

(RC-NEW)

L ` ei −→ ei
′

L ` new C(v)<C′,L′ ′,L′>.m(..,ei,..) −→ new C(v)<C′,L′,L′>.m(..,ei
′,..)

(RC-INVKAARG1)

L ` ei −→ ei
′

L ` new C(v)<C′,L,L′ ′,L′>.m(..,ei,..) −→ new C(v)<C′,L,L′,L′>.m(..,ei
′,..)

(RC-INVKAARG2)

FIGURE 2.6: ContextFJ<:: Reduction Rules 2.
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the last case, pmbody is used to find a method body because superproceed denotes a
partial method in one of the superlayers.

Note how this, proceed, super and superproceed are replaced with the receiver
with different cursor locations. For proceed, the cursor of triple moves one layer to the
left and, for super, the cursor moves one level up in the direction of class inheritance,
resetting the layers. Thanks to Sanity Condition (8), the superclass D is always found. If
we allowed a layer to add baseless partial methods to Object, we would have to have
special rules, in which there is no substitution for super (and typing rules to disallow
the use of super in such partial methods). Igarashi et al. [IHM12] have overlooked this
subtlety. For superproceed, the cursor moves one level up in the direction of layer
inheritance (generating a quadruple from a triple in R-INVKP). For example, we show
how cursors of a triple and a quadruple work using example in Section 2.1.6. Let e be
new C().m(). Then, the derivation of L1; L2; L3 ` e −→ e′ will take the form:

mbody(m, C, (L1;L2;L3), (L1;L2;L3)) = •.e4 in C, (L1;L2;L3)
L1; L2; L3 ` new C<C,(L1;L2;L3),(L1;L2;L3)>().m() −→ e′

R-INVKP

L1; L2; L3 ` new C().m() −→ e′
R-INVK

where e′ is
new C<C,(L1;L2;L3),(L1;L2;L3)>() /this
new C<D,(L1;L2;L3),(L1;L2;L3)>() /super
new C<C,(L2;L3),(L1;L2;L3)>().m /proceed
new C<C,L4,(L1;L2;L3),(L1;L2;L3)>().m/superproceed

 e4.

Now, we go back to Fig. 2.6. The rules RC-WITH and RC-SWAP express layer acti-
vation and swapping, respectively. The auxiliary functions with(L, L) and swap(L, Lsw, L)
for context manipulation are defined by:

with(L, L) = (L \ {L}); L swap(L, Lsw, L) = (L \ {L′ | L′ /* Lsw}); L

The function with removes L (if exists) from layer sequence L and adds L to the end of
L and swap removes all sublayers of Lsw from L, and adds L to the end of L.3 The type
system checks that Lsw is a swappable layer. Based on the above, the rule RC-WITH

means that with (new L()) e executes e with L activated (as the first layer). The rule
RC-SWAP is similar; it means that swap (new L(), Lsw) e executes by deactivating
all sublayers of Lsw and activating layer L. For example, we can derive:

...
L1; L2; L3 ` new C().m() −→ e′

R-INVK

L1; L2 ` with new L3() e −→ e′
R-WITH

L1 ` with new L2() (with new L3() e) −→ e′
R-WITH

• ` with new L1() (with new L2() (with new L3() e)) −→ e′
R-WITH

The rules RC-WITHARG and RC-SWAPARG are for reduction of expression el that
is expected to become a layer instance. Rules RC-WITHVAL and RC-SWAPVAL are for
final reduction steps of with and swap blocks, respectively, that pass the value v as it

3The symbol \ is usually used to remove entities from a set, but we informally use it for a sequence
here.
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is. Other rules for congruence are same as those of ContextFJ: ContextFJ<: reduction is
call by value but the order of reduction of subexpressions is unspecified.

2.2.3 Type System

As usual, the role of a type system is to ensure the absence of a certain class of run-time
errors. Here, they are “field-not-found” and “method-not-found” errors, including the
failure of proceed, superproceed or super calls.

As discussed in the last section, the type system takes information on activated lay-
ers at every program point into account. We approximate such information by a set Λ
of layer names, which mean that, for any layer in Λ, an instance of one of its sublayers
has to be activated at run time. This set gives underapproximation of activated lay-
ers; other layers might be activated. Activated layers are approximated by sets rather
than sequences because the type system is mainly concerned about access to fields and
methods and the order of activated layers does not influence which fields and methods
are accessible.

In our type system, a type judgment for an expression is of the form L; Λ; Γ ` e : T,
where Γ is a type environment, which records types of variables, and L stands for
where e appears, namely, a method in a class (denoted by C.m) or a partial method in
a layer (denoted by L.C.m). For example, the proceed call in the body of the partial
method People.sayWeather() of layer Thunder is typed as follows:

Thunder.People.sayWeather; {Weather, Thunder}; this : People ` proceed() : Text

The layer name set {Weather, Thunder} comes from the fact that Thunder requires
Weather. Thunder is also included because Thunder (or one of its sublayers) is obvi-
ously activated when a partial method defined in this very layer is executed.

We start with the definitions of two kinds of layer subtyping discussed in the last
section and proceed to functions to look up method types and typing rules.

Subtyping We define subtyping C <: D for class types, weak subtyping L1 <:w L2
and normal subtyping L1 <: L2 for layer types by the rules in Fig. 2.7. Class subtyping
C <: D is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of /, just as FJ. Weak layer
subtyping is also the reflexive and transitive closure of /. We extend it to the relation
Λ1 <:w Λ2 between layer name sets by LSS-INTRO: Λ1 <:w Λ2 if and only if for every
element in Λ2, there must exist a sublayer of it in Λ1. It is used to check activated
layers Λ1 satisfy the requirement Λ2 given by a requires clause in typechecking a
layer activation. Normal subtyping is almost the reflexive and transitive closure of /
but there is one additional condition: for L1 to be a normal subtype of L2, the layers
they require must be the same (LS-EXTENDS). Obviously, if L1 <: L2, then L1 <:w L2
(but not vice versa).

Method type lookup Similarly to pmbody and mbody, we define two auxiliary func-
tions pmtype and mtype to look up the signature T→T0 (consisting of argument type T
and a return type T0) of a (partial) method. pmtype(m, C, L) returns the signature of C.m
in L (or one of its superlayers). mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) returns the type of m in C under the
assumption that Λ1 is activated. The other layer set Λ2 (⊇ Λ1) is used when the lookup
goes on to a superclass. If Λ1 and Λ2 are the same, which is mostly the case, we write
mtype(m, C, Λ1).
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class subtyping <:

C <: C
(CL-REFL)

C <: D D <: E

C <: E
(CL-TRANS)

class C / D {...}

C <: D
(CL-EXTENDS)

normal layer subtyping <:

L <: L
(LS-REFL)

L1 <: L2 L2 <: L3

L1 <: L3
(LS-TRANS)

L / Base L req ∅
L <: Base

(LS-BASE)

L1 / L2 L1 req Λ
L2 req Λ
L1 <: L2

(LS-EXTENDS)

weak layer subtyping <:w

L <:w L
(LSW-REFL)

L1 <:w L2 L2 <:w L3

L1 <:w L3
(LSW-TRANS)

L1 / L2

L1 <:w L2
(LSW-EXTENDS)

layer set subtyping

∀L0 ∈ Λ0.∃L1 ∈ Λ1 s.t. L1 <:w L0

Λ1 <:w Λ0
(LSS-INTRO)

FIGURE 2.7: ContextFJ<:: Subtyping Relations.

These rules by themselves do not define mtype as a function, because different layers
may contain partial methods of the same name with different signatures. So, precisely
speaking, it should rather be understood as a relation; in a well-typed program, it will
behave as a function, though.

Expression Typing As mentioned already, the type judgment for expressions is of
the form L; Λ; Γ ` e : T, read “e is given type T under context Γ, location L and layer
set Λ”. In addition to C.m and L.C.m, L can be •, which means the top-level (i.e.,
under execution). Typing rules are given in Fig. 2.9. We defer typing rules for run-time
expressions new C(v)<D,L′,L>.m(e) and new C(v)<D,L,L′,L>.m(e) to the next section
and focus on expressions that appear class and layer definitions.

Rules T-VAR, T-FIELD are easy. T-NEW and T-NEWL are for instance of classes
and instance of layers, respectively. The rule T-INVK is straightforward: the method
signature T→T0 is retrieved from the receiver type C0 and Λ; the types of the actual
arguments must be subtypes of T; and the whole expression is given the method return
type T0. The rule T-WITH checks, by Λ <:w Λ′, that the layers required by L—the
type of the layer to be activated—are already activated and that the body e0 is well
typed under the assumption that L is additionally activated. T-SWAP is similar; the
set Λrm stands for the set of layers after deactivation and must be a weak subtype of
the required set Λ′. The last four rules are for super, proceed, and superproceed calls
and so they are similar to T-INVK. Differences are in how the method signature is
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pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0

LT(L)(C.m) = T0 C.m(T x){ return e; }

pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0
(PMT-LAYER)

LT(L)(C.m) undefined L / L′ pmtype(m, C, L′) = T→T0

pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0
(PMT-SUPER)

mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0

class C / D {... T0 m(T x){ return e; } ...}

mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0
(MT-CLASS)

∃L ∈ Λ1.pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0

mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0
(MT-PMETHOD)

class C / D {... M } m 6∈ M
∀L ∈ Λ1.pmtype(m, C, L) undefined mtype(m, D, Λ2, Λ2) = T→T0

mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0
(MT-SUPER)

FIGURE 2.8: ContextFJ<:: Method Type Lookup Functions.

obtained. In the rules T-SUPERB and T-SUPERP for a super call in a method defined in
a class and in a partial method, respectively, the superclass E is given to mtype. Layer
names are taken from the requires clause instead of Λ—corresponding to the fact that
the method to be invoked is not affected by with or swap surrounding super (a class
cannot require any layer, hence the empty set). In the rule T-PROCEED for a proceed
call, the current class name C is used. Similarly to T-SUPERP, layer names are taken
from the require clause. The last argument to mtype is Λ ∪ {L} because a proceed call
can proceed to a partial method D.m (where D is a superclass of C) defined in the same
layer L. In the rule T-SUPERPROCEED, pmtype is used instead of mtype.

In Igarashi et al. [IHM12], in which a type system for ContextFJ is developed, an-
other layer activation construct called ensure is adopted. The difference from with is
that, if an already activated layer is to be activated, ensure does not change the acti-
vated layer sequence, whereas with will pull that layer to the head of the sequence so
that partial methods in it are invoked first. For example, activating layers L1, L2, L1 in
this order results in L1;L2 with ensure but in L2;L1 with the with statement. Igarashi
et al. argue that the rearrangement of layers by with destroys the layer ordering in
which interlayer dependency is respected. For example, if L2 requires L1, then L2;L1
violates the require clause in the sense that the layers that L2 requires do not precede
L2 in the sequence. So, for simplicity, Igarashi et al. considered only ensure, which
does not have this problem.

Our discovery is that, in fact, this anomaly caused by with is not really a problem for
type soundness and essentially the same typing rule works—Our typing rule T-WITH

for with is indeed very similar to that for ensure in ContextFJ; the only difference is the
use of⊆ in the place of weak subtyping <:w (ContextFJ does not have layer subtyping).
The reason why a layer sequence like L2;L1 is not problematic can be explained as
follows. Actually, problematic would be a partial method defined in L2 calling another
(partial) method, say C.m, that exists only in L1—that is, one that is undefined in a base
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L; Λ; Γ ` e : T

(Γ = x:T)

L; Λ; Γ ` xi : Ti
(T-VAR)

L; Λ; Γ ` e0 : C0 fields(C0) = T f

L; Λ; Γ ` e0.fi : Ti
(T-FIELD)

L; Λ; Γ ` e0 : C0 mtype(m, C0, Λ) = T → T0 L; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

L; Λ; Γ ` e0.m(e) : T0
(T-INVK)

fields(C0) = T f L; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

L; Λ; Γ ` new C0(e) : C0
(T-NEW)

L; Λ; Γ ` new L0() : L0
(T-NEWL)

L; Λ; Γ ` el : L L req Λ′ Λ <:w Λ′ L; Λ ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T0

L; Λ; Γ ` with el e0 : T0
(T-WITH)

L; Λ; Γ ` el : L L <:w Lsw Lsw swappable L req Λ′

Λrm = Λ \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λ′ L; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T0

L; Λ; Γ ` swap (el,Lsw) e0 : T0
(T-SWAP)

class C / E {...} mtype(m′, E, ∅) = T → T0 C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

C.m; Λ; Γ ` super.m′(e) : T0
(T-SUPERB)

class C / E {...} L req Λ′ mtype(m′, E, Λ′ ∪ {L}) = T → T0
L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` super.m′(e) : T0
(T-SUPERP)

L req Λ′ mtype(m, C, Λ′, Λ′ ∪ {L}) = T → T0 L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` proceed(e) : T0
(T-PROCEED)

L / L′ pmtype(m, C, L′) = T → T0 L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` superproceed(e) : T0
(T-SUPERPROCEED)

FIGURE 2.9: ContextFJ<:: Expression Typing.
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M ok in C

C.m; ∅; x : T, this : C ` e0 : S0 S0 <: T0

T0 m(T x) { return e0; } ok in C
(T-METHOD)

PM ok in L

L req Λ L.C.m; Λ ∪ {L}; x : T, this : C ` e0 : S0 S0 <: T0

T0 C.m(T x) { return e0; } ok in L
(T-PMETHOD)

CL ok

K = C(S g, T f){ super(g); this.f=f; }
fields(D) = S g M ok in C

class C / D { T f; K M } ok
(T-CLASS)

LA ok

L is not sublayer of any swappable layer
L′ req Λ′ {L} <:w Λ′ PM ok in L

[swappable] layer L req L / L′ { PM } ok
(T-LAYER)

L /+ Lsw Lsw swappable
L′ req Λ′ {L} = Λ′

PM ok in L ∀C.m ∈ {PM}. pmtype(m, C, Lsw) defined
¬∃L2 ∈ dom(LT).L2 req L

layer L req L / L′ { PM } ok
(T-LAYERSW)

FIGURE 2.10: ContextFJ<:: Method/Class/Layer Typing.

class—via proceed.4 Such a dangling partial method cannot be executed, however: C.m
in L1 cannot contain proceed, which leads to execution of the dangling partial method,
because L1 is activated first, meaning that L1 does not require any other layer, but it is
assumed here that m is not defined in base class C.

Typing for Methods, Partial Methods, Classes, Layers, and Programs Typing rules
for (partial) methods, layers, and classes and are given in Fig. 2.10. The rule T-METHOD

is standard. Readers familiar with FJ may notice that a condition for valid overriding
is missing; it is put in elsewhere–see below. The rule T-PMETHOD for a partial method
means that the method body e0 is typed under the layer set required by this layer.
The rule T-LAYER is for layers that are not sublayers of any swappable layer and de-
mands that the requires clause of the layer be covariant and all partial methods are
well formed. The rule T-LAYERSW is for sublayers of swappable layers. It demands, in
addition to the conditions described in T-LAYER, that the requires clause of this layer
be the same as those of its parent swappable layer, that no partial method be newly in-
troduced, and that this layer be not required by other layers. The last condition requires
a global program analysis.

4Invoking m via this or super will find m in L1.
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Valid overriding noconflict(L1, L2), overrideh(L, C), overridev(C)

∀m, C, T, T0, S, S0. if LT(L1)(C.m) = T0 m(T x){...}
and LT(L2)(C.m) = S0 m(S y){...}, then T, T0 = S, S0

noconflict(L1, L2)

∀m, T, T0, S, S0, x. if LT(L)(C.m) = S0 m(S x){...}
and mtype(m, C, ∅, dom(LT)) = T→T0, then T, T0 = S, S0

overrideh(L, C)

∀m, D, T, T0, S, S0. if class C / D {... S0 m(S x){...}...}
and mtype(m, D, dom(LT), dom(LT)) = T→T0,

then T = S and S0 <: T0

overridev(C)

` (CT, LT) ok ` (CT, LT, e) : T

∀C ∈ dom(CT).CT(C) ok ∀L ∈ dom(LT).LT(L) ok
∀L1, L2 ∈ dom(LT).noconflict(L1, L2)

∀C ∈ dom(CT).L ∈ dom(LT).overrideh(L, C) ∀C ∈ dom(CT).overridev(C)

` (CT, LT) ok
(T-TABLE)

` (CT, LT) ok •; ∅; • ` e : T
` (CT, LT, e) : T

(T-PROG)

FIGURE 2.11: ContextFJ<:: Program Typing.

It is worth elaborating the rule T-LAYERSW in more detail. First, if the condition
{L} = Λ′ were {L} <:w Λ′ (as in T-LAYER), the type system would be unsound. A
counterexample is below:

class C {}
swappable layer L0 { int C.m() { return 0; } }
layer L1 extends L0 {}
layer L2 extends L0 requires L { int C.m() { return proceed(); } }
layer L requires L0 { int C.m() { return proceed(); } }

Layer L2 additionally requires L, which requires L0, a swappable superclass of L2. The
condition {L} <:w Λ′ would be trivially satisfied for L2 because the requires clause of
L0 is empty. The partial methods in L2 and L are well formed because L and L0, respec-
tively, provide definitions to proceed. Under these classes and layers, the following
expression

with (new L1())
with (new L()) // fulfills "requires L0"
swap(L0, new L2()) // fulfills "requires L"
new C().m()

is well typed, because L1, which is a subclass of L0, is activated before activating L, and
L is activated before activating L2. However, the swap expression executed under L1; L
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would get stuck as follows:

L1; L ` swap(L0, new L2()) new C().m()
−→ swap(L0, new L2()) new C<C,L,(L;L2)>().m()
−→ swap(L0, new L2()) new C<C, • ,(L;L2)>().m()
6−→

The method invocation would take place under L; L2, both of which have C.m but the
second proceed call goes nowhere.

Second, if a subclass of a swappable layer were allowed to define a new method
(which is not defined in the swappable), then the type system would be unsound, too.
Consider the following classes and layers.

class C {}
class D extends C {}

swappable layer L0 {}
layer L1 extends L0 {}
layer L2 extends L0 {
int C.m() { return this.m(); }
int D.m() { return swap(L, new L2()) super.m(); }

}

Layer L2 defines new partial methods C.m and D.m. They are well formed: in particular,
super.m() is well typed because L2 itself provides C.m. The following expression

with (new L2()) new D().m()

is well typed, since D.m invoked with L2 activated. However, reduction of new D().m()
under L2 would get stuck:

L2 ` new D().m()
−→ swap(L, new L1()) new D<C,L2,L2>().m()
−→ swap(L, new L1()) new D().m()
6−→

Since super calls are not affected by swap, super.m() in D.m succeeds but, by the time
this.m() is executed, L2 will be swapped out.

Fig. 2.11 is for program typing; a program is well typed if all classes and layers in
CT and LT, respectively, are well formed and the main expression e is typed (at the
top-level •).

The most involved is the rule to check valid method overriding used in T-TABLE.
The predicate noconflict means that for two partial methods of the same (qualified)
name must have the same signature. The predicate overrideh means that, for any partial
method, the overridden method (base method in C or partial methods for C’s super-
class) must have the same signature. The predicate overridev means that a base method
can override a (partial) method in its superclass (or layers modifying it) with a covari-
ant return type. Note that, unlike Java, checking valid method overriding requires a
whole program because a layer may add a new method to a base class, one of whose
subclass may accidentally define a method of the same name without knowing of that
layer.
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∅ wf
(WF-EMPTY)

Λ wf La req Λ′ Λ <:w Λ′

Λ ∪ {La}wf
(WF-WITH)

Λ wf Lsw swappable L <:w Lsw L req Λ′

Λrm = Λ \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λ′

Λrm ∪ {L}wf
(WF-SWAP)

FIGURE 2.12: ContextFJ<:: Layer set well-formedness.

2.3 Type Soundness

In this section, we prove type soundness of ContextFJ<: via subject reduction and
progress [WF94]. Strictly speaking, we should present typing rules for run-time ex-
pressions first before stating these properties but, for ease of understanding, we will
reverse the order and start with the statements of the properties.

Since we model the execution of a main method starting with no layers activated,
we are mainly interested in the case where L is • and the layer sequence is empty.
However, we have to strengthen the statements of these properties so that the layer
sequence can be nonempty. We introduce the notion of well-formed layer sets for this
purpose.

We define the relation {L}wf , read “layer set {L} is well formed,” by the rules
in Fig. 2.12. Intuitively, a set of layers is well-formed if one can obtain the layers by
activating them one by one so that requires clauses are satisfied. We ignore the order
of activation because the with statement can change the order of activated layers by
activating an already activated layer again.

Aside from layer well-formedness, the statements of subject reduction, progress,
and type soundness are standard:

2.3.1 Theorem [Subject Reduction]: Suppose ` (CT, LT) ok. If •; {L}; Γ ` e : T and
{L} wf and L ` e −→ e′, then •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : S for some S such that S <: T.

2.3.2 Theorem [Progress]: Suppose ` (CT, LT) ok. If •; {L}; • ` e : T and {L} wf , then
e is a value or L ` e −→ e′ for some e′.

2.3.3 Theorem [Type Soundness]: If ` (CT, LT, e) : T and e reduces to a normal form
under the empty set of layers, then the normal form is new S(v) for some v and S such
that S <: T.

2.3.1 Typing Rules for Run-time Expressions

To prove the theorems above, we have to give typing rules for run-time expressions
of the forms new C(v)<D,L′,L>.m(e) and new C(v)<D,L,L′,L>.m(e), which are not
supposed to appear in a class/layer table. The typing rules with the rules for a few
auxiliary judgments are given in Fig. 2.13:

In the rule T-INVKA for new C0(v)<D0,L
′,L>.m(e), the premises except for C0.m `

<D0,L
′,L> ok and Λ <:sw {L}—they are explained in detail below—are similar to

T-INVK. The method signature is obtained by using the current cursor <D0,L
′,L>. The
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•; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 C0.m ` <D0,L
′,L> ok Λ <:sw {L}

mtype(m, D0, {L′}, {L}) = T′→T0 •; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T′

•; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v)<D0,L
′,L>.m(e) : T0

(T-INVKA)

•; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 C0.m ` <D0,(L
′ ′;L0),L> ok Λ <:sw {L}

L0 <:w L1 pmtype(m, D0, L1) = T′→T0 •; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T′

•; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v)<D0,L1,(L
′ ′;L0),L>.m(e) : T0

(T-INVKAL)

∀L0 ∈ Λ0.∃L1 ∈ Λ1.( L1 <:w L0 or
∃L2 ∈ dom(LT).L2 swappable and L0 <:w L2 and L1 <:w L2)

Λ1 <:sw Λ0
(LSSW-INTRO)

C <: D {L2}wf ndp(m, D, L1, L2)

C.m ` <D,L1,L2> ok
(WF-CURSOR)

class C {.. C0 m(..){..} ..}

ndp(m, C, L1, (L1;L2))
(NDP-CLASS)

∃L0 ∈ L1.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L0)

ndp(m, C, L1, (L1;L2))
(NDP-LAYER)

C / D ndp(m, D, (L1;L2), (L1;L2))

ndp(m, C, L1, (L1;L2))
(NDP-SUPER)

FIGURE 2.13: ContextFJ<:: Runtime Expression Typing.
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rule T-INVKAL for a method invoked by superproceed is similar. One difference is
that the method signature is obtained by using pmtype; the receiver is derived from a
superproceed call that originated from a superlayer of L0, hence L0 <:sw L1.

The condition Λ <:sw {L} relates the layer sequence L in the cursor and Λ, which
intuitively represents the set of layers activated at this program point. In many cases,
Λ = {L} holds but if super and proceed calls are surrounded by with or swap, they
can be different. The relation <:sw is similar to <:w but the additional clauses ∃L2 ∈
dom(LT).L2 swappable and L0 <:w L2 and L1 <:w L2 take into account the possibility
that a layer in Λ may be activated by swapping layers in {L} out.

The judgment C.m ` <D,L1,L2> ok, which means that the cursor is well formed
with respect to method m in class C, is defined by WF-CURSOR. It requires that D to be
a superclass of C and L2 to be well formed. The last condition ndp(m, D0, L′, L) (stand-
ing for “non-dangling proceed”) intuitively means “a chain of proceed calls from the
given cursor location <D0,L

′,L> eventually reaches a (partial) method that does not
call proceed” and is defined by the rules NDP-CLASS, NDP-LAYER and NDP-SUPER,
which are straightforward. (Here, “proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L0)” means that there is no
proceed calls in the method body obtained by pmbody(m, C, L0).) This predicate repre-
sents an invariant condition throughout a chain of proceed calls and ensures there will
not be a dangling proceed call.

2.3.2 Subject Reduction

The proof of subject reduction is done by induction on L ` e −→ e′. Similarly to FJ, one
main lemma is the Substitution Lemma, which is used in the case where e is a method
invocation and states substitution of values of types T for variables of types S, where
S are subtypes of T, in a well typed term preserves typing. Another important lemma
here is Lemma 2.3.8, which states substitution for proceed, super, and superproceed
preserves typing.

We state several main lemmas to prove the theorems above; their proofs as well
as other lemmas and proofs are found in Appendix. We fix CT and LT and assume
(CT, LT) ok in the rest of this section.

As usual, adding an unused variable to the type environment preserves typing
(Weakening). Narrowing usually refers to the property that replacing the type of a
variable in the type environment with its subtype preserves typing; here, we need nar-
rowing with respect to (extended) layer set subtyping <:sw. The next lemma states that
a well typed value remains well typed regardless of its typing context (L; Λ; Γ).

2.3.4 Lemma [Weakening]: If L; Λ; Γ ` e : T, then L; Λ; Γ, x : S ` e : T.

2.3.5 Lemma [Layer Set Narrowing]: If L; Λ; Γ ` e : T and Λ′ <:sw Λ, then L; Λ′; Γ `
e : T.

2.3.6 Lemma [Strengthening for values]: If L; Λ; Γ ` v : T then, L′; Λ′; Γ′ ` v : T.

The statement of the Substitution Lemma is straightforward.

2.3.7 Lemma [Substitution]: If L; Λ; Γ, x : T ` e : T and L; Λ; Γ ` v : S and S <: T, then
L; Λ; Γ ` [v/x]e : S and S <: T for some S.

The next lemma states that substitution for proceed, super, and superproceed pre-
serves typing. The first item is for an invocation of a partial method, which may contain
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proceed and superproceed calls as well as super calls; the second is for a base method,
which may contain only super calls. The conditions, which look rather complicated,
correspond to the premises of T-INVKA and T-INVKAL.

2.3.8 Lemma [Substitution for super, proceed and superproceed]:

1. If •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 and L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T and C0.m ` <C,(L′;L′ ′),L> ok
and C / D and L′ ′ <:w L / L′ and Λ <:sw {L} and proceed ∈ e =⇒
ndp(m, C, L′, L), then •; Λ; Γ ` Se : T where

S =

 new C0(v)<C,L
′,L>.m /proceed,

new C0(v)<D,L,L> /super,
new C0(v)<C,L

′,(L′;L′ ′),L>.m/superproceed

 .

2. If •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 and C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T and C0.m ` <C,L′,L> ok and
C / D and Λ <:sw {L}, then •; Λ; Γ ` [new C0(v)<D,L,L>/super]e : T.

The next two lemmas state method bodies obtained by pmbody and mbody are well
typed according to the type information obtained by pmtype and mtype, respectively.

2.3.9 Lemma [Inversion for partial method body]: If pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e0 in L′ and
L req Λ and pmtype(m, C, L) = T → T0, then L.C.m; Λ ∪ {L}; x : T, this : C ` e0 : S0
for some S0 <:w T0.

2.3.10 Lemma [Inversion for method body]: Suppose {L}wf and mbody(m, C, L′, L) =
x.e0 in C′, L′ ′ and mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 and ndp(m, C, L′, L).

1. If L′ ′ = L′ ′ ′;L0, then L0 req Λ and L0.C
′.m; Λ ∪ {L0}; x : T, this : C′ ` e0 : U0 and

C <: C′ and U0 <: T0 and ndp(m, C′, L′ ′, L) for some Λ and U0.

2. If L′ ′ = •, then C′.m; ∅; x : T, this : C′ ` e0 : U0 and C <: C′ and U0 <: T0 and
ndp(m, C′, •, L) for some U0.

We also need additional lemmas derived from runtime conditions. Layer-set well-
formedness Λ wf provides two important properties. The first states that a well formed
layer set is closed under the requires clause and the second that, if method m is found
in C (under the assumption that Λ activated) but not in its direct superclass D, then at
least one of those methods does not call proceed. This lemma is used to prove the next
lemma (Lemma 2.3.13), which derives ndp for an initial cursor of the form <C,L,L>.

2.3.11 Lemma: If Λ wf , then ∀L ∈ Λ, ∀L′ s.t. L req L′, ∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ.L′ ′ <:w L′.

2.3.12 Lemma: If Λ wf and mtype(m, C, Λ) defined and mtype(m, D, Λ) undefined and
C / D, then (∃L′ ∈ Λ.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L′)) or mtype(m, C, ∅, Λ) defined.

2.3.13 Lemma: If {L}wf and mtype(m, C, {L}, {L}) = T→T0, then ndp(m, C, L, L).

As stated below, the predicate ndp ensures the existence of a method:

2.3.14 Lemma: If ndp(m, C, L′, L) for some m, C, L′ and L, then mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) =
T→T0 for some T and T0.
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2.3.3 Progress

To prove the Progress Theorem, we need the following two lemmas, which show the
existence of a method body from well definedness of pmtype and mtype.

2.3.15 Lemma: If pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0, then there exist x and e0 and L′ ( 6= Base)
such that pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e0 in L′ and the lengths of x and T are equal and L <:w L′.

2.3.16 Lemma: If mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 and L′ is a prefix of L and {L}wf ,
then there exist x and e0 and L′ ′ and C′ ( 6= Object) such that mbody(m, C, L, L′) =
x.e0 in C′, L′ ′ and the lengths of x and T are equal and, if L′ ′ is not empty, the last
layer name of L′ ′ is not Base.

2.4 Summary

We have developed a formal type system for a small COP language with layer inheri-
tance, layer subtyping, layer swapping, and first-class layers, and shown that the type
system is sound with respect to the operational semantics. As in previous work of
Igarashi et al., requires declarations are important to guarantee safety in the pres-
ence of baseless partial methods. Subtyping for first-class layers is subtle because there
are two kinds of substitutability. We have introduced weak subtyping for checking
whether a requires clause is satisfied and normal subtyping for usual substitutability.
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ContextWorkflow

In this chapter, we propose a language ContextWorkflow, which is a workflow-based
language that supports compensation, asynchronous interruption, suspension, check-
points, nested-workflow, and programmable compensations. Further, we formalize the
core of ContextWorkflow and provide some provable properties. We also develop the
monadic interpreter and implement ContextWorkflow as an E-DSL in Scala.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we informally in-
troduce ContextWorkflow with a running example of maze search robot. Section 3.2
provides a formal calculus of the core ContextWorkflow. In Section 3.3, we construct
a monadic interpreter and show further implementation techniques in Scala. The rest
summarizes this chapter.

3.1 ContextWorkflow Constructs

In this section, we look at basic constructs of our ContextWorkflow using a maze search
program as a running example. Here, the notation is based on our implementation,
which is E-DSL in Scala.

A program in ContextWorkflow is a workflow, which is a sequence of primitive
workflows (similar to atomic transactions). When an interruption takes place—it can
only occur between primitive workflows—the whole workflow is aborted after run-
ning the compensations of the already completed primitive workflows in the reverse
order, is suspended (and the rest of the computation is returned).

3.1.1 Example: Explorer Robot

As a running example, we consider a battery-powered robot that explores a (physical)
maze. Our goal is to program the following context-dependent behavior:

1. The robot must get back to the start or a special point equipped with a battery
charger, at which the robot can recharge his battery. (We call such a special point
simply a charger.)

2. When it starts to rain, the robot should suspend.

Our basic exploration strategy is to visit every place in the maze in the depth-first
search (DFS) manner. We assume that the maze is represented by a graph; and the
graph is represented as a set of nodes, which consist of two-dimensional coordinates of
integers. A node is connected to another node if and only if the distance between two
nodes is one, e.g., (1,0) and (1,1) are connected, but (1,0) and (1,2) are not. This means
that if a pair of coordinates is not in the node set, there is a wall at that position. We
define the class Node for nodes and functions as follows.

37
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case class Node(loc:(Int,Int), var visited:Boolean)
def neighbors(n: Node, maze: Set[Node]): List[Node] = /* getting neighboring
nodes of the node n */

def visited(n: Node): Unit = {n.visited = true} // setting the visited flag of
n on

def unknown(n: Node): Unit = {n.visited = false} // setting the visited flag
off

def move(n: Node): Unit = /* actually moving the robot to n */
def visit(n: Node, maze: Set[Node]): Unit = { // main search program
visited(n);
neighbors(n, maze).foldLeft(()){(_, neighbor) =>
if(!neighbor.visited){ move(neighbor); visit(neighbor, maze); move(n); }

} }

A Node has coordinate information loc and a flag visited that is used to remember
whether it has been visited or not. The function neighbors returns neighboring nodes
of the given node n. The function visited and unknown mark the given node n as
visited and unvisited, respectively. The function move takes a node as an argument
and moves the robot to the position it represents. It works only if he is currently at its
neighbor or the node itself. The function visit is our basic main function to be refined
as our development proceeds; it takes a node n and a graph maze, and just visits every
node in maze from n recursively in the DFS manner without allowing any interruptions.

In the rest of this section, we revise visit using the features of ContextWorkflow.
We use compensations to move the robot back; suspension to stop him when it starts to
rain; nested workflow to skip some compensation actions; blocking constructs atomic
and nonatomic to avoid redundant/unnecessary context checks; and checkpoints to
stop him at a charger while he is getting back.

3.1.2 Interruptible Workflow

To make visit interruptible, we change it to a sequence of primitive workflows. We
write a primitive workflow consists of a normal action n and compensation action c
as n /+ c in ContextWorkflow. Normal and compensation actions can be any code of
Scala.

Each function call to visited, move and visit should be lifted to a primitive work-
flow because it changes “states”, i.e., the flags of nodes and the position of the robot.
If an interruption occurs, the changes have to be reverted by compensations. The com-
pensation action of each function call is basically its inverse in our example.1 For exam-
ple, we define a primitive workflow moveFromTo for move with its reverse as follows:

def moveFromTo(from: Node, to: Node): CW[Unit] = move(to) /+ (_ => move(from))

The normal action is of the type Unit, and the compensation action is of the type
Unit => Unit; a compensation action takes the result of the corresponding normal
action—which has been finished—as an argument. The whole primitive workflow is
of the type CW[Unit] where CW is the class representing a workflow and means the
workflow returns a value of Unit after its successful execution. A workflow, which is
an instance of CW[T], can be run by invoking exec, which will be explained shortly.

ContextWorkflow provides the workflow block and the operator !! to combine two
or more (primitive) workflows. The workflow block is used to build a long workflow,

1The compensation action is not necessarily the inverse of the normal action in general. The purpose
of the compensation action is to ensure the “state” is acceptable even if an interruption occurs and the
program stops or rolls back.
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and the !! operator is used to sequence workflows in the workflow block. These no-
tations are actually syntax sugar, where !! is monadic bind; it is possible to use for-
comprehension instead of them in Scala. We can also use ordinary if for branching
and fold (called foldCW) for iteration in ContextWorkflow.

1 def workflow[T](body: T): CW[T]
2 def !![T](m: CW[T]): T
3 def foldCW[A,B](l: List[A])(z: B)(f: (B,A) => CW[B]): CW[B] // fold for CW

Then, the interruptible version of visit is as follows:

1 def visit(n: Node, maze: Set[Node]): CW[Unit] = workflow {
2 !!(visited(n) /+ (_ => unknown(n))) // reversible visited
3 !!{foldCW(neighbors(n, maze))(()){(_, neighbor) =>
4 if(!neighbor.visited) workflow{
5 !!(moveFromTo(n, neighbor)) // the robot moves to the neighbor
6 !!(visit(neighbor, maze))
7 !!(moveFromTo(neighbor, n)) // the robot gets back to the original node
8 }
9 else () /+ () } } }

Note that compensation actions are inverses of their corresponding normal actions.
In order to execute a workflow, we invoke the method exec of CW class:

def exec(...): \/[Option[CW[A]], A]

where \/ introduces disjunctions of two types of which constructors are -\/(l) (mean-
ing the left value) and \/-(r) (meaning the right value); Option is the type of optional
values consists of Some(a) and None. The type \/[Option[CW[A]], A] represents that
the result may be abort -\/(None), suspended workflow -\/(Some(cw)) or successful
execution \/-(a). The argument of exec is optional and will be explained in detail
later.

3.1.3 Interruption and Context

We need contexts to interrupt execution of the workflow in ContextWorkflow. A con-
text signals how the execution of workflow proceeds and changes over time asyn-
chronously.

The context is represented by a stream of values of type Context, which can be any
of Continue, Abort, PAbort, or Suspend. Their meanings are as follows:

• Continue continues the execution; normal actions are executed with their com-
pensations recorded.

• Abort aborts the execution after executing the recorded compensations.

• PAbortmeans partial abort, which is similar to Abort but sensitive to checkpoints:
it rolls back by executing the recorded compensations until the checkpoint most
recently passed and returns the continuation at the checkpoint.

• Suspend suspends the execution and returns the rest of the workflow.

Before the execution of the normal action of each primitive workflow, the current con-
text is checked (called context checking and same as polling); if the current context is not
equal to Continue, it is interrupted immediately.

To create a stream of Contexts, we use a signal in the functional reactive program-
ming library REScala [SHM14]. For example, we can represent an interruption due to
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low battery level as a signal of Context as follows, assuming that there is another signal
battery indicating the battery level.

val battery: Signal[Int] = /* a signal indicating the battery level */
val lowbattery: Signal[Context] = Signal{ if(battery() < 20) Abort else

Continue }

The signal lowbattery is of the type Signal[Context], whose value is Continue while
the battery level is higher than 20% and Abort otherwise.

The context may depend on multiple sensory data. Such a context is easy to repre-
sent, thanks to expressiveness of REScala. For example, in order to suspend the robot
when it starts raining, we need another sensory data that reflects the weather condi-
tion. It is achieved by creating another signal that relates to both of the battery level
and the weather.

val weather: Signal[Context] = Signal{ if(/* badWeather */) Suspend else
Continue }

val mazectx: Signal[Context] = Signal { (lowbattery(), weather()) match {
case (Continue, Continue) => Continue
case (Abort, _) => Abort
case _ => Suspend } }

The signal mazectx depends on not only lowbattery but also weather, which is an-
other context related to the weather. Notice that we also give the precedence between
the two contexts here: Abort from lowbattery precedes Suspend from weather.

To make our workflow depend on mazectx, we need to give it as the argument to
exec:

visit(...).exec(mazectx)

compensation

normal

Abort

🤖

Charger

Visited

compensation

normal🤖

Charger

Visited🤖

FIGURE 3.1: Maze search simulation: Abort (left) and Suspend (right).

Fig. 3.1 illustrates an execution of visit, where it is aborted (left) or suspended
(right) halfway. Currently, a partial abort at the same place results in the same trace as
the aborted case, since chargers (checkpoints) are not set yet.

A suspended workflow is also a workflow and we can start it by writing as follows:

val r = visit(...).exec(...)
...
r match { case -\/(Some(s)) => s.exec(...) } // restart if suspended

Here, s is the suspended workflow and its type is CW[Unit].

3.1.4 Nested Workflow and Programmable Compensations

Sometimes we would like to skip some compensation actions. In our example, the
behavior of the aborted case is not desirable because the robot follows exactly how
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he came to the aborted point and does not come back straight to the start. A better
compensation should take a shortcut to the start node as shown in Fig. 3.2.

compensation

normal

Abort

🤖

Charger

Visited

FIGURE 3.2: Maze search simulation: Abort (refined)

This can be achieved by delimiting a part of a workflow and ignoring the com-
pensation actions of the delimited part if the part has completed successfully. We call
such a part sub-workflow and provide a construct sub that makes a part of workflow a
sub-workflow:

def sub[A](cw: CW[A]): CW[A]

We revise visit by using sub to skip undesirable compensation actions as follows:

1 def visit(n: Node, maze: Set[Node]):CW[Unit] = workflow {
2 ...
3 if(!neighbor.visited)
4 sub{ workflow{
5 !!(moveFromTo(n, neighbor))
6 !!(visit(neighbor, maze))
7 !!(moveFromTo(neighbor, n))
8 } } ... }

If a partial search from the neighbor is complete, compensations of the partial search
will be skipped.

It is possible to perform other compensation action instead of just skipping the com-
pensation actions within sub-workflows by writing like sub(...)/+ comp, which is so-
called programmable compensations [BMM05, CP13]. For example, we can add a
log:

sub{ ... } /+ (_ => println("skipping compensations"))

3.1.5 Checkpoint

Using above constructs, we still cannot realize the behavior of the robot so that it gets
back to a charger. What we have to do is to let the robot partially roll back his move and
suspend at the charger. For this purpose, we use checkpoints. A checkpoint saves the
current execution state when it is passed. If a workflow is partially aborted, it executes
only compensations until the checkpoint most recently passed and then suspends.

Let Node have another flag hasCharger which represents whether the node has a
charger or not. We just add a checkpoint into the method visit as follows:

class Node(..., hasCharger:Boolean)
def visit(n: Node, maze: Set[Node]):CW[Unit] = workflow {
!!(visited(n) /+ (_ => unknown(n)))
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if(n.hasCharger) !!(checkpoint) // checkpoint setting
!!{foldCW(...)(...){...} }

}

The left side of Fig. 3.3 illustrates a search being partially aborted and suspended at the
checkpoint (charger). If exec on the suspended workflow, returned by the partial abort,
is invoked, then the robot moves again from the charger (the right side of Fig. 3.3).

compensation

normal

Partial	Abort

🤖

Charger

Visited🤖

compensation

normal

Partial	Abort

🤖
Charger

Visited

S

FIGURE 3.3: Maze search simulation: Partial abort (left) and its restart
(right).

3.1.6 Blocking Context Checking

We would like to avoid redundant/unnecessary context checks from an efficiency per-
spective. In our example, it is not necessary to check the context at the beginning of (1)
marking the node as visited and (2) skipping (i.e. ()/+()) because they take little time.
ContextWorkflow provides atomic and nonatomic blocks to activate and deactivate
context checks , which correspond to blocking constructs of asynchronous exceptions
block and unblock in Concurrent Haskell [MJMR01].

def atomic[A](cw: CW[A]): CW[A]
def nonatomic[A](cw: CW[A]): CW[A]

An atomic block restrains context checking inside it, and a nonatomic enforces context
checking inside it. If they are nested each other, the innermost block takes effect.

Then, we refine the method visit as follows:

1 def visit(n: Node, maze: Set[Node]):CW[Unit] =
2 atomic{ workflow {
3 !!(visited(n) /+ (_ => unknown(n))); ...
4 !!{foldCW(neighbors(n, maze))(()){(_, neighbor) =>
5 if(!neighbor.visited)
6 nonatomic{ sub{ workflow{ ... visit(...); ... } } }
7 else () /+ () } } } }

By enclosing the whole workflow (except the sub-workflow) by atomic, context checks
will not be performed on lines 3 and 7.

3.2 Operational Semantics of Core ContextWorkflow

In this section, we describe the operational semantics of ContextWorkflow by formal-
izing a core calculus, which models compensation, checkpoints, sub-workflow, pro-
grammable compensations, and context-checking.
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3.2.1 Syntax

We show the syntax of our calculus in Fig. 3.4. Meta-variable t ranges over context
workflows; s ranges over contexts; c ranges over compensations; A and C range over
atomic actions, which are commands from the underlying programming language and
so not specified. (We assume only that the empty atomic action ε is included.) We use
A for normal and C for compensation actions.

t ::= A/C | check | cp | cp#E | sub(t)/C | t;t (workflows)
A, C ::= ε | ... (atomic actions)
c ::= C | sub | ccp#E (compensations)
E ::= [] | E[[];t] (evaluation context)

FIGURE 3.4: Syntax of core ContextWorkflow.

A/C is a primitive workflow consisting of a pair of a normal action A and a compen-
sation action C. sub(t)/C is sub-workflow with a programmable compensation; if /C
is omitted, a no-op will be recovered. check is the context checking code that asks the
current execution status. The reason why check is explicit in the syntax is to point out
where context checking occurs; actually, whether check appears before or after a prim-
itive workflow is significant—see Section 3.2.4 for discussions. cp is the checkpoint
declaration and cp#E, which does not appear in the source program, is an automati-
cally created checkpoint declaration that remembers the original evaluation context E
and will substitute for normal cp at run-time.

In compensations, sub is the marker that indicates the start point of a sub-workflow;
ccp#E is a checkpoint automatically installed into a compensation sequence, where E is
the evaluation context that is going to be executed when this checkpoint is executed.

3.2.2 Big-Step Semantics

In this section, we give a big-step semantics. We use overlines to denote sequences.
For example, c stands for a possibly empty sequence c1; · · · ;cn. We also use c \ c
to represent the sequence obtained by removing c from c, and similarly for other
metavariables. Moreover, we use #»

A for a sequence of atomic actions excluding ε, e.g.,
A1, · · · , An, Cn, · · · , C1.

The following relations give our semantics of core ContextWorkflow:

〈t, E, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈c′〉 workflow succeess

〈t, E, c〉 ⇑
#»
A
A|P|S 〈c

′, Es〉 workflow interruption

〈c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈c′, Es〉 compensations success

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈〉 program commit

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A
A 〈〉 program abort

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A
P 〈c′, Es〉 program partial abort

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A
S 〈c′, Es〉 program suspend

where “A|P|S” means that one of these symbols (A for abort, P for partial abort, and S
for suspend) comes at this position and Es is an evaluation context. These judgments
basically mean that, if the left side of ⇓

#»
A
_ or ⇑

#»
A
_ is executed, it terminates after exe-

cuting #»
A and returns the right side, which is a sequence of compensation actions c′

possibly with a suspended computation Es. The first two relations are for execution of
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t under evaluation context E with compensation actions c recorded by past commands;
the first relation is for successful execution and the second relation is for interrupted
execution, where Es is empty ([]) in the case of abort A or partial abort P. The third
relation is for execution of compensation actions that are returned when a workflow
is aborted or partially aborted. The last four relations are the main relations for exe-
cution of a program, which is t and compensation actions c, which is in many cases
empty. If the program is committed or aborted, it returns nothing; if the program is
partially aborted or suspended, then it returns compensations c′ and the evaluation
context Es. The reason why a compensation sequence is also returned is that it is used
when the suspended workflow restarts; in other words, if 〈c, Es〉 is returned by suspen-
sion, a restart of the suspended computation can be expressed by running a program
〈Es[check], c〉—check means that the restart should check the context first to check if
the context allows the restart.

We also define an auxiliary function rmsub1 as follows in order to forget compensa-
tions in the nearest sub-workflow.

rmsub1(•) = •
rmsub1(c;c) = if c = sub, then c else rmsub1(c)

The semantics is defined by the rules in Fig. 3.5. The rule CW-PW is for the
primitive workflow that does normal action A and adds the compensation C. The
rule CW-CHECK-* are for check and one of them is chosen in nondeterministic. The
rule CW-CHECKPOINT is for a checkpoint, which records the current continuation
E (with symbol ccp) to the list of compensation actions. The hole in the evalua-
tion context is filled with []; cp#E, which means that, when the recorded contin-
uation is executed under a different context, the original continuation is recorded
(CW-CHECKPOINT-REVISIT). The rule CW-SUB is for a successful sub-workflow ex-
ecution, which replaces compensations in the sub-workflow with c; CW-SUB-INT

is for interrupted sub-workflow execution. Both rules also add (sub [])/C onto
the stack of frames (that is, the evaluation context) before executing t. The rules
CW-SEQ* are for sequences, which push t2 on the stack of frames. The rules
CW-PROGRAM-* is for program execution, where CW-PROGRAM-ABORT is to run
compensations except ccp (represented by c′ \ ccp), meaning that checkpoints are sim-
ply ignored. CW-PROGRAM-PABORT do compensations—if they include ccp, compen-
sation will stop at the first ccp and returns the evaluation context recorded there (see
CW-COMP-CCP). Rules CW-COMP* are for execution of compensations.

An example of workflow execution is as follows and the derivation tree is in Fig. 3.6.

〈sub{sub{t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check}/Cb;t3};t4, •〉 ⇓A1,A2,Ca
P

〈C1;sub;sub, sub(sub([];cp#E1;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4〉
where, tk = Ak/Ck f or k = 1, 2, ... and
E1 = sub(sub([];sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4

This is an example of partial abort at the check, so an evaluation context and compensa-
tions are returned. If we would like to restart the suspended workflow, we give check
(or ε/ε, if the initial check can be omitted) to the evaluation context. Then, restarting it
may perform normal actions A2, A3, and A4 and terminates: In other words, the relation
below can be derived.

〈sub(sub(check;cp#E1;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4, C1;sub;sub〉 ⇓A2,A3,A4 〈〉
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〈A/C, E, c〉 ⇓A 〈C;c〉
(CW-PW)

〈check, E, c〉 ⇓ε 〈c〉
(CW-CHECK-CONT)

〈check, E, c〉 ⇑ε
S 〈c, E〉

(CW-CHECK-SUSPEND)

〈check, E, c〉 ⇑ε
A 〈c, []〉

(CW-CHECK-ABORT)

〈check, E, c〉 ⇑ε
P 〈c, []〉

(CW-CHECK-PABORT)

〈cp, E, c〉 ⇓ε 〈ccp#E[[];cp#E];c〉
(CW-CHECKPOINT)

〈cp#E0, E, c〉 ⇓ε 〈ccp#E0[[];cp#E0];c〉
(CW-CHECKPOINT-REVISIT)

〈t, E[(sub [])/C], sub;c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈c′〉

〈sub(t)/C, E, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈C;rmsub1(c′)〉

(CW-SUB)

〈t, E[(sub [])/C], sub;c〉 ⇑
#»
A
∗ 〈c′, Es〉

〈sub(t)/C, E, c〉 ⇑
#»
A
∗ 〈c′, Es〉

(CW-SUB-INT)

〈t1, E[[];t2], c〉 ⇓
#»
A1 〈c′〉 〈t2, E, c′〉 ⇓

#»
A2 〈c′ ′〉

〈t1;t2, E, c〉 ⇓
#»
A1; #»

A2 〈c′ ′〉
(CW-SEQ)

〈t1, E[[];t2], c〉 ⇑
#»
A
∗ 〈c′, Es〉

〈t1;t2, E, c〉 ⇑
#»
A
∗ 〈c′, Es〉

(CW-SEQ-INT1)

〈t1, E[[];t2], c〉 ⇓
#»
A1 〈c′〉 〈t2, E, c′〉 ⇑

#»
A2∗ 〈c′ ′, Es〉

〈t1;t2, E, c〉 ⇑
#»
A1; #»

A2
∗ 〈c′ ′, Es〉

(CW-SEQ-INT2)

program

〈t, [], c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈•〉

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈〉

(CW-PROGRAM-COMMIT)

〈t, [], c〉 ⇑
#»
A
A 〈c′, []〉 〈c′ \ ccp〉 ⇓

#»
C 〈•, []〉

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A ; #»

C
A 〈〉

(CW-PROGRAM-ABORT)

〈t, [], c〉 ⇑
#»
A
P 〈c′, []〉 〈c′〉 ⇓

#»
C 〈c′ ′, Es〉

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A ; #»

C
A 〈c′ ′, Es〉

(CW-PROGRAM-PABORT)

〈t, [], c〉 ⇑
#»
A
S 〈c′, Es〉

〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A
S 〈c′, Es〉

(CW-PROGRAM-SUSPEND)

compensation

〈C〉 ⇓C 〈•, []〉
(CW-COMP-ACTION)

〈sub〉 ⇓ε 〈•, []〉
(CW-COMP-SUB)

〈c〉 ⇓
#»
C 〈•, []〉 〈c〉 ⇓

#»

C′ 〈•, []〉

〈c;c〉 ⇓
#»
C ;

#»

C′ 〈•, []〉
(CW-COMP-SEQ)

〈ccp#E〉 ⇓ε 〈•, E〉
(CW-COMP-CCP)

Es 6= [] 〈c〉 ⇓
#»
C 〈•, Es〉

〈c;c〉 ⇓
#»
C 〈c, Es〉

(CW-COMP-SEQ-PABORT1)

Es 6= [] 〈c〉 ⇓
#»
C1 〈•, []〉 〈c〉 ⇓

#»
C2 〈c′, Es〉

〈c;c〉 ⇓
#»
C1; #»

C2 〈c′, Es〉
(CW-COMP-SEQ-PABORT2)

FIGURE 3.5: Big step semantics of core ContextWorkflow.
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let tk = Ak/Ck f or k = a, b, 1, 2, ...

subgoal 1: 〈sub {sub {t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check}/cb;t3};t4, [], •〉 ⇑A1,A2
P 〈ca;ccp0;c1;sub;sub, []〉

PW
〈A1/C1, E0[[];cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check], sub;sub〉 ⇓A1 〈C1;sub;〉

CP
〈cp, E1, C1;sub;sub〉 ⇓ε 〈ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 (subgoal2)

Seq-Int2
〈cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check, E0, C1;sub;sub〉 ⇑A2

P 〈c0, []〉
Seq-Int2

〈t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check, E0, sub;sub〉 ⇑A1,A2
P 〈c0, []〉

Sub-Int
〈sub(t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb, sub([];t3);t4, sub〉 ⇑A1,A2

P 〈c0, []〉
Seq-Int1

〈sub(t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3, sub([]);t4, sub〉 ⇑A1,A2
P 〈c0, []〉

Sub-Int
〈sub(sub(t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3), [];t4, •〉 ⇑A1,A2

P 〈c0, []〉
Seq-Int1

〈sub(sub(t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4, [], •〉 ⇑A1,A2
P 〈c0, []〉

subgoal 2: 〈sub(t2)/Ca;check, E0, ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 ⇑A2
P 〈Ca;ccp0;C1;sub;sub, []〉

PW
〈A2/C2, E2, sub;ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 ⇓A2 〈C2;sub;ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉

Sub
〈sub(t2)/Ca, E0[[];check], ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 ⇓A2 〈c0〉

Check-PAbort
〈check, E0, Ca;ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 ⇑ε

P 〈c0, []〉
Seq-Int2

〈sub(t2)/Ca;check, E0, ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 ⇑A2
P 〈Ca;ccp0;C1;sub;sub, []〉

goal: 〈sub{sub{t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check}/Cb;t3};t4〉 ⇓A1,A2,Ca
P 〈C1;sub;sub, sub(sub([];cp#E1;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4〉

(subgoal1)

Comp-Action
〈Ca〉 ⇓Ca 〈•, []〉

Comp-Ccp
〈ccp#E1}[[];cp#E1}]〉 ⇓ε 〈•, E1[[];cp#E1]〉

Comp-Seq-PAbort1
〈ccp0;C1;sub;sub〉 ⇓ε 〈C1;sub;sub, E1[[];cp#E1]〉

Comp-Seq-PAbort2
〈c0〉 ⇓Ca 〈C1;sub;sub, E1[[];cp#E1]]〉

Program-PAbort
〈sub{sub{t1;cp;sub(t2)/Ca;check}/Cb;t3};t4〉 ⇓A1,A2,Ca

P 〈C1;sub;sub, E〉

where,

E0 = sub(sub([])/Cb;t3);t4
E1 = E0[[];sub(t2)/Ca;check] = sub(sub([];sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4
E2 = E0[(sub [])/Ca;check] = sub(sub((sub [])/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4
ccp0 = ccp#E1[[];cp#E1]
c0 = Ca;ccp0;C1;sub;sub
E = E1[[];cp#E1] = sub(sub([];cp#E1;sub(t2)/Ca;check)/Cb;t3);t4

FIGURE 3.6: ContextWorkflow: A derivation example.

3.2.3 Properties

Here, we describe some properties that hold of the semantics. In the following theo-
rems, let pk = Ak/Ck for some k, and we define a function [(t) and predicates includes
and nosub as follows.

• [(t) be a workflow obtained from t by removing sub, check, cp and cp#E from t.

• includes(t, m, n) iff [(t) = pm; · · · ;pn and m ≤ n; or t has no primitive workflows
and m 6≤ n.

• includes(E, m, n) = includes(E[check], m, n).

• includes(c, n, m) iff c \ {sub, ccp#E} = Cn;...;Cm and m ≤ n; or c has no atomic
actions C∗ and m 6≤ n.

• nosub(t, m, n) iff includes(t, m, n) and t has no sub-workflow.

Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 state about behaviors under contexts Continue and Abort.

3.2.1 Theorem [Workflow commits]: If includes(t, m, n) and 〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈〉 and m ≤ n,

then #»
A = Am, · · · An.

3.2.2 Theorem [Workflow aborts (Successful Compensation)]: If nosub(t, m, n) and
〈t, c〉 ⇓

#»
A
A 〈〉 and m ≤ n and c = Ck,...,Cl , then #»

A = Am, · · · Ai, Ci, · · · , Cm, Ck, · · · , Cl for
some i (m ≤ i ≤ n), or #»

A = Ck, · · · , Cl .
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Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 are about workflows that may suspend by PAbort or
Suspend, and describe how a suspended workflow behaves when it restarts.

3.2.3 Theorem [Restarted suspended workflow commits]: If 〈t, •〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈〉 and 〈t, •〉 ⇓

#»
C
S

〈c, E〉 and 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

C′ 〈〉, then #»
A =

#»
C ,

#»

C′.

3.2.4 Theorem [Workflow partially aborts]: If nosub(t, m, n) and 〈t, •〉 ⇓
#»
A
P 〈c, E〉 and

m ≤ n, then either of the followings hold.

• #»
A = Am, · · · , Ai, Ci, Ci−1, · · · , Cj and includes(E, j, n) and includes(c, j − 1, m) for
some i and j (m ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n).

• #»
A = Am, · · · , An and includes(E, 1, 0) and includes(c, n, m).

Moreover, the following conditions hold.

1. (Suspended workflow commits) If 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′ 〈〉, then
#»

A′ = Aj, · · · , An, or
#»

A′ = ε (if includes(E, 1, 0)).

2. (Suspended workflow aborts) If 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′
A 〈〉, then

#»

A′ = ε (if j = m), or
#»

A′ = Cj−1, · · · , Cm.

Theorem 3.2.5 is about a workflow with a sub-workflow, checkpoints and PAbort;
it describes that a completed sub-workflow is skipped at the compensation time and a
suspended workflow remembers the original program structure including checkpoints
and the sub-workflow.

3.2.5 Theorem [Partial abort, checkpoint and nested workflow]: Suppose that
includes(t,1,n) and t without check is
p1;...;cp;pk;...;pm;sub(pm+1;...;cp;pj;...;pl)/Ca;pl+1;...;pn

and 〈t, •〉 ⇓
#»
A
P 〈c, E〉.

1. (Partial abort skips compensations of complete sub-workflow) If Al+1 ∈ {
#»
A },

then #»
A = A1, · · · , Ai, Ci, · · · , Cl+1, Ca, Cm, · · · , Ck, · · · , C1 for some i > l.

2. (A suspended workflow remembers checkpoints in a sub-workflow) If Al+1 ∈
{ #»
A } and 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓

#»

A′
P 〈c′ ′, E′〉 and Aj ∈ {

#»

A′} ∧ Al 6∈ {
#»

A′}, then
#»

A′ =
Ak, · · · , Ai, Ci, · · · , Cj for some i such that (j ≤ i ≤ l).

3. (A suspended workflow remembers checkpoints before a sub-workflow) If
Cj ∈ { #»

A } and 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′
P 〈c′ ′, E′〉 and Al+1 ∈ {

#»

A′}, then
#»

A′ =
Aj, · · · , Ai, Ci, · · · , Cl+1, Ca, Cm, · · · , Ck for some i > l.

3.2.4 Discussion

Design Choice of Primitive Workflow with Context Checking Although A/C is the
primitive workflow in the calculus, it does not appear explicitly in the DSL. We regard
A/C preceded by check as a primitive workflow and give another notation A /+ C in
the DSL, representing asynchronous interruption . Actually, another interprenation of
A /+ C would be to put check after A/C. The difference between them becomes clear
when executing a sub-workflow. Let tk = Ak/+Ck for k = 1, 2. Then, when we execute
sub(t1;t2), is it possible that the resulting action sequence A1,A2,C2,C1 appears? In
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the former choice (where A/+C is check; A/C), such a result never occurs—possible
sequences of actions are only •, “A1,C1”, or “A1,A2”—while it may in the latter.

The former choice is looser than the latter in the sense that the whole execution
may commit after the execution though the context checking actually occurs during
execution of an atomic action. Such behavior is critical in cases where an atomic action
must be done in the Continue context. For example, suppose that a workflow contains
an atomic action to download something and the context relates to network availability,
then the atomic action must commit only at the time when it is executed in the Continue
context; otherwise, the downloaded file would be incomplete. Therefore, we can regard
the latter choice as transactions.

Since we suppose that many context-aware applications such as robots are not so
strict, in our implementation, we adopt the former choice by default. Fortunately, we
can switch between both semantics easily.

Atomic and nonatomic blocks It is easy to extend with atomic and nonatomic. Their
semantics is similar to sub-workflows, and they basically control non-determinism of
check.

Abnormal termination Although not modeled here, we can consider abnormal termi-
nation [BMM05], a stronger notion of abort that occurs when an atomic action (or a
compensation action) fails without even performing any compensation. Though we
do not include abnormal termination here, it is not difficult to add it; it is enough to
add nondeterminism to rules CW-PW and CW-COMP-ACTION and the other relation
for the abnormal signal. Later, we implement abnormal termination in the E-DSL, by
using exceptions in Scala.

Differences from the calculus [BMM05] Here, we describe differences from the ex-
isting calculus [BMM05], by which ours are inspired.

• Ours omits abnormal termination and does not model parallelism.

• In ours, an abort inside a nested workflow results in an abort of the parent work-
flow. Although this design choice is not usual [CP13] (where our choice is re-
ferred to as upward abortion propagation), we indend that an abort signal means it
is signaled to the whole workflow, because the workflow is executed on a single
thread.

3.3 Monadic Embedding to Scala

Our approach to implementing ContextWorkflow is to embed the language into an-
other language. We use a free monad transformer for representing and building the
abstract syntax trees and define a monadic interpreter that follows the semantics in
Section 3.2.

There are two differences between the core calculus and the embedding. First, the
sub-block is represented by two marks in the embedding, to indicate the beginning and
the end of a block. Second, the semantics of check is deterministic in the embedding
while it is nondeterministic in the core calculus. Our interpreter checks the context
when evaluating check and chooses one branch. We represent the context by a stream
of Context, which is essentially the same to the signal of Context in Section 3.1.
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The underlying monad of our free monad transformer is a combination of an ex-
ception monad and a reader monad. The exception monad represents aborts, partial
aborts, and suspensions. The reader monad keeps the context that is checked when
check is evaluated. In other words, we develop ContextWorkflow on top of a monadic
language that supports exceptions and readable environments. The monadic inter-
preter translates programs of ContextWorkflow to programs of that language.

We use Scala as the language for demonstration and explanation. Although our
implementation in Scala heavily relies on scalaz [sca], we here show language/library-
independent definitions for comprehensibility and generality.

3.3.1 Free Monad Transformers

This sub-section gives a brief introduction to the free monad transformers along with
the basic definitions and notations for monadic programming in Scala. Readers who
would like to learn about monads and monadic programming are referred to other
papers [Mog89, Wad95]. Most of the definitions are simplified; although scalaz uses
implicit conversions to use objects as functors and monads, here we define functors
and monads using simple inheritance.

A free monad transformer FreeT[F,M,_] is a monad that is freely constructed from
the given functor F and underlying monad M. One can understand free monad trans-
formers as abstract syntax trees as free monads and therefore the functor F defines the
“commands” of the language. The difference from free monads is that the nodes are
some computations of which semantics is given by the underlying monad.

Functors and monads are defined by the traits Functor and Monad, respectively.
Free monad transformers are defined by the abstract class FreeT. Functor provides
map (fmap in Haskell) and Monad provides flatMap (»= in Haskell) and point (return
in Haskell).

trait Functor[F[_]]{ def map[A,B](f: A => B): F[B] }
trait Monad[M[_]] extends Functor[M]{
def flatMap[A,B](f: A => M[B]): M[B]
def point[A](a: => A): M[A] }

Because Monad provides flatMap, we can use the for-comprehension in Scala as the
do-notation in Haskell. For example, for values m1 and m2 of the type monad M, the
following code

for{ a <- m1 ; b <- m2 } yield a + b

is equivalent to the following code.

m1.flatMap(a => m2.map(b => a + b))

FreeT is defined using the auxiliary trait FreeF and provides the two functions
iterT and interpretS.2 Intuitively, it defines a list-like structure and iterT works
as foldr over lists. interpretS replaces the “commands” of the language with other
“commands”.

class FreeT[F[_],M[_],A](run: M[FreeF[F,A,FreeT[F,M,A]]])
extends Monad[FreeT[F,M,?]]{

def iterT(interp: F[M[A]] => M[A]): M[A]
def interpretS[G[_]](st: ~>[F,G]): FreeT[G,M,A]

}

2We here borrow iterT from the free package of Haskell. Although it is possible to define iterT in
Scala, it is no good in practice. We will visit the problem in Sec 3.3.6.
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iterT takes an interpretation of “commands” and translates a “program” of type
FreeT[F,M,A] to that of type M[A]. interpretS takes a natural transformation from
the functor F to another functor G and translates a “program” of type FreeT[F,M,A]
into that of type FreeT[G,M,A]. The question mark ? in a type parameter means that
a surrounding expression is a type-level anonymous function, e.g., M[A,?] takes one
type and M[A,?,?] takes two types.3

The trait FreeF takes three types namely F, A and B, and has two constructions
namely Pure and Free. F is the functor that defines “commands”. Pure lifts a pure
value of type A to the “program” represented by the free monad transformer. Free lifts
a “command” followed by a computation of type B to the “program”.

trait FreeF[F[_],A,B]
case class Pure[F[_],A,B](a:A) extends FreeF[F,A,B]
case class Free[F[_],A,B](fb: F[B]) extends FreeF[F,A,B]

3.3.2 ContextWorkflow Monad

The ContextWorkflow monad, namely CW, is a free monad transformer defined as:4

case class CW[E,M[_],S,A](
run: FreeT[CWT[M,S,?], EitherT[ReaderT[M,Sig,?], InSubL[EV[M[E],S]],?], A])
extends Monad[CW[E,M,S,?]] { /* map, point and flatMap */ }

The type parameter E is for the exception type; M is for the monad that represents ef-
fects in the atomic actions; S is for the suspended workflow type (explained later);
and A is for the successful result value type. Sig is the type of the context, which
is just an alias of Stream[Context]. A Context is either Continue, Abort, PAbort or
Suspend, which are objects that extend Context. EV is the type of exceptional values,
which consists of the compensation actions to be executed and the suspended work-
flow. InSubL keeps track of the depth of the sub-block to skip compensation actions. We
call EitherT[ReaderT[M,Sig,?], InSubL[EV[M[E],S]], ?] the underlying monad of
CW[E,M,S,A] in the rest of the paper.

CWT represents the “commands” of ContextWorkflow, which is defined as follows.

trait CWT[M[_],S,A] extends Functor[CWT[M,S,?]] { /* map */ }
case class Comp[M[_],S,A](comp:M[Unit], a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]
case class SubB[M[_],S,A](a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]
case class SubE[M[_],S,A](a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]
case class Cp[M[_],S,A](a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]
case class Cpn[M[_],S,A](s:S,a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]
case class Check[M[_],S,A](a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]

M is a monad for atomic actions; S is the type of a suspended workflow that corresponds
to the evaluation contexts in the calculus. Comp is for specifying compensation action.
SubB and SubE are the beginning and end marks of a sub-block, respectively. Cp and
Cpn are checkpoints that correspond to cp and cp#E in the calculus, respectively. Cpn
has a suspended workflow, which corresponds to the fact that cp#E has an evaluation
context E. Check corresponds to check in the calculus.

One may wonder why we do not have a command for normal actions while we
have one for compensation actions. This is because the normal actions of type M[A] are

3This feature is enabled by kind-projector (https://github.com/non/kind-projector)
4Again, the definition is simplified from the actual definition just for avoiding unnecessary complexity

of implicit conversions.

https://github.com/non/kind-projector
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handled by the underlying monad EitherT[ReaderT[M,...],...] of the free monad
transformer.

The exception type EV consists of three constructors as follows:

sealed trait EV[ME,S]
case class Aborting[ME,S](e:ME) extends EV[ME,S]
case class Suspending[ME,S](s:S) extends EV[ME,S]
case class PAborting[ME,S](s:Option[S],e:ME) extends EV[ME,S]

The type parameter ME is for the type of compensation actions. Aborting represents
that the workflow is aborted. The field e keeps the compensations to be executed.
Suspending represents that the workflow is suspended. The field s keeps the sus-
pended workflow of type S. PAborting represents that the workflow is partially aborted.
The suspended workflow s is optional because a workflow may not have a checkpoint
and in that case, there is no suspended workflow.

InSubL represents whether the workflow execution is in the sub-block or not.

sealed trait InSubL[A]
case class InSub[A](n:InSubL[A]) extends InSubL[A]
case class NonSub[A](a:A) extends InSubL[A]

InSub and NonSub represent that the workflow execution is in a sub-workflow and not,
respectively. Notice that only executions of compensation actions are changed by sub-
workflows and programmable compensations. It is therefore enough to wrap only the
exceptional values propagated backwards with InSubL.

Readers may wonder what is CW[A] appeared in Section 3.1. This is the abbreviation
of CW[Unit,IO,Nothing,A], and see Section 3.3.9 for further detail.

3.3.3 Auxiliary Definitions

This section gives auxiliary functions and macros that correspond to the syntax for the
users of ContextWorkflow. For readability and simplicity, we omit type and implicit
arguments of method invocations necessary to compile if they are clear from the con-
text.

The functions check and checkpoint correspond to check and cp in the calculus,
respectively.

def check[E,M[_],S]: CW[E,M,S,Unit] = CW(liftF(Check(())))
def checkpoint[E,M[_],S]: CW[E,M,S,Unit] = CW(liftF(Cp(())))

liftF lifts objects of type F[A] for any functor F and type A to a free monad transformer
FreeT[F,M,A] for any monad M.

The primitive workflow A/C in the calculus is written as compL(A,C) where compL
is an auxiliary function defined as follows:

def compL[E,M[_],S,A](na:M[A])(ca:A => M[Unit]): CW[E,M,S,A] = CW{
na.liftM.liftM.liftM.flatMap(x => liftF(Comp(ca(x),x))) }

liftM lifts monadic values of type G[A] to another monadic value of type H[G,A] where
G and H is a monad and monad transformer, respectively. We also define another auxil-
iary function /+ that corresponds to check;A/C 5.

def /+[E,M[_],S,A](na:M[A])(ca:A => M[Unit]): CW[E,M,S,A] =
check.flatMap(_ => compL(na)(ca))

5Though omitted here, in order to regard /+ as an infix operator, we have to define it using implicit
conversions in Scala.
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For the programmable compensations and sub-workflows, we define the two aux-
iliary functions subC and sub, respectively. subC takes a workflow and a compensation
and sub takes only a workflow. sub concatenates the begining mark of the block, the
given workflow, and the end mark of the block. subC additionally concatenates the
sub-workflow created from the given workflow and the given compensation action.

def sub[E,M[_],S,A](cw :CW[E,M,S,A]): CW[E,M,S,A] = CW{ for{
_ <- liftF(SubB(()))
r <- cw.run
_ <- liftF(SubE(()))

} yield r }
def subC[E,M[_],S,A](cw :CW[E,M,S,A])(ca :A => M[Unit]): CW[E,M,S,A] = CW{
sub(cw).flatMap(r => liftF(Comp(ca(r),r))) }

We also define two macros !! and workflow using the Monadless [mon] library. The
macro !! takes a workflow and escapes it from the program transformation. The macro
workflow works as a block that specifies the target area of the program transformation.
Assignments and sequential compositions in workflow are transformed into a chain of
monadic binds. For example,

workflow{val x = !!(w1); val y = !!(w2); x + y}

is transformed into

w1.flatMap(x => w2.map(y => x + y))

3.3.4 Types of Suspended Workflows

Before showing the monadic interpreter for the CW monad, we need to fix the type of
the suspended workflows. It clearly must be equal to the type of the workflow to be
executed, i.e., S in CW[E,M,S,A] must be again CW[E,M,S,A]. This means that S is a
fixpoint of the functor CW[E,M,?,A].6

Usually, a data type is necessary to represent fixpoints of functors [Gib07, OG10].
The data type Fix is parameterized over functors and the types of values:

case class Fix[F[_], A](out: F[Fix[F, A]])

and the type of suspended workflows is represented as Fix[CW[E,M,?,A]].

3.3.5 Monadic Interpreter

Our monadic interpreter of the CW language is the function runCWT from, for
any monad M and type A, CW[Unit,M,Fix[CW[Unit,M,?,A]],A], which is equal to
Fix[CW[Unit,M,?,A]], to MM[A] where MM is the underlying monad defined as follows.

def runCWT[M[_],A](s: Fix[CW[Unit,M,?,A]])
: EitherT[ReaderT[M,Sig,?],InSubL[EV[M[Unit],Fix[CW[Unit,M,?,A]]]],A] = {
type S = Fix[CW[Unit, M, ?, A]] // the type of suspended workflows
type R = EV[M[Unit], S] // the type of exceptional results
type F[X] = CWT[M, S, X] // the term functor
type MM[X] = EitherT[ReaderT[M, Sig, ?], InSubL[R], X] // the underlying

monad

def runCWT0(cl: F[MM[A]]): MM[A] = cl match{
case Comp(c, k) => ...

6Precisely speaking, CW[E,M,?,?] is a bifunctor and we actually take a fixpoint of the bifunctor.
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...
}
s.out.run.iterT(runCWT0)

}

The function runCWT0 translates each command of the CW language defined by CWT
to the program of the language given by the underlying monad MM. Because the trans-
lation proceeds from the last terms to the first terms by iterT, each command object
has the subsequent translated program. In other words, the result of the rest of the
workflow is always available.

The interpretation of Check follows CW-CHECK-*. It installs a context check to the
resulting program. If the context is Continue, it returns the result of the subsequent
program. It otherwise throws exceptions. Note that the exceptions are just the values
of type EitherT[...], that is the underlying monad, and we do not use the exception
handling mechanism of Scala.

case Check(k) => { // k: EitherT[ReaderT[M, Sig, ?], InSubL[R], A]
ask.liftM.flatMap{ sig =>
sig.head match {
case Abort => raiseException(InSubL.point(Aborting(M.point(()))))
case PAbort => raiseException(InSubL.point(PAborting(None, M.point(()))))
case Suspend => raiseException(InSubL.point(Suspending(
Fix(CW(FreeT.roll(Check(k.liftM))))))) // creates the suspended workflow
case Continue => local(_.tail)(k)

}}}

k is the interpretation of the subsequent workflow. The method ask gets a value from
the environment. In our case, they are the context that is represented by the streams of
type Stream[Context]. The variable sig is bound to a stream. If the head, which repre-
sents the current context, is Abort, Aborting of point of the unit value is thrown. This
is because there is no compensation to be executed at this point. If the current context
is PAbort, PAborting of None and point of the unit value is thrown. If the current con-
text is Suspend, we throw the translated program k as the suspended workflow. If the
current context is Continue, we drop the head of the stream and continue interpreting
the workflow.

The interpretation of Comp corresponds to CW-SEQ-INT-*, CW-PROGRAM-*,
CW-COMP-ACTION and CW-COMP-SEQ-*. The parameters comp and k are the com-
pensation action and the interpretation of the rest of the workflow, respectively.

case Comp(comp, k) => EitherT {
k.run.map{ ev => ev match {
case \/-(_) => ev // successful execution
case -\/(err) =>
extendSuspending(liftF(Comp(c, ())))(err) match { // at compensation
case NonSub(p) => p match { // binding compensation
case Aborting(cp) => \/.left(NonSub(Aborting(cp.flatMap(res => comp.

flatMap(_ => M.point(res))))))
case PAborting(None, cp) => \/.left(NonSub(PAborting(None, cp.flatMap(

res => comp.flatMap(_ => M.point(res))))))
case Suspending(sp) => \/.left(NonSub(Suspending(sp)))

}
case x => \/.left(x) // skipping compensation of a complete sub-workflow

}}}}

If the result of the subsequent workflow is an exception, the interpreter adds the com-
pensation command Comp(c, ()) at the head of the suspended workflow in err by
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extendSuspending. Following the operational semantics, we skip the compensation
actions that (1) are in sub-workflows and (2) are followed by a checkpoint that is not
in any sub-workflow and the execution is partially aborted after executing the check-
point. The first condition is represented by InSubL. The last condition is represented
by Option.

Following CW-CHECKPOINT and CW-COMP-CCP, the interpretation of Cp (1) puts
the command represented by Cpn at the head of the suspended workflow and (2) puts a
suspended workflow to the exception if it is of type PAborting. The suspended work-
flow that corresponds to E of cp#E and ccp#E is just the argument of Cp.

case Cp(k) => EitherT {
k.run.map{r => r match {
case \/-(_) => r
case -\/(err) => {
val s = Fix(CW(k.liftM))
val kp = liftF(Cpn(s, ())) // creates Cpn that is substituted for the Cp
\/.left(setPAbort(s)(extendSuspending(kp)(err))) // set pabort with
suspension

}}}}

s is the suspended workflow. The function setPAbort merely replaces the first param-
eter of PAborting with s if it is None. The interpretation of Cpn is similar.

The interpretations of SubB and SubE just remove and add InSub layers in the ex-
ceptional values, respectively.

3.3.6 Stack Safety

Implementations of free monad transformers in eager languages usually need some
care to avoid stack overflow (so-called stack safety) and do not provide iterT. Instead,
they provide a “foldl variant” of iterT [Fre], namely runFreeT in Purescript and runM
in scalaz, which takes a function from F[FreeT[F,M,A]] to M[FreeT[F,M,A]] and re-
turns a value of type M[A] for any functor F, monad M and type A.

It is necessary to know whether the subsequent workflow is interrupted or not to
perform compensation actions. We use continuation monads as is the compensation
monad [RV13] to achieve this. We wrap the underlying monad of CW with a continua-
tion monad transformer ContT.7

case class CW[E,M[_],S,R,A](
run: FreeT[CWT[M,S,?],

ContT[EitherT[ReaderT[M,Sig,?], InSubL[EV[M[E],S]],?], R, ?],
A])

extends Monad[CW[E,M,S,R,?]] { /* map, point and flatMap */ }

The function runCWT0 for runM takes a command followed by an uninterpreted
workflow and returns a continuation monad transformer followed by the workflow
left uninterpreted.

def runCWT[M[_],R,A](s: Fix[CW[Unit,M,?,R,A]]) = {
type S = Fix[CW[Unit, M, ?, R, A]]
type F[X] = CWT[M, S, X]

7The continuation monad transformer must be stack safe, although neither scalaz nor cats (another
library similar to scalaz) provide that one. Our Scala implementation employs a workaround that relies
on Trampoline [Bja12] in the IO monad. In other words, we always use the IO monad as the underlying
user monad of the CW monad.
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type MM[X] = ContT[EitherT[ReaderT[M, Sig, ?], InSubL[EV[M[Unit], S]], X], R,
X]

def runCWT0[M[_],R,A](cl: F[FreeT[F, MM, A]]): MM[FreeT[F, MM, A]]
= ...

}

The change on the definition of runCWT0 is straightforward. All we need to do is just
wrapping the exception monad transformer with the continuation monad transformer.
For example, the interpretation of the command CompL is defined as follows.

case Comp(comp, k) = ContT{knt =>
EitherT{
knt(k).run.map{ev => ev match {
... /* the same to the previous definition */

}}}}

3.3.7 Atomicity

In this section, we extend CWT and the CW monad to support the atomic and nonatomic
blocks.

We add a command CheckA for active context checking and CheckI for inactive
context checking, of which definitions are the same to Check.

case class CheckA[M[_],S,A](a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]
case class CheckI[M[_],S,A](a:A) extends CWT[M,S,A]

The interpretations of CheckA is the same to Check and that of CheckI is just continuing
evaluating the subsequent workflow without checking the context.

The two blocks are implemented as two functions as sub for sub-workflows. The
functions atomic and nonatomic replace Check with CheckI and CheckA, respectively,
as follows.

def atomic[E, M[_], S, A](cw: CW[E, M, S, A])
: CW[E, M, S, A] = CW {
cw.run.interpretS[CWT[M,S,?]](new (~>[CWT[M,S,?], CWT[M,S,?]]) {
def apply[A](c: CWT[M,S,A]): CWT[M,S,A] = c match {
case Check(a) => CheckI(a)
case _ => c

}})}

3.3.8 Abnormal Termination and Exceptions in Scala

We have already mentioned abnormal termination in Section 3.2. In our implementa-
tion in Scala, abnormal termination is realized by exceptions of the language. Basically,
if an exception is thrown in an atomic action, the whole execution stops. However, we
sometimes want to convert an exception in normal action to context, and it can be done
using a new form of primitive workflow (normal /~ compensation). This is mostly
same as /+, but absorbs some particular exceptions AbortE and PAbortE in the normal
action, and raises the interruption Abort or PAbort. For example:

trait CWException extends Exception
class AbortE extends CWException
class PAbortE extends CWException
val cw0 = {if(...) "success" else throw e} /~ comp
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When running cw0, if the exception e is AbortE or PAbortE, it will abort or partially
abort; otherwise, the exception is raised as usual. In both cases, it does not do the
corresponding compensation comp.

/~ is defined as:

def /~[E,M[_],S,A](na:M[Try[A]])(comp:A => M[Unit]): CW[E,M,S,A] = for {
tried <- compL(na)(_ match {
case Success(a) => comp(a) // same as /+
case Failure(e) => M.point(()) // skip the compensation comp

})
a <- tried match {
case Failure(AbortE) => throwCWException(Abort) // raise abort
case Failure(RestartE) => throwCWException(PAbort) // raise pabort
case Success(a) => compL(M.point(a))(_ => M.point(())) // same as /+
case Failure(e) => compL(M.point[A]{throw e})(_ => M.point(())) //

rethrowing e
}} yield a

The argument na is of the type M[Try[A]]. Try[T] is a Scala’s class that represents a
computation that may either result in an exception (Failure[T]) or return a success-
fully computed value (Success[T]). What /~ does is first binding the result of compL
to tried of the type Try[A] and then do one of (1) raising Abort or PAbort inside
ContextWorkflow, (2) successfully committing na, and (3) throwing the exception e of
Scala.

Readers may wonder that the type of /~ (and also /+) is different from that of actual
use in examples so far. To omit explicit type constructors of M and Try, we use implicit
conversions. For further detail, see Section 3.3.9.

3.3.9 Hiding Type Parameters for Simplicity

What we use as CW[A] in Section 3.1 is the abbreviation of CW[Unit,IO,Nothing,A].
The important point is to fix M to IO and S to Nothing.

The monad IO is the standard way to treat effectful code in monadic programming,
but explicit use of IO monad constructors is redundant and not kind to many program-
mers. Therefore, we hide the explicit appearance of IO using implicit conversions of
Scala. For example, the way a /+ c is converted to the corresponding monadic value
is that (1) a of the type A is converted to a special object of the type CWOps which con-
tains a field of the type IO[A] by implicit conversions, and then (2) the method /+ of the
special object is invoked, which takes an argument of the type A => Unit and returns
a value of the type CW[A]. Here is the definition of the implicit conversion and the class
CWOps:

implicit def toCWOps[A](proc: => A): CWOps[A] = new CWOps[A](IO(proc))
class CWOps[A](t: IO[A]) {
def /+ (comp: => A => Unit): CW[A] = /+(t)(a => IO(comp(a)))

}

toCWOps is the definition for the implicit conversion. IO(a) is the IO monad constructor.
We define the method /+ of CWOps class using the function /+ appeared in Section 3.3.

The reason using Nothing as the suspended workflow type is that in order to treat
CW as a monad, type parameters except for A must be fixed or parameterized. Al-
though the latter approach looks good, it becomes redundant in Scala. For example,
let CWS[S,A] be CW[Unit,IO,S,A], and let’s combine two CWS:

def testU[S]: CWS[S,Unit] = ...; def testI[S]: CWS[S,Int] = ...
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def testUI[S]: CWS[S,Int] = testU[S].flatMap(_ => testI[S])

We have to use def and then type parameters S are appeared around, since Scala’s
value is not polymorphic. While such definitions can be treated well in Haskell, we
have to manually parameterize it one by one in Scala.

Therefore, we fix S to Nothing and cast Nothing to a proper suspended workflow
type at run-time. However, why does this work? This is because that when S is actu-
ally used is at the run-time. At the run-time of CW[A], it is enough to cast Nothing to
Fix[CW[Unit,IO,?,?],A].

3.4 Summary

We have proposed ContextWorkflow for developing interruptible context-aware appli-
cations. ContextWorkflow basically combines the ideas of workflow and functional re-
active programming and supports compensations, asynchronous interruption, check-
pointing, nested-workflow and suspension. We also formalize the core idea of our lan-
guage by developing a big-step operational semantics. Further, we embed our Context-
Workflow in existing languages such as Scala and Haskell, mainly using free monads;
and the embedded DSL empowers host languages to treat above new features.





Chapter 4

Modularizing Context-Dependent
Behaviors in ContextWorkflow

In this chapter, we try to modularize CDBs in ContextWorkflow. Though we use con-
texts as an execution status in ContextWorkflow, we want to use mechanisms of behav-
ioral changes of COP in ContextWorkflow too. For example, we would like to program
CAAs such as energy-aware computing [SDF+11, ZLL15], where several modes re-
late to energy consumption and are changed dynamically. In this work, we develop
a stand-alone library to modular reactive behavioral adaptation in Scala, called GEAR.
GEAR is supposed to be used to write atomic actions of ContextWorkflow.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we look overview of this work
in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we briefly review FRP and COP and explain the motiva-
tion of our FRP-based implementation. Section 4.3 describes our library briefly and
explains how to control reactions of context-dependent computations. In Section 4.4,
we show a part of the implementation of our library. The rest summarizes this chapter.

4.1 Overview

Contexts are, very roughly speaking, anything a (software) system interacts with. They
usually change continuously as time passes and affects the system’s behavior through
some internal states that reflect the context. For example, the battery status of a mobile
device can be a context and can have effects on the behavior of an application pro-
gram through a variable that stands for the power modes, e.g., high- and low-battery
modes. Here, we call (descriptions of) behavior affected by contexts context-dependent
computations.

However, language constructs to control how reactive values influence context-
dependent computations have not been studied enough. If a context changes during an
evaluation of its dependent computations, how should a program behave? Flute lan-
guage [BVDR+12] partially addressed this problem, by advocating interruptible context-
dependent executions; an evaluation of a context-dependent computation can be inter-
rupted according to implicit context changes.

In this paper, we propose another technique to control reactions of context-depen-
dent computations; suppressing reactions using dynamic binding. Our approach en-
sures consistency of an evaluation of a chain of context-dependent computations, and
prevent unexpected reactions.

As a proof of concept, we develop a new Scala library GEAR, which provides some
COP features. It uses the existing Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) library
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REScala [SHM14] to make the implementation simple. Our main idea is to treat con-
texts as reactive values using FRP, substituting for many existing layer activation mech-
anisms of COP. We also show that proceed calls found in many COP languages can be
implemented by delimited continuations [DF90].

4.2 Contexts as Reactive Values

In this section, we describe the reason why we consider contexts as reactive values.
First, we briefly explain FRP and COP.

4.2.1 Functional Reactive Programming

Programming with reactive values are well studied in Functional Reactive Program-
ming (FRP) [EH97, MO12, BLCVC+13]. In FRP, reactive values are declaratively con-
strained with other values, and they are automatically changed according to changes
of other values.

REScala is a library of FRP and treats reactive values as signals. A signal can depend
on other signals. If a signal value is changed, the values of dependent signals change
automatically. Here is an example of a REScala program. Var is a variable containing a
constant and is also a signal.

val a = Var(3)
val b = Signal{a() + 3}
a() = 5 // b also changes

Signal b depends on the variable a. Therefore, if the value of variable a changes, the
value of b also changes automatically (Line 3). REScala provides many functions to
treat various kinds of information, such as discrete events and time-varying values, as
signals.

4.2.2 Context-Oriented Programming

COP is a relatively new programming paradigm to modularize context-dependent
computations. COP provides layers to factor out computations related to the same
kind of contexts. A layer is a set of partial method declarations, which override origi-
nal definitions. A layer can be activated and deactivated at run-time, making contained
partial declarations effective and ineffective, respectively.

In ContextL [CH05], layered functions, which represent base function definitions,
are composed of layered methods, which represent fragmented, partial definitions of the
layered function. Every layered method belongs to one layer; when a layered function
is called, it calls appropriate layered methods corresponding to the currently activated
layers. Here is an example of a ContextL program. Suppose that a power mode changes
according to the battery level of a device, and according to power modes, how an ap-
plication displays objects changes.

(deflayer high-performance)
(deflayer low-performance)

(define-layered-function display-object (object))

(define-layered-method display-object
:in-layer high-performance
... containing code ...)
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(with-active-layers (high-performance)
... (display-object obj) ...)

Here, the first two lines declare two layers. Line 4 declares that a layered function
display-object takes one parameter. Line 6 defines a layered method, which relates
to a layer high-performance. Line 10 means a per-control-flow layer activation, that is,
the selected layer is activated within the block and the behavior of a layered function
during the execution of the block is influenced by activated layers.

4.2.3 Characteristics of Contexts

According to [KAM15], existing layer activation mechanisms of COP are classified as
per-control-flow, imperative, event-based and implicit. Per-control-flow activation, shown
above, is also known as block-style activation. Imperative activation achieves activa-
tion of layers by a special statement; the activation continues until it is deactivated by
another special statement. Event-based activation is a special form of imperative acti-
vation which is triggered by some asynchronous events. Implicit activation is specified
by a condition; while the condition is true, corresponding layers become active. For
example, implicit activation is written as follows in a hypothetical Java-like language.

layer HighPerformance{
boolean active() {
return bat_level > 50;

}
}

This code means that while the value of variable bat_level is larger than 50, layer
HighPerformance becomes active.

4.2.4 Layer Activation as Reactive Values

In this section, we insist that reactive values can generalize many layer activation mech-
anisms. Since our idea is based on the Flute language, we describe it first.

Flute is a COP language with implicit activation (by the classification of [KAM15]).
In Flute, layered functions (called modal in it) are associated with context sources, which
are the same as reactive values; Flute also allows several partial definitions of a layered
function; each of which has a predicate on the associated context sources. When a
layered function is called, it calls a layered method whose predicate evaluates to true
using the current values of context sources. In Flute, the notion of layers is implicit; it
is expressed in terms of context sources and predicates of layered methods.

As Flute does, we also introduce context sources, using signals of REScala. Our key
insight is that by the representation of context sources, most layer activation mecha-
nisms explained in the last section can be expressed by only signals. Here, let’s express
a layer activation of a PowerMode, using REScala.

trait PowerMode
object HighPerformance extends PowerMode
object LowPerformance extends PowerMode

val pow_layer: Var[PowerMode] = Var(HighPerformance)

Suppose that singleton objects High- and LowPerformance represent layers. In addition,
we can define a signal pow_layer that contains an activated layer as its value (Line 5).
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Computation depending on PowerMode will check the value of pow_layer to choose
appropriate behavior. Then, an imperative activation is done by just changing the value
of the signal.

pow_layer() = LowPerformance

Per-control-flow activation is expressed by dynamic binding (see Section 4.3.3). Event-
based and implicit activations are just expressed by constraints on signals. For exam-
ple, implicit activation becomes as follows.

val pow_layer = Signal{
if (bat_level > 50) HighPerformance
else LowPerformance }

Since REScala can treat events as signals, event-based activation is simulated in the
same way.

4.2.5 Problem of Asynchronous Context Change

Suppose that two objects obj1 and obj2 have a method that displays a picture and the
resolution of the displayed picture depends on the performance mode: in the low per-
formance mode, the resolution of the picture becomes low and in the high performance
mode, the result becomes opposite. Here, each objects has a member display which
realizes such behavior using layered function.

obj1.display(); obj2.display(); /* layered functions */

In our setting, the performance mode is asynchronously changeable since it de-
pends on battery status. Then, the evaluation of the functions above may result in two
pictures with different resolutions. The problem here is that we have no way to pre-
vent such a situation from happening. We propose a mechanism to suppress reactions
to context source, by using dynamic binding in the next section.

4.3 Context-Dependent Computation with Reactive Values

Here, we show constructs of our library GEAR. We describe core classes, how to use
them and a technique using dynamic binding to suppress reactions to asynchronous
change of reactive values.

4.3.1 Core Classes of GEAR

A context source (class CS) represents a reactive value.

class CS[S](src: Signal[S])

Class CS (ContextSource) has a field of Signal. It also supports dynamic binding (see
Section 4.3.3). Here, we see the battery level of a device as a context source.

val bat_level: Signal[Int] = // Signal of battery level
val bat_cs = new ContextSource(bat_level)
bat_cs.value() /* the current value of Int */

The current value of a context source can be obtained by value() as shown on line 3.
A layered function (class LF) represents context-dependent computations.

class LF[P,R](var plfs: List[PLF[P,R]])
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Class LF has an ordered list of PLF (partial layered function) of same parameter types P
and return types R. In our library, a layered function is an executable unit of a context-
dependent computation. Since the field plfs is mutable, we can modify some behavior
in a LF dynamically.

A context-dependent function (class CDF) is a composable unit of a context-dependent
computation.

class CDF[S,P,R] (src: CS[S], p: S => Boolean,
f: S => Cop[P,R] => P => R )
extends PLF[P,R]

Class CDF extends the trait PLF; so a CDF can be a part of a LF. An instance of CDF
connects to a context source (src). The field p is a predicate, which is evaluated at
the beginning of evaluation of this CDF, and if it returns true, the method body will
be evaluated. The field f represents a method body, where P is a parameter type, R is
a return type, S is the current value of the context source src at an evaluation of this
function, and Cop provides special constructs such as proceed and thisfun.

class Cop[P,R](thisfun: P => R, proceed: P => R)

The field proceed is a special function to call another PLF within an evaluation of a LF,
and thisfun means its containing layered function, which is used for recursive calls.
Finally, we can use the value of a context source and a proceed call in the method body.

new CDF[Int,Unit,Int](bat_cs, (_: Int) > 50,
s => cop => _ => { cop.proceed(); } )

Here, the second parameter cop is an instance of class Cop. Then, we can write
cop.proceed() in the body for a proceed call.

Although we have introduced LFs and CDFs, context-dependent computations do
not have to be defined as CDFs and LFs. In some sense, every computation that uses
a context source is considered context-dependent! CDFs and LFs are organizing tools
for context-dependent computation, which is made extensible by them, since a LF is
dynamically composable.

4.3.2 Semantics

Here, we describe the evaluation mechanism of our layered function. Basically, at each
call of a context-dependent function, the dispatch mechanism considers the current
values of context sources and whether the predicate is satisfied or not.

• Firstly, evaluate the predicate of the head of the list of partial layered functions
with the current values of context sources, and if it returns true, then the body is
evaluated. Otherwise, evaluate the next partial layered function.

• If a proceed call occurs in a body, also evaluate the next partial layered function.
If the rest of the list is Nil, it raises an exception.

Here is an example of how whole constructs of our library are used and work.

def do_high = new CDF[Int,Unit,Int](bat_cs,
(_:Int) > 50,
s => cop => _ => { /* high-power mode behavior */ })

def do_low = new CDF[Int,Unit,Int](bat_cs,
(_:Int) <= 50,
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s => cop => _ => { /* low-power mode behavior */})

def display_object = new LF(List(do_high, do_low))

display_object() /* the result depends on bat_cs*/

In the example, the call of display_object (line 11) will first try to call do_high and
if the predicate returns false (that is, the battery level is smaller than or equal to 50), it
will try to call do_low.

4.3.3 Dynamic Binding of Context Sources

Class CS provides a method withValue like DynamicVariable, which is a class to realize
dynamically scoped variables in Scala.

def withValue[T](newval: Signal[S])(thunk: => T): T

During the evaluation of the thunk (equals to a block), the field src of the receiver of CS
is bound to another signal newval; each CDF depending on the CS connects to the new
signal within the block. This is used to control reactions of context-dependent func-
tions. Then, withValue provides two interesting applications suppression of reactions
and context replacement.

Suppression of Reactions As described in Section 4.2.5, evaluating two methods that
depend on the same context source may cause an unexpected result; mixing both be-
havior of low-power mode and behavior of high-power mode. (Assume that the mem-
ber display is realized like display_object above). To escape such a problem, we can
express such an intention by using dynamic binding.

bat_cs.withValue(Var(bat_cs.value())){
obj1.display(); obj2.display();

}

This expresses caching of the context source bat_cs by binding bat_cs to a Var con-
taining the current value of bat_cs. Then, we can ensure that obj1.display and
obj2.display are evaluated under the same context. Context caching can be regarded
as a kind of per-control flow activation of COP.

Context Replacement Suppose that some functions are dependent on UTC time, and
we want to use JST time instead in some program context. Then, we can express such
a program by rebinding to other reactive values.

val utc = /* Signal of UTC time */
val jst = Signal{ utc() + 9 }
val time_cs = new ContextSource(utc)
time_cs.withValue(jst){ /* functions dependent on time_cs will refer to jst

time */ }

4.4 Implementation

In this section, we show implementation details of GEAR. GEAR is implemented on
top of the existing FRP library REScala, making it possible to use Signal. The inter-
esting point of our implementation is that we use delimited continuations library of
Scala [RMO09] in order to realize proceed calls.
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Class CS is just a container for an instance of Signal and an instance of
DynamicVariable. Method value returns the current signal and withValue is just us-
ing that of DynamicVariable.

class CS[T](val src: Signal[T]) {
val enclosing = new DynamicVariable[Signal[T]](src)
def value = enclosing.value
def withValue[S](newval: T)(thunk: => S): S = enclosing.withValue(newval){

thunk}
}

Class CDF below makes a special closure which connects to the CS given as the
field src.1 The field f is the actual function body of this CDF. As we have described
in the last section, f should be of the type S → Cop[P,R] → P → R, where S is the
type of context source values, Cop[P,R] is the class of COP language constructs, P is
a parameter type, and R is a return type. 2 The apply method (Lines 4–10) has two
parameters: v as an argument to the body f and thisfun as a LF that contains this
CDF. What it does is to bind proceed to the captured delimited continuation (Lines
5–6), and apply f to the current value of the signal of src (Line 7) and a newly created
instance of Cop (Line 8) if the predicate p is evaluated to true; otherwise (Line 9) call
proceed. The apply has answer type R (denoted by the annotation @cps[R]) (Line 4).
As we see later, this method is invoked from a loop to invoke apply on all PLFs held by a
LF. So, the delimited continuation captured by shift at the beginning of apply represents
the rest of invocations of apply. As a result, a call to proceed results in the execution of
the rest of partial layered functions in the LF that this CDF is associated with.

class CDF[S,P,R] (src: CS[S], p: S => Boolean,
f: S => Cop[P,R] => P => R)
extends PLF[P,R]{
def apply(v: P, thisfun: LF[P,R]): P @cps[R] =
shift{
proceed: (P => R) =>
val t: S = src.value()
if (p(t)) f(t)(new Cop(thisfun, proceed))(v)
else proceed(v)

}
}

Class LF has a list of PLFs. The method dispatch (Lines 3–13) invokes containing
CDFs in order, and is used within a reset block (Line 14). Since CDF’s body is shift, a
proceed call is a continuation delimited by a dispatch of a LF, and will call the next CDF
by the recursive call of dispatch (Line 8). If there is no CDF to proceed, an exception
is thrown (Line 11).3

class LF[P,R](plfs: List[PLF[_,P,R]])
extends Function1[P,R]{
def dispatch(plfs: List[PLF[P,R]], v: P): R @cps[R] ={
var param = v
plfs match {
case plf :: rest => {
param = plf(v, this)
dispatch(rest, param)

1The CDF has variations that connect to more than one CS, but we omit them for simplicity.
2A current limitation is that multiple parameters must be written as pairs.
3We could enforce a programmer to specify a default, proceed-less PLF and call it, instead of throwing

an exception.
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}
case Nil =>
throw new ProceedingFunctionNotFoundException

}
}
def apply(v: P): R = reset{ dispatch(plfs, v) }

}

Trait PLF represents partial method functions. The reason why LF has a list of type
of not CDFs but PLFs is that we can convert a normal function into a PLF. The definition
fToPLF provides implicit conversion of a function f to a PLF, creating an instance of PLF
that discards a captured delimited continuation in apply.

trait PLF[P,R]{
def apply(v: P, thisfun: LF[P,R]): P @cps[R]

}

implicit def fToPLF[P,R](f: P => R) =
new PLF[P,R]{
def apply(v: P, thisfun: LF[P,R]): P @cps[R] =
shift{ k: (P => R) => f.apply(v) }

}

4.5 Summary

We have described our new library GEAR, which is an attempt to combine COP fea-
tures and FRP features. Our key ideas are regarding contexts as reactive values, and
using dynamic binding for context caching and context replacement, which enable pro-
grammers to control reactions of context-dependent computations easily. While this
work realizes COP using FRP, we believe that COP can provide FRP a good modu-
larity mechanism. We also assume that we use this library to write atomic actions of
ContextWorkflow in a compositional way.
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Related Work

5.1 Foundation of Context-Oriented Programming

This section compares our ContextFJ<: in Chapter 2 with work on foundation of COP.
Our work is a direct descendant of Igarashi, Hirschfeld, and Masuhara [HIM11,

IHM12], where a tiny COP language ContextFJ is developed and its type system is
proved to be sound. ContextFJ is not equipped with layer inheritance, layer subtyping,
or first-class layers but allows baseless partial methods to be declared in the second
type system [IHM12], in which requires declarations are first introduced into COP.

Our swappable layers resemble atomic layers in ContextL [CD08], in which mutual
exclusion between layers can be specified and activation of an atomic layer automat-
ically deactivates another layer in conflict. Our syntax is a little verbose in that the
swappable layer name such as Weather has to be explicit because a layer may have
more than one swappable layer in its superlayers. It may be a reasonable idea to disal-
low a sublayer of a swappable layer to be swappable for the sake of syntactic concise-
ness.

Similarly to our swappable layers for layer deactivation, Kamina et al. [KAI14,
KAMI] also show another approach to safe layer deactivation mechanism and formal-
ized its semantics and type safety with an extension of ContextFJ. Their approach is
also based on requires clauses. The key idea is to modify the method lookup so that
it searches not only activated layers but all layers that are required by those activated
layers.

Besides block-style layer activation mechanisms as in JCop, there are other mecha-
nisms such as imperative activation of Subjective-C [GCM+10], event-based activation
of EventCJ [KAM11], and implicit activation of Flute [BVDR+12]. The original JCop
also supports implicit layer activation [AHL13], but currently we omit it from our for-
malization. ServalCJ [KAM15] provides a generalized layer activation mechanism that
can treat the layer activation mechanisms above uniformly. Although some of them
[AKM11, KAM16] study formal semantics, they do not discuss type soundness of lan-
guages with baseless partial methods; e.g., ServalCJ does not support baseless partial
methods.

There are several studies to enrich description of relationships between contexts.
Subjective-C [GCM+10], an extension of Objective-C with COP, adopts imperative con-
text activation with imperative context relationship description, which supports vari-
ous kinds of declarations of dependency between layers, such as implication, require-
ment, and exclusion. Context Petri Nets [CGM+13, CGM+15] is a context-oriented
extension of Petri Nets, and helps formalization of description of context dependencies
in Subjective-C. MLCoDa [DFG14, DFG16] provides two kinds of components; one for
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declarative description of context dependencies and the other for functional computa-
tion. It also provides a type and effect system and a loading-time verification mecha-
nism that detects failures in adaptation.

5.2 Advanced Modularization Mechanisms

This section compares our ContextFJ<: in Chapter 2 with work on advanced modular-
ization mechanisms.

Dynamic Software Product Line Software product line (SPL) is a paradigm of in-
dustrial software development that enables to create various variations of software
by mostly reusing common modules. Researchers have proposed programming lan-
guages for SPL, such as Feature-Oriented Programming [Pre97, BSR04] and Delta-
Oriented Programming (DOP) [SBB+10]. They provide modules that refine existing
classes and combine them according to a given configuration at compile time or build
time.

Recent studies [HHPS08, RSAS11] reveal that SPL also needs dynamic reconfigu-
ration of software, and so dynamic DOP [DS11, DPSS17] is proposed. Dynamic DOP
provides mainly three kinds of modules; a delta module for describing refinement of
classes (similar to a layer of COP), a product-line declaration for describing valid con-
figurations, and a dynamic reconfiguration graph for replacing heap objects dynami-
cally. Unlike COP, the composition order of delta modules is determined uniquely by
a given product line declaration; this property is called unambiguity. A type system of
dynamic DOP also ensures that all valid reconfigurations lead to type-safe products.

Type systems for advanced composition mechanisms of OOP There are many type
systems proposed for advanced composition mechanisms such as mixins [BPS99,
FKF98], traits [LS08], open classes (a.k.a. inter-type declarations) [CMLC06], and re-
visers [CIZ10]. A common idea is to let programmers declare dependency between
modules as required interfaces; our requires declarations basically follow it. In most
work, however, composition is done at compile or link time unlike COP languages.
We think that it is interesting that the same idea works even for dynamic composition
found in COP languages.

Kamina and Tamai [KT04] propose McJava, in which mixin-based composition can
be deferred to object instantiation. In fact, new expressions can specify a class and
mixins to instantiate an object. So, the type of an object also consists of a class name
and a sequence of mixin names. Whereas composition is per-instance basis in McJava,
it is global in ContextFJ<:. However, in McJava, composition cannot be changed once
an object is instantiated.

Drossopoulou et al. [DDDCG02] proposed FickleII, a class-based object-oriented lan-
guage with dynamic reclassification, which allows an object to change its class at run
time. Their idea of root classes, which serve as interface, is similar to our swappable
layers; their restriction that state classes cannot be used as type for fields is similar to
ours that a sublayer of a swappable cannot be required by any other layer.

Bettini et al. [BCD13] developed a type system for dynamic trait replacement, which
allows methods in an object to be exchanged at run time. They introduce the notion of
replaceable to describe the signatures of replaceable methods; a replaceable appears as
part of the type of an object and the trait to replace methods of the object has to provide
the methods in that replaceable. The roles of replaceables and traits are somewhat
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similar to those of swappable layers, which provide interfaces common to swapped
layers, and sublayers of swappable.

Although not a type system, Burton and Sekerinski [BS15] studies interference prob-
lem of dynamic mixin composition, in which some order of mixin composition breaks
required specification of class methods. They develop a refinement calculus in order to
formalize dynamic mixin composition.

5.3 Ancestors and Cousins of ContextWorkflow

In this section, we compare our ContextWorkflow in Chapter 3 with some related work.

Context-Oriented Programming In the literature of context-oriented program-
ming [HCN08], which advocates the use of layers to modularize context-dependent
behavior, there are several studies on behavioral change in response to asynchronous
context changes [VLDN07, BVDR+12]. Among them, closest to the present work is
Flute [BVDR+12] in that it supports interruptible context-dependent execution. Inter-
ruptions occur when the context changes, and the context is represented as a reactive
value. If the execution of the program is interrupted, it is suspended and another exe-
cution that reflects the new context starts. The main difference from ContextWorkflow
is that ContextWorkflow provides a wider variety of reactions to interruptions, us-
ing compensations, sub-workflows, and checkpoints, while Flute emphasizes changing
program behavior according to context change.

Termination and Suspension Rudys and Wallach [RW02] argue that in language run-
time systems such as JVM which execute mobile code, it is important to be able to ter-
minate such code for security reasons. For example, it can be critical to stop executing
potentially buggy or untrusted mobile code. They propose a concept soft termination
to make mobile code being properly terminated. For example, it makes a program
with potentially infinite loops interruptible. Unlike our approach, theirs automatically
transforms mobile code using code rewriting.

Several languages provide features to realize suspensions in a easy way, such as
first-class continuations [HFW84, DF90], which are supported in languages such as
Scheme [SDF+09] and Scala [RMO09], and coroutines [Con63]. Coroutines are a gener-
alization of subroutines in the sense that they do not exit but calling another coroutine
as the caller coroutine suspends, and is supported in languages such as Lua [DMRI04].
We expect that these facilities are also useful for implementing ContextWorkflow.

Asynchronous Exception Asynchronous exception, found in, e.g., Haskell [MJMR01],
Ruby and OCaml [DEH+17], is also used to realize interruption. Java and Scala threads
take a so-called semi-asynchronous approach [], where asynchronous exceptions are
thrown in the thread if the thread is blocked by sleep(), wait() or join(); otherwise,
an interrupted flag is turned on and the thread has to manually check the flag. The
design of ContextWorkflow is closer to the former languages in the sense that such a
flag to denote interruption is completely implicit.

Workflow Workflow is a broadly used notion [GMS87, CP13] and is provided in sev-
eral languages such as Windows Workflow Foundation [wwf] in .NET and Windows
PowerShell [pow]. PowerShell also supports checkpointing for fault tolerance. There
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are many studies for the formalization of workflow [BMM05, BHF05, LZPH07]. Among
them, our core ContextWorkflow is based on the Bruni et al.’s formalization [BMM05].

Scientific workflow [LAB+06] is an adaptation of the workflow to scientific compu-
tations, where a series of heavy computations are executed. In the scientific workflow,
checkpoints are also useful to avoid wasteful recomputation [CA08]. We suppose that
ContextWorkflow can be used to develop these applications.

Software Transactional Memory Software Transactional Memory (STM) [ST97], pro-
vided, e.g., by Scala [Sca11] and Haskell [HMPJH05], is a language-level approach to
concurrency control, which is similar to a database transaction. STM provides an atomic
block which means a critical section that has loads and stores for heap memories. If
multiple atomic blocks are executed on multiple threads and inconsistency is found by
interleaving execution, all the atomic blocks will be automatically rolled back. Check-
points and continuations are also introduced in STM in order to realize partial aborts
without using nested atomic block and gain efficiency [KH08]. STM is similar to our
ContextWorkflow in the sense that they are automatically rolled back when some in-
consistency occurs, although inconsistency is caused by rather different events (racy
access to memory and context change).

Compensation and Asynchronous Exception Monads Although our CW monad is
mainly composed of free, continuation and exception monads, its initial idea is from
the compensation monad [RV13], which is comprised of continuation and exception
monads. We also got the idea that asynchronous exception can be given as free monads
from resumption monads [Har06, HAGP08], which is known to be structurally the
same as free monad [PG14].

Modular Exception Handling Modularization of exception handling code has been a
significant concern in Aspect-Oriented Programming [KLM+97, CFGF08] because the
separation of exception handling code from normal code enhances re-usability of each
module. The compensation approach [Wei06], which we adopt here, regards a pair of
a normal code and a compensation as a unit of reuse instead, and also is modular.

Reversible Programming Compensation actions can be seen as weak manual inver-
sions of normal actions. In reversible programming languages [YG07], any programs
run forward and backward, and it is ensured that each direction is the exact inverse
of the other. In other words, if programmers write a normal action in reversible pro-
gramming languages, its compensation action is automatically defined. So, integrating
reversible programming to ContextWorkflow will be interesting because it can release
programmers from the burden of manually specifying compensation actions. Although
it is often cumbersome, compensations being programmable have an advantage that
we may be able to avoid redundant compensation—such as visiting unnecessary nodes
to go back to the start node as we saw in the maze search example in Section 3.1.

5.4 On Modularization of Context-Dependent Behaviors

This section compares our GEAR in Chapter 4 with some related work.
In many COP languages like JCop, the behavior of layered function is usually com-

posed at layer activation time. In our library, however, a layered function always has
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the same list of PLFs unless modifying it explicitly, and evaluating their containing
predicates at dispatch time. This mechanism may cause a larger overhead than other
mechanisms. An alternative implementation can be considered: responding to changes
of a signal value, related CDFs are added to or removed from LFs dynamically (like an
observer). It would need some additional management of signals, LFs and CDFs.

Flute [BVDR+12] greatly influenced our work. As described in Section 4.2.4, their
modal is almost the same as our context-dependent functions. The main difference is
that ours do not have interruptible/resumable executions, while ours enable dynamic
binding of context sources.

ServalCJ [KAM15] has both synchronous and asynchronous layer activation. Its
semantics of activation order is that synchronous activation always precedes the asyn-
chronous one. Our approach is similar to this model, when we identify reactive val-
ues with asynchronous activation and context caching/context replacement with syn-
chronous activation. The main difference appears in per-control-flow activation; while
ServalCJ uses point-cut style, ours uses block-style (withValue).

Layered functions are not peculiar to COP. It can be considered an implementation
of Chain of Responsibility (CoR) pattern [GHJV94]. While each behavior in a chain has
to extend the same abstract class, layered functions are not restricted that way. Since
CoR has some variations such as Tree of Responsibility, it would be useful to generalize
layered function to support such variations.





Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 This Thesis

So far, this thesis has studied a programming language to develop robust context-aware
applications. The “robust” software means that it does not cause an error or has enough
error-handling functions. Therefore, we paid attention to the problem achieving safety
from harmful context changes which has emerged as context-aware applications become
more and more important and many programming language approaches have been
evolved. This thesis has focused on two sub-problems; (1) static detection of erroneous
run-time adaptation of context-dependent behaviors and (2) run-time recovery of un-
finished context-dependent tasks. Then, we have proposed language-level solutions
for each of them.

Chapter 2 has focused on developing type-safe version of JCop, which is an ad-
vanced Context-Oriented Programming language including layer inheritance, subtyp-
ing of layers, first-class layers and layer swapping. For the purpose, we have proposed
a formal calculus ContextFJ<: including type system, based on Igarashi et al.’s Con-
textFJ. We also have proven the type soundness property, which makes the language
type-safe.

In Chapter 3, we have investigated error-handling mechanism for context-aware
applications and developed ContextWorkflow. The language is based on workflow,
which is a well-known fault-tolerance technique for long-running applications, and
supports compensation, asynchronous interruption, suspension and checkpoints. To
formalize the specification of ContextWorkflow and explain the execution model, we
have developed a core calculus for ContextWorkflow and proven some properties.
Then, we have proposed the monadic interpreter and implemented it in Scala as an
embedded domain-specific language.

Chapter 4 has described an approach to modularize context-dependent behaviors
in ContextWorkflow. For this purpose, we have developed a stand-alone library GEAR

in Scala, which is supposed to be used to write atomic actions in ContextWorkflow.
In conclusion, although our approach, designing a language to develop safer con-

text-aware applications efficiently, is far from completeness, we believe that the notions
brought by our work will help programmers and software designers to capture and
model context-aware applications more cleanly.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis has mainly shown static verification via type system and run-time error
recovery via workflow. However, we have not fully developed a unified language
supporting both facilities. Though we took the simple approach in Chapter 4, there is
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some room for improvement. For example, dynamic binding of signal should be com-
bined with atomic constructs of ContextWorkflow. To provide more COP-like mecha-
nisms such as layer is also an important future work. Other integration approaches are
to develop ContextWorkflow on COP languages, or to develop COP languages with
ContextWorkflow features. However, these would require more complicated work in-
cluding formalizations, proofs of type soundness, and implementations.

Further verification techniques for our language are also an important future direc-
tion. For example, one popular program verification method is Hoare logic, and this
was also extended to COP [LNRA16] and workflow [LQQ08]; so we firstly would like
to try to apply existing techniques to ours.

We also discuss future work for individual work in the following.

A Type System for JCop In JCop, a layer definition can contain field and (ordinary)
method declarations so that a layer instance can act just like an ordinary object. Type-
checking accesses to these members of layer instances is the same as ordinary objects.
If we model fields of layer instances, we will have to modify the reduction relation so
that the sequence of activated layers consists of layer instances (with their field values)
rather than layer names.

JCop also provides special variable thislayer, which can be used in partial meth-
ods and is similar to this of classes. It represents the layer instance in which the in-
voked partial method is found at run time and can be used to access fields and methods
of that layer instance. In operational semantics, the layer instance would be substituted
for thislayer, similarly to this. Typing thislayer is also similar to this in the sense
that it is given the name of the layer in which it appears but thislayer cannot be used
for layer activation because, at run time, it may be bound to an instance of a weak sub-
type.

We have not fully investigated the interaction between our type system with other
features in Java, such as concurrency, generics, and lambda, although we expect most
of them are orthogonal.

ContextWorkflow One important direction of future work is to support parallelism
as many other workflow languages do, that is, atomic actions are executed in paral-
lel on several threads. With parallelism, we suspect that the semantics of suspension,
checkpoints, and sub-workflows should be changed drastically. A question is, for ex-
ample, if only one sub-workflow of several concurrently running sub-workflows has a
checkpoint, how does the whole workflow partially abort? Also, in a parallel setting,
an abort of a sub-workflow need not result in the abort of the parent workflow.

Another direction of future work is efficient implementation. Currently, since we
use monad transformers naively, our implementation is not efficient; at least, we should
unroll the monad transformer stack as is standard practice in Haskell programming. It
would also be valuable to develop ContextWorkflow with other implementation tech-
niques such as first-class continuations and extensible effects [KSS13], which are also
introduced in Scala, and compare different implementations.

One tediousness in ContextWorkflow is that we have to write compensations man-
ually, while we do not need to do so in database transaction and software transactional
memory. Therefore, it is interesting to develop a method to construct compensation
actions from normal actions. Existing studies such as reversible computing would be
helpful to achieve this.
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In the current design, programmers can write as long atomic actions as they wish.
Since we suppose that one application of ContextWorkflow is battery-aware software, it
is interesting to automatically estimate how much execution time an atomic action will
consume; then we can do a kind of verification, e.g., by estimating that ten percent of
battery level would be enough to complete any compensations of the workflow. We ex-
pect that we can rely on existing studies about complexity estimation such as [GMC09].
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Appendix A

Proof of Type Soundness of
ContextFJ<:

A.1 Proofs

We fix CT and LT and assume (CT, LT) ok throughout this section.

Lemma A.1.1 If pmtype(m, C, L2) = T→T0 and L1 <:w L2, then pmtype(m, C, L1) = T→T0.

Proof : By induction on L′ <:w L, using noconflict(L′, L) in the case where L′ / L. �

Lemma A.1.2 If mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0 and Λ3 <:sw Λ1 and Λ4 <:sw Λ2 and Λ1 ⊆
Λ2 and Λ3 ⊆ Λ4, then mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = T→T0.

Proof : By induction on the derivation of mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0 with case analy-
sis on the last rule used.
Case MT-CLASS: class C / D {... T0 m(T x){ return e; } ...}

MT-CLASS finishes the case.
Case MT-PMETHOD: ∃L1 ∈ Λ1.pmtype(m, C, L1) = T→T0

By Λ3 <:sw Λ1, there exists L3 ∈ Λ3 such that either (1) L3 <:w L1 or (2) there exists L such
that L swappable and L1, L3 <:w L. In the case (1), Lemma A.1.1 and MT-PMETHOD

finish the case. In the case (2), by T-LAYERSW and noconflict(L1, L3), it is easy to show
pmtype(m, C, L3) = T→T0. Then, Lemma A.1.1 and MT-PMETHOD finish the case.
Case MT-SUPER: class C / D {... M} m 6∈ M

∀L ∈ Λ1.pmtype(m, C, L) undefined mtype(m, D, Λ2, Λ2) = T→T0

If pmtype(m, C, L) is undefined for all L ∈ Λ3, then the induction hypothesis and
MT-SUPER finish the case. Otherwise, we have pmtype(m, C, L) = S0 m(S x){...} for
some L ∈ Λ3. Then, mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = S→S0 holds by MT-PMETHOD and also
there exists L′ such that LT(L′)(C.m) = S0 m(S x){...}.

By the induction hypothesis, mtype(m, D, dom(LT), dom(LT)) = T→T0 (since
dom(LT) <:w Λ2). By MT-SUPER, mtype(m, C, ∅, dom(LT)) = T→T0. Finally, S, S0 = T,
T0 follows from overrideh(L′, C), finishing the case.

�

Lemma A.1.3 If mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0 and mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = T′→T0
′, then T,

T0 = T′, T0
′.

Proof : By induction on the derivation of mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ2) = T→T0 with case analy-
sis on the last rule used.
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Case MT-CLASS: class C / D {... T0 m(T x){...} ...}

Easy. Use overrideh(L, C) for L ∈ dom(LT) if mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = T′→T0
′ is derived by

MT-PMETHOD, in which case there exists L′ such that L <:w L′ and LT(L′)(C.m) =
T0
′ m(T′ x) {...}. (Note that mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = T′→T0

′ cannot be derived by
MT-SUPER.)
Case MT-PMETHOD: ∃L1 ∈ Λ1.pmtype(m, C, L1) = T→T0

There exists L1
′ such that L1 <:w L1

′ and LT(L1
′)(C.m) = T0 m(T x) {...}. Further

case analysis on mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = T′→T0
′.

Subcase MT-CLASS:
Similar to the above case.
Subcase MT-PMETHOD: ∃L2 ∈ Λ3.pmtype(m, C, L2) = T′→T0

′

There exists L2
′ such that L2 <:w L2

′ and LT(L2
′)(C.m) = T0

′ m(T′ x) {...}. Then,
noconflict(L1

′, L2
′) finishes the case.

Subcase MT-SUPER: class C / D {... M} m 6∈ M
∀L ∈ Λ3.pmtype(m, C, L) undefined
mtype(m, D, Λ4, Λ4) = T′→T0

′

In this case, mtype(m, C, ∅, dom(LT)) = T′→T0
′ because we can show that

mtype(m, D, Λ4, Λ4) = mtype(m, D, dom(LT), dom(LT))
= mtype(m, C, ∅, dom(LT)).

by Lemma A.1.2 and MT-SUPER. Then, overrideh(L1
′, C) finishes the case.

Case MT-SUPER: class C / D {... M} m 6∈ M
∀L ∈ Λ1.pmtype(m, C, L) undefined mtype(m, D, Λ2, Λ2) = T→T0

Further case analysis on mtype(m, C, Λ3, Λ4) = T′→T0
′.

Subcase MT-PMETHOD:
Similar to the subcase MT-SUPER above.
Subcase MT-CLASS:
Cannot happen.
Subcase MT-SUPER:
By the induction hypothesis, mtype(m, D, Λ2, Λ2) = mtype(m, D, Λ4, Λ4). �

Lemma A.1.4 If fields(C) = T f and D <: C, then fields(D) = T f, S g for some S, g.

Proof : By induction on D <: C. �

Lemma A.1.5 (Weakening, Lemma 2.3.4) If L; Λ; Γ ` e : T, then L; Λ; Γ, x : S ` e : T.

Proof : By straightforward induction on L; Λ; Γ ` e : T. �

Lemma A.1.6 If mtype(m, C, Λ) = T→T0 and D <: C, then mtype(m, D, Λ) = T→S0 and
S0 <: T0 for some S0.

Proof : By induction on D <: C. We show only the case where D extends C. If
class D / C {... S0 m(S x){ return e; } ...}, then mtype(m, D, Λ) = S→S0 for
some S by MT-CLASS. By overridev(D), S = T and S0 <: T0. If ∃L ∈ Λ.pmtype(m, D, L) =
S→S0, then we have mtype(m, D, Λ) = S→S0 by MT-PMETHOD. By overrideh(L, D), we
get S = T and S0 = T0. Otherwise, mtype(m, D, Λ) = T→T0 by MT-SUPER. �
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Lemma A.1.7 (Narrowing, Lemma 2.3.5) IfL; Λ; Γ ` e : T and Λ′ <:sw Λ, thenL; Λ′; Γ `
e : T.

Proof : By induction on L; Λ; Γ ` e : T. We show only some representative cases.
Case T-INVK: e = e0.m(e) L; Λ; Γ ` e0 : C0

mtype(m, C0, Λ) = D→C L; Λ; Γ ` e : E E <: D

By Lemma A.1.2, mtype(m, C0, Λ′) = D→C. Then, the induction hypothesis and T-INVK

finish the case.
Case T-WITH: e = with el e0 L; Λ; Γ ` el : L L req Λ′′

Λ <:w Λ′′ L; Λ ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T
By LSSW-INTRO, we have Λ′ ∪ {L} <:sw Λ ∪ {L}. By the induction hypothesis, L; Λ′ ∪
{L}; Γ ` e0 : T.

It is easy to show that <:sw is transitive and so Λ′ <:sw Λ′′. By the induction hypoth-
esis, we also have L; Λ′; Γ ` el : L.

Moreover, in a well-formed program, L req Λ′′ means that Λ′′ does not contain
any sublayer of swappable layers. By these facts and LSS-INTRO, we get Λ′ <:w Λ′′.
Then, by T-WITH, L; Λ′; Γ ` with el e0 : T, finishing the case.
Case T-SWAP: e = swap (el,Lsw) e0 L; Λ; Γ ` el : L

Lsw swappable L <:w Lsw
L req Λ′′ Λrm = (Λ\{L′ | L′ <:w Lsw})
Λrm <:w Λ′′ L; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

It is easy to show that (Λ′\{L′ | L′ <:w Lsw}) ∪ {L} <:sw Λrm ∪ {L} from Λ′ <:sw Λ. By
the induction hypothesis, L; (Λ′\{L′|L′ <:w Lsw}) ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T.

By LSSW-INTRO, we have (Λ′\{L′|L′ <:w Lsw}) ∪ {L} <:sw Λ′′. Moreover, in
a well-formed program, L req Λ′′ means that Λ′′ does not have any sublayer of
swappable layers. By these facts and LSS-INTRO, we get (Λ′\{L′|L′ <:w Lsw}) ∪
{L} <:w Λ′′. By the induction hypothesis, we also have L; Λ′; Γ ` el : L. Then, by
T-SWAP, L; Λ′; Γ ` swap (el,Lsw) e0 : T, finishing the case.

�

Lemma A.1.8 (Strengthening for values, Lemma 2.3.6) If L; Λ; Γ ` v : T then,
L′; Λ′; Γ′ ` v : T.

Proof : By straightforward induction on L; Λ; Γ ` v : T. �

Lemma A.1.9 (Substitution, Lemma 2.3.7) If L; Λ; Γ, x : T ` e : T and L; Λ; Γ ` v : S and
S <: T, then L; Λ; Γ ` [v/x]e : S and S <: T for some S.

Proof : By induction on L; Λ; Γ, x : T ` e : T with case analysis on the last rule used.
We show main cases of T-WITH and T-SWAP.
Case T-WITH: e = with el e0 L; Λ; Γ, x : T ` el : L L req Λ′

Λ <:w Λ′ L; Λ ∪ {L}; Γ, x : T ` e0 : T
By the induction hypothesis, L; Λ; Γ ` [v/x]el : L0 and L0 <: L for some L0. By induction
on L0 <: L, it is easy to show that L0 req Λ′. Since L0 <: L, we also have L0 <:w L and
so it is easy to show Λ∪ {L0} <:w Λ∪ {L}. By the induction hypothesis, L; Λ∪ {L}; Γ `
[v/x]e0 : S and S <: T for some S. Then, by Lemma A.1.7, L; Λ ∪ {L0}; Γ ` [v/x]e0 : S;
and T-WITH finish the case.
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Case T-SWAP: e = swap (el, Lsw) e0 L; Λ; Γ, x : T ` el : L
Lsw swappable L <:w Lsw L req Λ′

Λrm = Λ \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λ′

L; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ, x : T ` e0 : T

By the induction hypothesis, L; Λ; Γ ` [v/x]el : L0 and L0 <: L for some L0. By induction
on L0 <: L, it is easy to show L0 req Λ′. Since L0 <: L, we have L0 <:w L and L0 <:w Lsw
and Λrm ∪ {L0} <:w Λrm ∪ {L}. By the induction hypothesis, L; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` [v/x]e0 :
S and S <: T for some S. Then, by Lemma A.1.7, L; Λrm ∪ {L0}; Γ ` [v/x]e0 : S; and
T-WITH finishes the case. �

Lemma A.1.10 If L1 <:w L2 and L1 req Λ1 and L2 req Λ2, then Λ1 <:w Λ2.

Proof : By induction on L1 <:w L2. Use T-LAYER in the case for LSW-EXTENDS. �

We prove a stronger property than Lemma 2.3.11; in the statement below, (<:w; req)
stands for the composition of the two relations <:w and req.

Lemma A.1.11 If Λ wf, then ∀L ∈ Λ, ∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′, ∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ.L′ ′ <:w L′.

Proof : Induction on the derivation of Λ wf .
Case WF-EMPTY:
Trivial.
Case WF-WITH: Λ = Λ0 ∪ {La} Λ0 wf La req Λ′ Λ0 <:w Λ′

By the induction hypothesis, we have ∀L ∈ Λ0.∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′.∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ0.L′ ′ <:w
L′. By Λ0 <:w Λ′ and Lemma A.1.10, we have ∀L′ s.t. La (<:w; req) L′.∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ0.L′ ′ <:w
L′. So, ∀L ∈ Λ.∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′.∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ.L′ ′ <:w L′.
Case WF-SWAP: Λ = Λrm ∪ {La} Λ0 wf Lsw swappable La <:w Lsw

La req Λa Λrm = Λ0 \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λa

By the induction hypothesis, we have

∀L ∈ Λ0.∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′.∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ0.L′ ′ <:w L′,

and so
∀L ∈ Λrm.∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′, ∃L′ ′ ∈ Λ0 s.t. L′ ′ <:w L′.

In fact, we can show that

∀L ∈ Λrm.∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′, ∃L′ ′ ∈ (Λrm ∪ {La}) s.t. L′ ′ <:w L′ :

if L′ ′ ∈ {Lb | Lb <:w Lsw} for given L and L′, then it must be the case that Lsw <:w L′

because L′ is required by some weak supertype of L and so must not be a sublayer of a
swappable and that La <:w L′.

By La req Λa and Λrm <:w Λa, we finally have

∀L ∈ Λ.∀L′ s.t. L (<:w; req) L′, ∃L′ ′ ∈ (Λrm ∪ {La}) s.t. L′ ′ <:w L′.

�

Lemma A.1.12 (Lemma 2.3.12) If Λ wf and mtype(m, C, Λ) defined and mtype(m, D, Λ)
undefined and C / D, then (∃L′ ∈ Λ.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L′)) or mtype(m, C, ∅, Λ)
defined.
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Proof : We prove by induction on the derivation of wf a stronger property: If
Λ wf and mtype(m, C, Λ) defined and mtype(m, D, Λ) undefined and C / D, then (∃L′ ∈
Λ.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L′) ∧ (∀L′ ′, L′ ′ ′ s.t. L′ <:w L′ ′ ∧ L′ ′ swappable ∧ L′ ′ ′ <:w
L′ ′.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L′ ′ ′))) or mtype(m, C, ∅, Λ) is defined.

In what follows, we define predicate npr(m, C, Λ) by (∃L′ ∈ Λ.proceed 6∈
pmbody(m, C, L′) ∧ (∀L′ ′, L′ ′ ′ s.t. L′ <:w L′ ′ ∧ L′ ′ swappable ∧ L′ ′ ′ <:w L′ ′.proceed 6∈
pmbody(m, C, L′ ′ ′))) or mtype(m, C, ∅, Λ) is defined.
Case WF-EMPTY:
Trivial.
Case WF-WITH: Λ = Λ0 ∪ {La} Λ0 wf La req Λ′ Λ0 <:w Λ′

If mtype(m, C, Λ0) is defined, by the induction hypothesis, npr(m, C, Λ0) holds. Since
Λ = Λ0 ∪ {La}, npr(m, C, Λ) also holds.

Otherwise, it must be the case that mtype(m, C, Λ0) undefined and
mtype(m, C, {La}) defined. Since Λ <:w Λ0 <:w Λ′ and neither mtype(m, C, Λ0)
nor mtype(m, D, Λ) is defined, mtype(m, C, Λ′, Λ′ ∪ {La}) is undefined. Then,
proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, La) holds since if the partial method had proceed, it
would contradict the fact that La is well-typed (in particular, mtype(m, C, Λ′, Λ′ ∪ {La})
would not be defined, as opposed to what T-PROCEED requires). If La is a sublayer of
swappable layer Lsw, for all Lb <:w Lsw, proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, Lb) through the same
argument (note that Lb req Λ′). Then, npr(m, C, Λ) holds.
Case WF-SWAP: Λ = Λrm ∪ {La} Λ0 wf Lsw swappable La <:w Lsw

La req Λa Λrm = Λ0 \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λa

It is easy to show Λ <:sw Λ0 and vice versa. By Lemma A.1.2, mtype(m, C, Λ0) is defined
and mtype(m, D, Λ0) is undefined. By the induction hypothesis, npr(m, C, Λ0), that is,
either (1) mtype(m, C, ∅, Λ0) is defined, or (2) (∃L′ ∈ Λ0.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L′) ∧
(∀L′ ′, L′ ′ ′ s.t. L′ <:w L′ ′ ∧ L′ ′ swappable∧ L′ ′ ′ <:w L′ ′.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L′ ′ ′))).

We show npr(m, C, Λ) by case analysis. In the case (1), we have mtype(m, C, ∅, Λ)
defined by Lemma A.1.2. The case (2) is also easy: if L′ ∈ Λrm, then L′ ∈ Λ; otherwise,
proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, La) because L′ <:w Lsw and La <:w Lsw and Lsw swappable,
hence npr(m, C, Λ).

�

Lemma A.1.13 (Lemma 2.3.13) If {L}wf and mtype(m, C, {L}, {L}) = T→T0, then
ndp(m, C, L, L).

Proof : By induction on the length of C <: D <: · · · Object. The case where the length
is zero is trivial.
Case: C / D mtype(m, D, {L}) undefined

By {L}wf and Lemma A.1.12, we have mtype(m, C, ∅, {L}) is defined or ∃L1 ∈
{L}.proceed 6∈ pmbody(m, C, L1). If mtype(m, C, ∅, {L}) is defined, class C must have the
definition of method m since mtype(m, D, {L}) is undefined, and so NDP-CLASS finishes
the case. In the other case, NDP-LAYER finishes the case.
Case: C / D mtype(m, D, {L}) defined
By the induction hypothesis, ndp(m, D, L, L) holds. Then, NDP-SUPER finishes the case.
�

Lemma A.1.14 (Lemma 2.3.14) If ndp(m, C, L′, L), then mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 for
some T and T0.
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Proof : By induction on ndp(m, C, L′, L). �

Lemma A.1.15 If L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T and L′ <:w L, then L′.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T.

Proof : Suppose that L req Λ0 and L′ req Λ1. Since L and L′ are well-formed, Λ1 <:w
Λ0. We proceed by induction on L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T. We show only main cases.
Case T-SUPERP: e = super.m′(e) class C / D L req Λ0

mtype(m′, D, Λ0 ∪ {L}) = T→T L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S S <: T

Since L′ <:w L and Λ1 <:w Λ0, we have Λ1 ∪ {L′} <:w Λ0 ∪ {L}. Then, by Lemma A.1.2,
mtype(m′, D, Λ1 ∪ {L′}) = T→T. The induction hypothesis and T-SUPERP finish the
case.
Case T-PROCEED: e = proceed(e) L req Λ0

mtype(m, C, Λ0, Λ0 ∪ {L}) = T→T L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S
S <: T

Since Λ1 <:w Λ0, we have Λ1 ∪ {L′} <:w Λ0 ∪ {L}. Then, by Lemma A.1.2,
mtype(m, C, Λ1, Λ1 ∪ {L′}) = T→T. The induction hypothesis and T-PROCEED finish
the case.
Case T-SUPERPROCEED: e = superproceed(e) L / L′ ′

pmtype(m, C, L′ ′) = T → T L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S
S <: T

We have that for some L′ ′ ′, L′ / L′ ′ ′. Then, L′ ′ ′ <:w L′ ′ and pmtype(m, C, L′ ′ ′) = T → T
by Lemma A.1.1. The induction hypothesis and T-SUPERPROCEED finish the case. �

Lemma A.1.16 (Inversion for partial method body, Lemma 2.3.9) If pmbody(m, C, L) =
x.e0 in L′ and L req Λ and pmtype(m, C, L) = T → T0, then L.C.m; Λ∪{L}; x : T, this :
C ` e0 : S0 for some S0 <:w T0.

Proof : By induction on pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e0 in L′.
Case PMB-SUPER: LT(L)(C.m) undefined L / L′ ′

pmbody(m, C, L′ ′) = x.e0 in L′

By pmtype(m, C, L) = T → T0 and PMT-SUPER, it must be the case that pmtype(m, C, L′ ′) =
T → T0. By the induction hypothesis,

L′ ′.C.m; Λ ∪ {L′ ′}; x : T, this : C ` e0 : S0

for some S0 <:w T0. Lemmas A.1.7 and A.1.15 finish the case.
Case PMB-LAYER: LT(L)(C.m) = T0 C.m(T x){ return e; } L′ = L

By T-PMETHOD, it must be the case that

L.C.m; Λ ∪ {L}; x : T, this : C ` e0 : S0

for some S0 s.t. S0 <:w T0, finishing the case. �

Lemma A.1.17 (Substitution for super, proceed and superproceed, Lemma 2.3.8)

1. If •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 and L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T and C0.m ` <C,(L′;L′ ′),L> ok
and C / D and L′ ′ <:w L / L′ and Λ <:sw {L} and proceed ∈ e =⇒
ndp(m, C, L′, L), then •; Λ; Γ ` Se : T where

S =

 new C0(v)<C,L
′,L>.m /proceed,

new C0(v)<D,L,L> /super,
new C0(v)<C,L

′,(L′;L′ ′),L>.m/superproceed

 .
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2. If •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 and C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T and C0.m ` <C,L′,L> ok and C / D
and Λ <:sw {L}, then •; Λ; Γ ` [new C0(v)<D,L,L>/super]e : T.

Proof : 1. By induction on L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T with case analysis on the last typing
rule used. We show main cases below.

Case T-SUPERB:
Cannot happen.

Case T-SUPERP: e = super.m′(e) mtype(m′, D, Λ′ ∪ {L}) = T′→T
L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S′ L req Λ′ S′ <: T′

It suffices to show that •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v)<D,L,L>.m
′(Se) : T. By assump-

tion, we have •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0. Next, we show C0.m ` <D,L,L> ok.
By C0.m ` <C,L′,L> ok, we have C0 <: C, from which C0 <: D follows, and
{L}wf . By Lemma A.1.11 and L′ ′ ∈ {L} and L′ ′ <:w L, for any L1 such that
L req L1, there exists L2 ∈ {L} such that L2 <:w L1; so, {L} <:w Λ′ ∪ {L}. Then,
by mtype(m′, D, Λ′ ∪ {L}) = T′→T and Lemma A.1.2, we have mtype(m′, D, {L}) =
T′→T; moreover, by Lemma A.1.13, ndp(m, D, L, L). So, C0.m ` <D,L,L> ok. By
the induction hypothesis, we have •; Λ; Γ ` Se : S′ and, by assumption, S′ <: T′.
Finally, T-INVKA finishes the case.

Case T-PROCEED: e = proceed(e) mtype(m, C, Λ′, Λ′ ∪ {L}) = T′→T
L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S′ L req Λ′ S′ <: T′

It suffices to show that •; Λ; Γ ` new C0<C,L
′,L>(v).m(Se) : T. By assumption,

we have •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0. Since proceed ∈ e, we have ndp(m, C, L′, L),
from which C0.m ` <C,L′,L> ok and follow. By Lemmas A.1.14 and A.1.3, we
have mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T′→T, too. By the induction hypothesis, we have
•; Λ; Γ ` Se : S′ and, by assumption, S′ <: T′. Finally, T-INVKA finishes the case.

Case T-SUPERPROCEED: e = superproceed(e) L / L′

pmtype(m, C, L′) = T′→T
L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S′ S′ <: T′

It suffices to show that •; Λ; Γ ` new C0<C,L
′,(L′;L′ ′),L>.m(Se) : T.

By assumption, we have •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 and C0.m ` <C,(L′;L′ ′),L> ok
and L′ ′ <:w L′. Also, pmtype(m, C, L′) = T′→T, by assumption. By the induc-
tion hypothesis, we have •; Λ; Γ ` Se : S′ and, by assumption, S′ <: T′. Finally,
T-INVKAL finishes the case.

Case T-WITH: e = with el e0 L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` el : L L req Λ0
Λ <:w Λ0 L.C.m; Λ ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

Since Λ <:sw {L}, we have Λ ∪ {L} <:sw {L} by LSSW-INTRO. By the induction
hypothesis, •; Λ; Γ ` Sel : L and •; Λ ∪ {L}; Γ ` Se0 : T. T-WITH finishes the
case.

Case T-SWAP: e = swap (el,Lsw) e0 L.C.m; Λ; Γ ` el : L
L req Λ0 Lsw swappable
L <:w Lsw Λrm = Λ \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw}
Λrm <:w Λ0 L.C.m; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

Since Λ <:sw {L}, we have Λrm ∪ {L} <:sw {L} by LSSW-INTRO. By the induction
hypothesis, •; Λ; Γ ` Sel : L and •; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` Se0 : T. T-SWAP finishes the
case.
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2. By induction on C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : T0 with case analysis on the last typing rule used.
We show only main cases below (note that none of the cases T-PROCEED and
T-SUPERP and T-SUPERPROCEED can happen).

Case T-SUPERB: e = super.m′(e) mtype(m′, D, ∅) = T′→T0
C.m; Λ; Γ ` e : S′ S′ <: T′

Let S = [new C0(v)<D,L,L>/super]. It suffices to show that •; Λ; Γ `
new C0(v)<D,L,L>.m

′(Se) : T0. By assumption, we have •; Λ; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0.
Next, we show C0.m ` <D,L,L> ok. By C0.m ` <C,L′,L> ok, we have C0 <: C, from
which C0 <: D follows, and {L}wf . By mtype(m′, D, ∅) = T′→T0 and Lemma A.1.2,
we have mtype(m′, D, {L}) = T′→T0; moreover, by Lemma A.1.13, ndp(m, D, L, L).
So, C0.m ` <D,L,L> ok. By the induction hypothesis, we have •; Λ; Γ ` Se : S′

and, by assumption, S′ <: T′. Finally, T-INVKA finishes the case.
�

Lemma A.1.18 (Inversion for method body, Lemma 2.3.10) Suppose {L}wf and
mbody(m, C, L′, L) = x.e0 in C

′, L′ ′ and mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 and ndp(m, C, L′, L).

1. If L′ ′ = L′ ′ ′;L0, then L0 req Λ and L0.C
′.m; Λ ∪ {L0}; x : T, this : C′ ` e0 : U0 and

C <: C′ and U0 <: T0 and ndp(m, C′, L′ ′, L) for some Λ and U0.

2. If L′ ′ = •, then C′.m; ∅; x : T, this : C′ ` e0 : U0 and C <: C′ and U0 <: T0 and
ndp(m, C′, •, L) for some U0.

Proof : Both 1 and 2 are proved simultaneously by induction on mbody(m, C, L′, L) =
x.e0 in C′, L′ ′.
Case MB-CLASS: class C / D {... S0 m(S x){return e0;} ...}

C′ = C L′ = • L′ ′ = •
By T-CLASS, T-METHOD, MT-CLASS, it must be the case that

T0, T = S0, S C.m; ∅; x : T, this : C ` e0 : U0 U0 <: T0

for some U0. We have ndp(m, C, •, L) by NDP-CLASS, finishing the case.
Case MB-LAYER: pmbody(m, C, L0) = x.e0 in L1 C′ = C L′ ′ = L′

By the definition of pmbody, there exists some L1 such that LT(L1)(C.m) =
S0 C.m(S x){ return e; } and L0 <:w L1. By T-PMETHOD, it must be the case that

T0, T = S0, S L1 req Λ1 L1.C.m; Λ1 ∪ {L1}; x : T, this : C ` e0 : U0 U0 <: T0

for some U0 and Λ1. It is easy to show by induction on L0 <:w L1 using Lemma A.1.7
and T-LAYER and T-LAYERSW that

L0.C.m; Λ ∪ {L0}; x : T, this : C ` e0 : U0

for some Λ such that L0 req Λ. Finally, we have ndp(m,C′,L′ ′,L) by assumption, finish-
ing the case.
Case MB-SUPER: L′ = • class C / D { ... M } m 6∈ M

mbody(m, D, L, L) = x.e0 in C′, L′ ′

By MT-SUPER, it must be the case that mtype(m, D, {L}, {L}) = T→T0. By Lemma A.1.13,
we have ndp(m,D,L,L). The induction hypothesis and transitivity of subtyping finish the
case.
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Case MB-NEXTLAYER: L′ = Lb;L1 pmbody(m, C, L1) undefined
mbody(m, C, Lb, L) = x.e0 in C′, L′ ′

We show ndp(m, C, Lb, L) holds by case analysis on ndp(m, C, Lb; L1, L). The cases
NDP-SUPER and NDP-CLASS are easy. The case NDP-LAYER is easy, too:
since pmbody(m, C, L1) undefined, by NDP-LAYER, we have ndp(m, C, Lb, L). Since
pmbody(m, C, L1) is undefined and mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0, it must be the case
that mtype(m, C, {Lb}, {L}) = T→T0. Then, the induction hypothesis finishes the case.

�

Theorem A.1.1 (Subject Reduction) Suppose ` (CT, LT) ok. If •; {L}; Γ ` e : T and {L}
wf and L ` e −→ e′, then •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : S for some S such that S <: T.

Proof : By induction on L ` e −→ e′ with case analysis on the last reduction rule used.
We show only main cases.
Case R-FIELD: e = new C0(v).fi fields(C0) = C f e′ = vi

By T-FIELD and T-NEW, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` v : D D <: C C = Ci

Then, we have •; {L}; Γ ` vi : Di and Di <: Ci, finishing the case.
Case R-INVK: e = new C0(v).m(w)

L ` new C0(v)<C0,L,L>.m(w) −→ e′

By T-INVK and T-NEW, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` v : S fields(C0) = T f S <: T
mtype(m, C0, {L}) = T′→T •; {L}; Γ ` w : S′ S′ <: T′.

By Lemma A.1.13, ndp(m, C0, L, L) and so C0.m ` <C0,L,L> ok holds. Since {L} <:sw {L},
we have

•; {L}; Γ ` new C0(v)<C0,L,L>.m(w) : T

by T-INVKA. By the induction hypothesis, •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : S for some S <: T, finishing
the case.
Case R-INVKP: e = new C0(v)<C

′,L′ ′,L′>.m(w)
mbody(m, C′, L′ ′, L′) = x.e0 in C′ ′, (L′ ′ ′; L0)
C′ ′ / D
L0 / L1

e′ =


new C0(v) /this,
w /x,
new C0(v)<C

′ ′,L′ ′ ′,L′>.m /proceed,
new C0(v)<D,L

′,L′> /super,
new C0(v)<C

′ ′,L1,(L
′ ′ ′;L0),L′>.m/superproceed

 e0

By T-INVKA, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 C0.m ` <C′,L′ ′,L′> ok {L} <:sw {L′}
mtype(m, C′, {L′ ′}, {L′}) = T′→T •; {L}; Γ ` w : S′ S′ <: T′

for some T′ and S′.
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By Lemma A.1.18,

L0.C
′ ′.m; Λ ∪ {L0}; x : T, this : C′ ′ ` e0 : S

L0 req Λ
C′ <: C′ ′

S <: T
ndp(m, C′ ′, L′ ′ ′;L0, L′)

and for some Λ and S.
By S-TRANS, C0 <: C′ ′. From ndp(m, C′ ′, L′ ′ ′;L0, L′) and C0.m ` <C′,L′ ′,L′> ok, it

follows that C0.m ` <C′ ′,(L′ ′ ′;L0),L′> ok.
By {L′}wf and Lemma A.1.11 and L0 ∈ L′ and L0 req Λ, we have ∀L ∈ Λ, ∃L′ ∈

L′.L′ <:w L. So, by LSS-INTRO, we have {L′} = {L′} ∪ {L0} <:w Λ ∪ {L0}. By this fact
and {L} <:sw {L′}, we get {L} <:sw Λ ∪ {L0}. By Lemma A.1.7,

L0.C
′ ′.m; {L}; x : T, this : C′ ′ ` e0 : S

By ndp(m, C′ ′, L′ ′ ′;L0, L′) and the definition of ndp, proceed ∈ e0 implies ndp(m, C′, L′ ′ ′, L′).
Then, by Lemmas A.1.8 and Lemma A.1.17(1),

•; {L}; x : T, this : C′ ′ `

 new C0(v)<C
′ ′,L′ ′ ′,L′>.m /proceed,

new C0(v)<D,L
′,L′> /super,

new C0(v)<C
′ ′,L1,(L

′ ′ ′;L0),L′>.m/superproceed

 e0 : S

By Lemmas A.1.8, A.1.5 and A.1.9, •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : S′ for some S′ <: S. By S-TRANS,
S′ <: T, finishing the case.
Case R-INVKSP: e = new C0(v)<C

′,L1,(L
′ ′;L0),L

′>.m(w)
pmbody(m, C′, L1) = x.e0 in L2
C′ / D
L2 / L3

e′ =


new C0(v) /this
w /x
new C0(v)<C

′ ′,L′ ′,L′>.m /proceed
new C0(v)<D,L

′,L′> /super,
new C0(v)<C

′ ′,L3,(L
′ ′;L0),L

′>.m/superproceed

 e0

By T-INVKAL, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 C.m ` <C′,(L′ ′;L0),L
′> ok {L} <:sw {L′}

L0 <:w L1 pmtype(m, C′, L1) = T′→T •; {L}; Γ ` w : S′ S′ <: T′

for some T′ and S′. Let Λ be the layer set such that L1 req Λ. By Lemma A.1.16,

L1.C
′.m; Λ ∪ {L1}; x : T, this : C′ ` e0 : S

and S <: T for some S.
Since L0 <:w L1, L0 requires all the layers that L1 requires (including Λ). By {L′}wf

and Lemma A.1.11 and L0 ∈ L′, we have ∀L ∈ Λ, ∃L′ ∈ {L′} such that L′ <:w L. So,
{L′} = {L′} ∪ {L0} <:w Λ∪ {L1}. By this and {L} <:sw {L′}, we have {L} <:sw Λ∪ {L1}.
By Lemma A.1.7,

L1.C
′.m; {L}; x : T, this : C′ ` e0 : S.
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By ndp(m, C′, (L′ ′;L0), L′) (which follows from C.m ` <C′,(L′ ′;L0),L
′> ok) and the def-

inition of ndp, proceed ∈ e0 implies ndp(m, C′, L′ ′, L′) holds. Then, by Lemmas A.1.8,
A.1.5, A.1.9 and A.1.17(1), •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : S′ for some S′ <: S. By S-TRANS, S′ <: T,
finishing the case.
Case R-INVKB: e = new C0(v)<C

′,L′ ′,L′>.m(w)
mbody(m, C′, L′ ′, L′) = x.e0 in C′ ′, •
C′ ′ / D

e′ =

 new C0(v) /this
w /x
new C0(v)<D,L

′,L′>/super

 e0

By T-INVKA, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` new C0(v) : C0 C0.m ` <C′,L′ ′,L′> ok {L} <:sw {L′}
mtype(m, C′, {L′ ′}, {L′}) = T′→T •; {L}; Γ ` w : S′ S′ <: T′

for some T′ and S′. By Lemma A.1.18,

C′ ′.m; ∅; x : T, this : C′ ′ ` e0 : S

and C′ <: C′ ′ and S <: T and ndp(m, C′ ′, •, L′) for some S. By S-TRANS, C0 <: C′ ′. By
Lemma A.1.5,

C′ ′.m; {L}; x : T, this : C′ ′ ` e0 : S

By Lemmas A.1.8, A.1.5, A.1.9 and A.1.17(2), •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : S′ for some S′ <: S. By
S-TRANS, S′ <: T, finishing the case.
Case RC-WITH: e = with new L() e0 e′ = with new L() e0

′

with(L, L) = L′ L′ ` e0 −→ e0
′

By T-WITH, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` new L() : L L req Λ {L} <:w Λ •; {L} ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

for some Λ. Here, {L′} = {L} ∪ {L}wf by WF-WITH. By the induction hypothesis,
•; {L} ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0

′ : S for some S <: T. By T-WITH, •; {L}; Γ ` e0
′ : S, finishing the

case.
Case RC-WITHARG: e = with el e0 e′ = with el

′ e0 L ` el −→ el
′

By T-WITH, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` el : L L req Λ {L} <:w Λ •; {L} ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

for some Λ. By the induction hypothesis, we have •; {L}; Γ ` el
′ : L′ for some L′ <: L.

By LS-EXTENDS, L′ and L have the same require clause Λ. Since L′ <: L, we have
L′ <:w L, and {L} ∪ {L′} <:w {L} ∪ {L}. By Lemma A.1.7 and T-WITH, •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : T.
Reflexivity of <: finishes the case.
Case R-WITHVAL: e = with new L() v0 e′ = v0

By T-WITH, it must be the case that •; {L}∪ {L}; Γ ` v0 : T. By Lemma A.1.8, •; {L}; Γ `
v0 : T, finishing the case.
Case RC-SWAP: e = swap (new L(),Lsw) e0 e′ = swap (new L(),Lsw) e0

′

swap(L, Lsw, L) = L′ L′ ` e0 −→ e0
′
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By T-SWAP, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` new L() : L Lsw swappable L <:w Lsw L req Λ
Λrm = {L} \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λ •; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

for some L, Λ, and Λrm. Here, {L′} = Λrm ∪ {L}. Then, {L′}wf by WF-SWAP. By the
induction hypothesis, •; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0

′ : S for some S <: T. By T-SWAP, •; {L}; Γ `
e0
′ : S, finishing the case.

Case RC-SWAPARG: e = swap (el,Lsw) e0 e′ = swap (el
′,Lsw) e0

L ` el −→ el
′

By T-SWAP, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` el : L Lsw swappable L <:w Lsw L req Λ
Λrm = {L} \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw} Λrm <:w Λ •; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T

for some L, Λ, and Λrm. By the induction hypothesis, we have •; {L}; Γ ` el
′ : L′ for

some L′ <: L. By LS-EXTENDS, L′ and L have the same require clause Λ. Since L′ <: L,
we have L′ <:w L, L′ <:w Lsw, and Λrm ∪ {L′} <:w Λrm ∪ {L} <:w Λ. By Lemma A.1.7 and
T-SWAP, •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : T. Reflexivity of <: finishes the case.
Case R-SWAPVAL:
Similar to Case R-WITHVAL.
Case RC-INVKRECV: e = e0.m(e) L ` e0 −→ e0

′ e′ = e0
′.m(e)

By T-INVK, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` e0 : C0 mtype(m, C0, {L}) = T→T •; {L}; Γ ` e : S S <: T.

for some T and S. By the induction hypothesis, •; {L}; Γ ` e0
′ : D0 for some D0 <: C0. By

Lemma A.1.6, mtype(m, D0, {L}) = T→S and S <: T for some S. By T-INVK, •; {L}; Γ `
e0
′.m(e) : S, finishing the case.

Case RC-INVKARG: e = e0.m( . . . ,ei, . . . ) L ` ei −→ ei
′

e′ = e0.m( . . . ,ei
′, . . . )

By T-INVK, it must be the case that

•; {L}; Γ ` e0 : C0 mtype(m, C0, {L}) = T→T •; {L}; Γ ` e : S S <: T.

for some T and S. By the induction hypothesis, •; {L}; Γ ` ei
′ : Si

′ for some Si
′ <: Si. By

S-TRANS, Si
′ <: Ti. So, by T-INVK, •; {L}; Γ ` e′ : T, finishing the case.

Case RC-NEW, RC-INVKAARG1, RC-INVKAARG2:
Similar to the case above. �

Lemma A.1.19 (Lemma 2.3.15) If pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0, then there exist x and e0 and L′

( 6= Base) such that pmbody(m, C, L) = x.e0 in L′ and the lengths of x and T are equal and
L <:w L′.

Proof : By induction on pmtype(m, C, L) = T→T0.
Case PMT-LAYER: LT(L)(C.m) = T0 C.m(T x){ return e; }

By T-PMETHOD, the lengths of T and x are equal. L <:w L by Reflexivity of <:w. Then,
PMB-LAYER finishes the case.
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Case PMT-SUPER: LT(L)(C.m) undefined L / L′ pmtype(m, C, L′) = T→T0

The induction hypothesis and PMB-LAYER and LSW-EXTENDS and LSW-EXTENDS fin-
ish the case.

�

Lemma A.1.20 (Lemma 2.3.16) If mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 and L′ is a prefix of L
and {L}wf, then there exist x and e0 and L′ ′ and C′ ( 6= Object) such that mbody(m, C, L, L′) =
x.e0 in C

′, L′ ′ and the lengths of x and T are equal and, if L′ ′ is not empty, the last layer name
of L′ ′ is not Base.

Proof : By lexicographic induction on mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 and the length of
L′.
Case: L′ = • class C / D {... S0 m(S x){ return e0; } ...}

By MT-CLASS, it must be the case that T, T0 = S, S0 and the lengths of S and x are equal.
Then, by MB-CLASS, mbody(m, C, •, L) = x.e0 in C, •, finishing the case.
Case: L′ = • class C / D {... M} m 6∈ M

It must be the case that mtype(m, C, {L′}, {L}) = T→T0 is derived by MT-SUPER and
mtype(m, D, {L}, {L}) = T→T0. The induction hypothesis and MB-SUPER finish the
case.
Case: L′ = L′ ′ ′, L0 pmtype(m, C, L0) = T→T0

By Lemma A.1.19 and MB-LAYER.
Case: L′ = L′ ′ ′; L0 pmtype(m, C, L0) undefined
Since pmtype(m, C, L0) undefined, it must be the case that mtype(m, C, {L′ ′ ′}, {L}) = T→T0.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist x and e0 and L′ ′ and C′ ( 6= Object) such that
mbody(m, C, L′ ′ ′, L′) = x.e0 in C′, L′ ′ and the lengths of x and T are equal. It follows
that pmbody(m, C, L0) is undefined from pmtype(m, C, L0) undefined. MB-NEXTLAYER

finishes the case. �

Theorem A.1.2 (Progress) Suppose ` (CT, LT) ok. If •; {L}; • ` e : T and {L} wf, then e
is a value or L ` e −→ e′ for some e′.

Proof : By induction on •; {L}; • ` e : T with case analysis on the last typing rule used.
Case T-VAR, T-SUPER, T-PROCEED, T-SUPERPROCEED:
Cannot happen.
Case T-FIELD: e = e0.fi •; {L}; • ` e0 : C0 fields(C0) = T f C = Ci

By the induction hypothesis, either e0 is a value or there exists e0
′ such that L ` e0 −→

e0
′. In the latter case, RC-FIELD finishes the case. In the former case where e0 is a value,

by T-NEW, we have

e0 = new C0(v) •; {L}; • ` v : S S <: T.

So, we have L ` e −→ vi, finishing the case.
Case T-INVK: e = e0.m(e) •; {L}; • ` e0 : C0

mtype(m, C0, {L}) = T→T •; {L}; • ` e : S S <: T

By the induction hypothesis, there exist i ≥ 0 and ei
′ such that L ` ei −→ ei

′, in which
case RC-INVKRECV or RC-INVKARG finishes the case, or all ei’s are values v0, v. Then,
by T-NEW, v0 = new C0(w) for some values w. By Lemma A.1.20, there exist x, e0

′, L′ ′
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and C′ ( 6= Object) such that mbody(m, C0, L, L) = x.e0 in C′, L′ ′ and the lengths of x and
T are the same. Since C′ 6= Object, there exists D′ such that class C′ / D′ {...}. We
have two subcases here depending on whether L′ ′ is empty or not. We will show the
case where L′ ′ is not empty; the other case is similar. Let L′ ′ = L′ ′ ′; L0 for some L′ ′ ′.
Since L0 6= Base, there exists L1 such that layer L0 / L1 {...}. Then, the expression

e′ =


new C0(w) /this
v /x
new C0(w)<C

′,L′ ′ ′,L>.m/proceed
new C0(w)<D

′,L,L> /super
new C0(w)<C

′,L1,L,L> /superproceed

 e0
′

is well defined (note that the lengths of x and v are equal). Then, by R-INVKP and
R-INVK, L ` e −→ e′.
Case T-NEW: e = new C(e) fields(C) = T f •; {L}; • ` e : S S <: T

By the induction hypothesis, either (1) e are all values, in which case e is also a value;
or (2) there exists i and ei

′ such that L ` ei −→ ei
′, in which case RC-NEW finishes the

case.
Case T-NEWL:
Trivial.
Case T-WITH: e = with el e0 •; {L}; • ` el : L •; {L} ∪ {L}; • ` e0 : T

L req Λ {L} <:w Λ
By the induction hypothesis, either el is not a value, in which case RC-WITHARG fin-
ishes the case; or e0 is a value, in which case R-WITHVAL finishes the case; or there
exists e0

′ such that with(L, L) ` e0 −→ e0
′, in which case RC-WITH finishes the case

(notice that {with(L, L)}wf , by WF-WITH).
Case T-SWAP: e = swap (el,Lsw) e0 •; {L}; • ` el : L

Lsw swappable L <:w Lsw
L req Λ′ Λrm = {L} \ {L′ | L′ <:w Lsw}
Λrm <:w Λ′ L; Λrm ∪ {L}; Γ ` e0 : T0

By the induction hypothesis, either el is not a value, in which case RC-SWAPARG fin-
ishes the case; or e0 is a value, in which case R-SWAPVAL finishes the case; or there
exists e0

′ such that swap(L, Lsw, L) ` e0 −→ e0
′, in which case RC-SWAP finishes the

case (notice that, by WF-SWAP, {swap(L, Lsw, L)}wf ).
Case T-INVKA:
Similar to the case for T-INVK.
Case T-INVKAL: e = new C0(v)<D0,L1,(L

′ ′;L0),L
′>.m(e)

•; {L}; • ` new C0(v) : C0 C0.m ` <D0,L1,(L
′ ′;L0),L

′> ok
{L} <:sw {L′} L0 <:w L1
pmtype(m, D0, L1) = T′→T0
•; {L}; • ` e : S′ S′ <: T′

By the induction hypothesis, either (1) there exists i ≥ 1 and ei
′ such that L ` ei −→

ei
′, in which case RC-INVKARG finishes the case, or (2) all ei’s are values w. Then,

by Lemma A.1.19, there exist x, e0
′ and L2 ( 6= Base) such that pmbody(m, D0, L1) =

x.e0 in L2 and the lengths of x and T′ are the same. Since L2
′ 6= Base, there exists

L3 such that layer L2 / L3 {...}.
By Sanity Condition (8), D0 is not Object and there exists E0 such that

class D0 / E0 {...}. Then, the expression
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e′ =


new C0(v) /this
w /x
new C0(v)<D0,L

′ ′,L>.m /proceed
new C0(v)<E0,L,L> /super
new C0(v)<D0,L3,(L

′ ′;L0),L>.m/superproceed

 e0
′

is well defined (note that the lengths of x and v are equal). Then, by R-INVKSP, L `
e −→ e′.

�

Theorem A.1.3 (Type Soundness) If ` (CT, LT, e) : T and e reduces to a normal form
under the empty set of layers, then the normal form is new S(v) for some v and S such that
S <: T.

Proof : By T-PROG and Theorems A.1.1 and A.1.2.
�





Appendix B

Proof of Properties of Core
ContextWorkflow

B.1 Proofs

In the following theorems, let pk = Ak/Ck for some k, and we define functions as follow.

• [(t) be a workflow that removes sub, check, cp and cp#E from t.

• includes(t, m, n) iff [(t) = pm; · · · ;pn if m ≤ n; or t has no primitive workflows
otherwise.

• includes(E, m, n) = includes(E[check], m, n).

• includes(c, n, m) iff c \ {sub, ccp#E} = Cn;...;Cm if m ≤ n; or c has no atomic
actions C∗ otherwise.

• nosub(t, m, n) iff includes(t, m, n) and t has no sub-workflow.

Lemma 1 (Commit) If includes(t, m, n) and 〈t, E, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈c′〉, then #»

A = Am, · · · , An (when
m ≤ n) or #»

A = ε (otherwise).

Proof : By straightforward induction on the derivation. �

Lemma 2 (Abort) If nosub(t, m, n) and 〈t, E, c〉 ⇑
#»
A
A|P 〈c

′, []〉, then #»
A = Am, · · · , Ai and

includes(c′, i, m) for some i such that m ≤ i ≤ n (when m ≤ n), or #»
A = ε ∧ includes(c′, 0, 1)

(otherwise).

Proof : By straightforward induction on the derivation. �

Lemma 3 (Compensation) If c = Cm, · · · , Cn and 〈c〉 ⇓
#»
C 〈•, []〉, then #»

C = Cm, · · · , Cn.

Proof : By straightforward induction on the derivation. �

Lemma 4 (Checkpoint) Suppose nosub(t, m, k) and t has no cp#E∗ and 〈t, E, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈c′, []〉

and includes(E, k+1, n) and includes(c, m-1, l) and l ≤ m and ccp#Es 6∈ c and ccp#Es ∈ c′

and is just after Cj (or just before Cj+1, so c′ usually be Ck,...,Cj+1,...,ccp#Es,...,Cj...,
Cm) and m-1 ≤ j ≤ k.

1. If m-1 ≤ k ≤ n∧ m ≤ n, then includes(Es, j+1, n).

2. If n ≤ k < m, then includes(Es, m, k).

Proof : Proof by induction on the derivation of 〈t, E, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈c′, []〉. We show only the

case of (1), and main rules.

101
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Case CW-CHECKPOINT: Es = E[[];cp#E] j = m-1

It is the case that k = m-1, and so includes(E, m, n). Clearly, includes(Es, m, n), finishing
the case.
Case CW-SEQ: t = t1;t2 〈t1, E[[];t2], c〉 ⇓

#»
A1 〈c′ ′〉

〈t2, E, c′ ′〉 ⇓
#»
A2 〈c′〉

We get includes(t1, m, i) and includes(t2, i+1, k) for some i s.t., m-1 ≤ i ≤ k. The induc-
tion hypothesis finishes the case. �

Lemma 5 (Partial Abort) Suppose nosub(t, m, n0) and t has no cp#E∗ and 〈t, [], •〉 ⇑
#»
A
P

〈c′, []〉 and #»
A = Am, · · · , An and includes(c′, n, m) and 〈c′〉 ⇓

#»
C 〈c′ ′, Es〉.

• If m ≤ n, then #»
C = ε and includes(Es, m, n) and includes(c′ ′, n, m), or #»

C = Cn, · · · , Ck+1
and includes(Es, k+1, n) and includes(c′ ′, k, m) for some k (m-1 ≤ k < n).

• If m > n, then #»
C = ε and includes(Es, m, n) and includes(c′ ′, n, m).

Proof : Proof by induction on the derivation of 〈c〉 ⇓
#»
C 〈c′, Es〉, using Lemma 4. �

Lemma 6 (Suspend) Suppose includes(t, m, k) and 〈t, E, c〉 ⇑
#»
A
S 〈c′, Es〉 and

includes(E, k+1, n).

1. If m-1 ≤ k ≤ n ∧ m ≤ n, then #»
A = Am, · · · , Ai for some i such that m ≤ i ≤ k and

includes(Es, i+1, n), or #»
A = ε and includes(Es, m, n).

2. If n ≤ k < m, then includes(Es, m, k).

Proof : Proof by induction on the derivation. We show only the case of (1), and main
rules.
Case CW-CHECK-SUSPEND:
It is the case that k = m-1, and so includes(E, m, n), finishing the case.
Case CW-SUB-INT: t = sub(t′)/c

We can get includes(t′, m, k) and includes(E[(sub [])/c], k+1, n). Then, the induction
hypothesis finishes the case.
Case CW-SEQ-INT1: t = t1;t2

We get includes(t1, m, j) for some j s.t., m-1 ≤ j ≤ k. We also get
includes(E[[];t2], j+1, n). Then, the induction hypothesis finishes the case.

Case CW-SEQ-INT2: t = t1;t2 〈t1, E[[];t2], c〉 ⇓
#»
A1 〈c′ ′〉

〈t2, E, c′ ′〉 ⇑
#»
A2
S 〈c′, Es〉

We get includes(t1, m, j) for some j s.t., m-1 ≤ j ≤ k. By Lemma 1, #»
A1 = Am, · · · , Aj−1

(when m ≤ j), or #»
A1 = ε (when j = m-1). We also get includes(t2, j+1, k) from

includes(t, m, k) and includes(t1, m, j). We still have includes(E, k, n).
Then, by the induction hypothesis, #»

A2 = Aj, · · · , Ai for some i such that j ≤ i ≤ k

and includes(Es, i+1, n), or #»
A2 = ε and includes(Es, m, n).

Finally, we can finishes the case concatenating #»
A1 and #»

A2. �

Theorem 1 (Workflow commits) If includes(t, m, n) and 〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈〉 and m ≤ n, then

#»
A = Am, · · · An.

Proof : By Lemma 1 and CW-PROGRAM-COMMIT. �
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Theorem 2 (Workflow aborts (Successful Compensation)) If nosub(t, m, n) and 〈t, c〉 ⇓
#»
A
A

〈〉 and m ≤ n and c = Ck,...,Cl , then #»
A = Am, · · · Ai, Ci, · · · , Cm, Ck, · · · , Cl for some i

(m ≤ i ≤ n).

Proof : By Lemmas 2 and 3 and CW-PROGRAM-ABORT. �

Theorem 3 (Restarted suspended workflow commits) If 〈t, •〉 ⇓
#»
A 〈〉 and 〈t, •〉 ⇓

#»
C
S

〈c, E〉 and 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

C′ 〈〉, then #»
A =

#»
C ,

#»

C′.

Proof : By Theorem 1, Lemma 6 and CW-PROGRAM-SUSPEND. �

Theorem 4 (Workflow partially aborts) If nosub(t, m, n) and 〈t, •〉 ⇓
#»
A
P 〈c, E〉 and m ≤ n,

then either of the followings hold.

• #»
A = Am, · · · , Ai, Ci, Ci−1, · · · , Cj and includes(E, j, n) and includes(c, j-1, m) for some
i and j (m ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n).

• #»
A = Am, · · · , An and includes(E, 1, 0) and includes(c, n, m).

Moreover, the followings hold.

1. (Suspended workflow commits) If 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′ 〈〉, then
#»

A′ = Aj, · · · , An, or
#»

A′ = ε
(if includes(E, 1, 0)).

2. (Suspended workflow aborts) If 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′
A 〈〉, then

#»

A′ = ε (if j = m), or
#»

A′ =
Cj−1, · · · , Cm.

Proof : By Lemma 2, Lemma 5 and CW-PROGRAM-PABORT.

1. By Theorem 1.

2. By Theorem 2.

�

Theorem 5 (Partial abort, checkpoint and nested workflow) Suppose that includes(t,1,n)
and t\check = p1;...;cp;pk;...;pm;sub(pm+1;...;cp;pj;...;pl)/Ca;pl+1;...;pn

and 〈t, •〉 ⇓
#»
A
P 〈c, E〉.

1. (Partial abor skips compensations of complete sub-workflow) If Al+1 ∈ {
#»
A }, then #»

A =
A1, · · · , Ai, Ci, · · · , Cl+1, Ca, Cm, · · · , Ck, · · · , C1 for some i(> l).

2. (A suspended workflow remembers checkpoints in a sub-workflow) If Al+1 ∈ {
#»
A } and

〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′
P 〈c′ ′, E′〉 and Aj ∈ {

#»

A′} ∧ Al 6∈ {
#»

A′}, then
#»

A′ = Ak, · · · , Ai, Ci, · · · , Cj
for some i(j ≤ i ≤ l).

3. (A suspended workflow remembers checkpoints before a sub-workflow) If Cj ∈ {
#»
A } and

〈E[check], c〉 ⇓
#»

A′
P 〈c′ ′, E′〉 and Al+1 ∈ {

#»

A′}, then
#»

A′ = Aj, · · · , Ai, Ci, · · · , Cl+1, Ca, Cm,
· · · , Ck for some i > l.

Proof : Let E0 = [];cp#E0;pk;...;sub(...;cp;...)/Ca;...;pn and E1 =
cp#E0;sub([];cp#E1;...)/Ca;...;pn.
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1. Straightforwardly from the derivation, using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Notice that
the CW-SUB deletes the cp inside the sub and installs the other compensation Ca.

2. We can get E = E0 from the derivation tree. Then, straightforwardly from the
derivation of 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓

#»

A′
P 〈c′ ′, E′〉 using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

3. We can get E = E1 from the derivation tree. Then, straightforwardly from the
derivation of 〈E[check], c〉 ⇓

#»

A′
P 〈c′ ′, E′〉 using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

�
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